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ABSTRACT 
 
Space, Time, and Energy in Dismounted Navigation 
 
by 
 
Ian Joseph Irmischer 
 
Navigation, defined as goal-related movement through space and time to reach a destination, 
is a fundamental human activity. Geographers, physiologists, archaeologists, anthropologists, 
and psychologists have long been interested in the spatial, temporal, and energy expenditure 
aspects of navigation. Hikers, search and rescue teams, firefighters, the military, and others 
navigate on foot through rugged terrain, and their success depends on understanding how the 
dynamics of foot-based navigation affect individual capabilities, caloric requirements, and 
risk potential.  
This research project modeled energy expenditure and speed of movement of human 
beings engaged in foot-based navigation in wooded environments with varied terrain. The 
models were developed using spatiotemporal analysis of a subject’s movement trajectories 
and biometrics. Energy expenditure estimates were collected via biosensors and Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) from subjects while they engaged in foot-based 
navigation through undeveloped, forested landscapes. Trajectory data from 200 subjects were 
merged with a land cover data set to analyze characteristics of human navigation over 
varying slopes and terrain. Generalizing these characteristics provided a model of energy 
expenditure and navigational speed from an origin to a destination along an unknown route. 
The equation developed to model energy expenditure of a human’s route during navigation 
x 
 
uses terrain slope, land cover, body mass index (BMI), sex, and traveled distance to predict 
Calorie consumption with an accuracy of 89 percent. The model of navigation speed 
accurately predicts route completion time within 10 percent. These models help to explain 
the human dynamics of navigation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the most basic tasks of human existence is to move from an origin to a destination. 
The coordinated and goal-directed movement through an environment is called navigation 
(Montello 2005). The task is accomplished many times over during the course of a day. This 
research helps us understand the energy required for human navigation. It also investigates 
the speed at which the task is accomplished. 
 An important subset of origin-to-destination movement is that which is done in the 
natural wilderness. Navigation on foot through the wilderness is done by hikers, search and 
rescue personnel, firefighters, and the military, among many others. It is often referred to as 
dismounted navigation. The human dynamics of dismounted navigation are critical to 
understanding individual capabilities, requirements, and risk.  
Current models of energy expenditure for wilderness navigation are not sufficient to 
assist users during route planning and logistical estimation. Most models are crude when 
considering land cover implications. None have been validated with field data. Improving our 
understanding of Calorie consumption during navigation will prove to be beneficial: Hikers 
will be able to estimate caloric needs based on trail choice; search and rescue will improve 
load planning and routing; and societal uses of an energy expenditure model for on-foot 
navigation are many.  
Understanding human movement rates during navigation is also important. Certainly, 
search and rescue workers would like to understand the time-based range capabilities of a 
lost person. Hikers would benefit to know how long it would take to navigate through an 
unknown portion of their journey. Military planning often requires estimating how long a 
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patrol would take when navigating through unfamiliar terrain, which is especially important 
when an operation is contingent upon precise timing. Just like a model of energy expenditure, 
knowing how fast people can move while navigating has far-reaching implications.  
When moving from an origin to a destination, people must constantly make decisions 
on what route to take. These decisions are based on an infinite number of variables. 
Increasingly, computational aids assist humans during this process. Devices and applications 
support human decision-making by assessing and analyzing their route choice prior to the 
execution of their movement. It is quite common for an individual to use Google Maps or 
other web-based systems when planning how to accomplish navigational tasks. These web-
based analytical tools can provide route planners with critical advice. Simple input of an 
origin and a destination can yield routing information to be used to select a course. Routing 
algorithms, in conjunction with Geographic Information Systems (GIS), are capable of 
prediction methods to help navigators plan courses. These route planning aids can compute 
the shortest route, the fastest route, and other valuable metrics. The metric of energy 
expenditure (EE), specifically its effect on navigation, is critically under-researched. 
Additionally, speed of human movement when people are navigating in the wilderness has 
been somewhat taken for granted. Much work has been done in the fields of geography, 
exercise physiology, and kinesiology to predict human walking speed. However, very little 
has been done to account for speed decreases due to the cognitive cost of navigation. 
This dissertation research models the human energy expenditure of foot-based 
navigation in the outdoor environment. Further, it investigates the speed at which humans 
conduct dismounted navigation. It uses Geographic Information theory and systems to create 
mathematical representations of EE and speed and investigates how both of these models are 
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based on environmental and terrain characteristics. Additionally, it explores how individual 
physiological characteristics can contribute to EE models. Collection of spatio-temporal 
information has provided a means for statistical modeling of this important human process. 
Pinpointing the focus, one of the specific motivations of this research is to better 
understand military land navigation. It is a basic skill required of every Soldier and Marine, 
and military land navigation is taught at each form of basic training as well as at all U.S. 
Army leadership schools. Improved understanding of the human dynamics of dismounted 
navigation is of great interest to the armed services. 
One of the major components of military land navigation is route selection (U.S. 
Army 2013). Route selection is an element of every military operation involving dismounted 
troops. Conservation of human energy expenditure is a vital consideration when planning 
routes, since physical exhaustion has been shown to cause degraded cognitive ability and 
decision making (Fleury and Bard 1987). Fatigue has also been shown to lead to lower than 
normal physical performance in tasks such as marksmanship (Tharion et al. 1997). Military 
field manuals emphasize that energy consumption prediction and exhaustion avoidance are 
critical when planning military operations and patrols (U.S. Army 1990). There are many 
geospatial tools available to assist Soldiers and Marines during route selection (See ArcGIS 
Military Analyst among others). However, no validated tools address the variable of 
consumed energy. The omission of tools that provide route planning assistance based on 
potential exhaustion leaves a gap in current U.S. military capability.  
Likewise, calculation of human movement speed during navigation is essential for 
military operations. Many missions require adjacent units to coordinate meeting in space and 
time. Estimation of human navigational speed is necessary to successfully arrive at a certain 
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location at a specified time. Understanding dismounted movement rates during long-range 
reconnaissance planning is essential to maximizing enemy detection capability. It also 
minimizes the risk of capture. The integrated use of dismounted troops and aviation assets 
demands detailed movement speed planning and analysis. Current navigation models do not 
adequately account for slowed movement due to wayfinding. 
This research effort improves our understanding of geospatial considerations 
available to our military, specifically those that focus on route planning and navigation. 
Improving geospatial-related technologies will support the U.S. Army Warfighter through 
enhanced knowledge of the environment and his/her individual capabilities.  
 
Components of Modeling Energy Expenditure and Speed of Navigation 
Computational assessment of the best route has been studied since the 1950s, when the 
Bellman-Ford algorithm was formulated (Ford and Fulkerson 1962). Geospatial-based 
routing tools have been used by military planners for more than 25 years (Reynolds and 
Taylor 1988). However, these tools have disregarded the need for planning routes based on 
physical exertion. Dismounted operations in the mountainous terrain of Afghanistan have 
emphasized a need to assist mission planners with tools that can compute human energy 
expenditure of dismounted navigation. This study has partially filled this needed gap. 
Additionally, this study betters our understanding of human movement rates. It uses 
empirical data to model movement speeds for individuals conducting dismounted navigation 
in wooded and hilly terrain. 
Energy expenditure in humans due to physical activity varies in accordance with the 
individual characteristics of the navigator. If two humans navigated between an origin and a 
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destination along the same exact route, at the same exact time, they would expend a different 
quantity of Calories. These differences are based on factors such as Body Mass Index (BMI), 
fitness, and sex. This study models how these individual differences cause variance in energy 
expenditure. 
The energy cost of dismounted navigation also varies over different terrain 
conditions. If other factors are held constant, steep uphill navigation is more energy-
expensive than navigation over level ground. The vegetation, or more generally land cover, 
through which a navigator must traverse also affects human energy expenditure. For 
example, navigating over vegetated terrain costs more time and energy than navigating over a 
paved road; navigating in snow requires more human energy than navigating over a dirt path.  
Similar to EE, predicted speed of navigation is dependent on terrain conditions. This 
research shows how changing land cover can slow the movement rates of human navigation. 
Additionally, the grade at which an individual travels up or down also limits the speed of 
travel. Most importantly, however, this examination attempts to show how movement rates 
are slower when individuals are required to continually assess their current position and 
make new routing decisions.  
 
Scale of the Model Development 
Most dismounted military navigation between an origin and a destination occurs at the 
temporal scale of hours, not minutes, days, or weeks. From a spatial perspective, the majority 
of military dismounted navigation covers distances in the range of 3–15 kilometers.1 
                                                 
 
1 The spatial and temporal scales of military dismounted navigation were developed from the investigator’s 18 
years of U.S. Army route planning experience. 
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Therefore, the research concentrates on navigation that occurs uninterrupted for 
approximately 2–4 hours. It studies navigators who are traversing routes between 4–8 
kilometers. This scale is also deemed appropriate since it is in keeping with normal human 
eating habits, such that navigators do not need to consume Calories during the navigation 
event.  
 
Research Contributions and Products 
The core contributions and the research products that have been developed from this work 
are specifically focused on the dismounted route planning. Implications of human energy 
expenditure and movement speeds of navigation have been examined: (1) The research has 
assigned relative weights to individual characteristics that contribute to energy expenditure; 
(2) the significance of environmental and terrain effects to energy expenditure have been 
determined; (3) some current energy expenditure models have been assessed; and (4) the 
analysis has developed a model for human navigational speeds considering slope and land 
cover as the independent variables. 
The products of this research are fourfold: (1) The dissertation develops a model of 
human energy expenditure due to dismounted cross-country navigation through wooded 
terrain; (2) it develops a quadratic function that can be used to predict the dismounted 
navigational speed of human beings, based on slope percentage and land cover; (3) it 
provides a quantitative assessment of the routing algorithm developed by U.S Army’s 
Geospatial Research Lab (GRL); and (4) analytic techniques for handling and visualizing 
large quantities of mobility data are developed. 
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Research Questions and Hypotheses  
This research strives to answer quantitative questions about space, time, and energy used 
during human navigation. The first inquiry into navigation is focused on individual 
differences, posing the following query: 
 
1. What are the contributing weights of BMI, fitness2, and sex (individual 
characteristics) to an energy expenditure model of dismounted navigation? 
 
I anticipate that these factors do not contribute equally to the amount of energy a person 
expends during dismounted navigation. This research will quantify and measure the effects 
of individual differences on the energy expenditure of human beings.  
 Similarly, the second inquiry involves understanding the energy expenditure of 
navigation, although it differs in that it investigates the environmental effects of energy 
expenditure during navigation. Specifically, this research asks: 
 
2. What are the contributing weights of slope, land cover, and distance traveled from 
origin (environmental/terrain variables) to energy expenditure while navigating?  
 
 Here I postulate that environmental and terrain variables do not contribute equally to the 
amount of energy a person expends during dismounted navigation.  
                                                 
 
2 BMI and fitness are known to be correlated (Leyk et al. 2006). Care was taken during data analysis to address 
this known association. 
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 The project also investigates a previously un-validated routing algorithm used by the 
U.S. Military to assist in route planning. The algorithm’s accuracy is assessed in this question 
and further answers: 
 
3.  How well do current energy expenditure models used by the U.S. Army match 
the experimental energy expenditure data? 
  
I postulate that current energy expenditure models do not accurately predict caloric 
expenditure in navigators. This research will provide critical insight to the correct weighting 
of model parameters. It will also quantitatively assess the error associated with GRL’s energy 
expenditure model by using field-based empirical data. 
Finally, the relationship between slope and movement speed is examined. This area of 
study will be used to better understand how quickly (or slowly) humans move while they are 
navigating in hilly woods, posing the following question: 
 
4. How does arduous wayfinding affect human movement speed when navigating in 
hilly wooded terrain? 
 
 I postulate that a change in terrain elevation will affect a navigator’s speed. It is also 
proposed that the act of navigating affects movement speed. Specifically, it is hypothesized 
that people move at a slower speed when they are constantly planning movement, conducting 
location assessment, and selecting/adjusting routes. 
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 This research collected energy expenditure estimates of Soldiers navigating on foot 
over hilly, wooded terrain. The estimates provided an opportunity to model energy 
expenditure during dismounted navigation. The model defines the contribution of individual 
and terrain factors to human energy expenditure. Knowledge of the influences contributing to 
energy expenditure provides a basis for assessing and improving current GIS routing tools, 
which in turn leads to improved routing algorithms. Further, it advances geospatial tools for 
the mission planner and improves current capabilities. These improvements will undoubtedly 
increase the operational safety of woodland firefighters, the success rates of search and 
rescue teams, and it will increase military mission accomplishment and countless other 
applications. Finally, it provides better tools to access information about how the 
environment and human capabilities affect navigation. 
The remainder of this document is organized to communicate the study background, 
methods, data, results, and conclusions. Chapter 2 reviews the significant literature in the 
fields of energy expenditure, navigation, movement rates, GIS, and spatial analysis as they 
relate to this research effort. Chapter 3 describes the methods used for data collection, data 
analysis, visualization, and communication. Chapter 4 explains the data, striving to provide 
enough detail to future researchers to validate findings and continue work with published 
data. Chapter 5 describes the results of the dissertation research. Finally, Chapter 6 describes 
the conclusions and recommends avenues for future work.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
 
Navigation 
Navigation is defined as the coordinated and goal-directed movement through an 
environment (Montello 2005). It involves the physical act of moving and the cognitive 
aspects of deciding on and following a route. These two components of navigation are 
classified as locomotion and wayfinding.  
Human locomotion during navigation can be accomplished in many ways, such as in 
a vehicle, assisted by bicycle, in an airplane, or by foot. Each of these forms of locomotion 
requires energy. This research will focus on unassisted human locomotion by walking. 
Locomotion via walking involves body movement through muscular contraction, which of 
course, requires human energy. One of the primary goals of this research is to develop a 
predictive model of energy expenditure due to navigational locomotion. 
The second component, wayfinding, is a more cognitively centered aspect of 
navigation. Wayfinding involves planning movement, route selection, continued 
reassessment of location, and the constant decision-making process to adjust the route. The 
use of the brain power and sensory processes require the expenditure of some energy to 
wayfind. Navigators continually update their location by recognizing landmarks and terrain 
features. Humans primarily use vision to accomplish these tasks, but also use hearing and the 
vestibular senses. However, the expenditure of energy for these is insignificant in comparison 
to walking or muscular contraction (Clarke and Sokoloff 1999; Lennie 2003). Still, a 
navigator uses muscular energy while wayfinding to assist in the sensory processes - to look 
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around, turn around, or look behind oneself. Investigation of these activities involving 
muscular movement are included in our modeling effort.  
 Individual differences have been shown to impact navigation in many ways. 
Variances in a person’s body mass index (BMI), fitness level, and sex have been shown to 
affect locomotion technique, efficiency, and energy expenditure during physical activity 
(Wolinsky and Driskell 2008a). These factors will be investigated in this study. 
The cognitive contributions to energy expenditure during navigation is fascinating, 
but lie beyond the scope of this research. Instead, the focus is on the impacts of physiological 
differences among individuals, and how these affect energy expenditure. A detailed review of 
how energy expenditure in humans is affected by BMI, fitness level, and sex will be 
discussed in the following sections.  
The research presented here will also investigate how movement speeds are impacted 
by cognition. The next research question looks specifically at how cognition affects 
navigation rates. Using Montello’s theoretical framework of navigation (Montello 2005), we 
can devise an equation: 
 
Navigation = Wayfinding + Locomotion 
 
Then a framework can be designed to study the cognitive cost of navigation (wayfinding) if 
navigation speed and locomotion speeds are known. 
  
Military Land Navigation 
This investigation will narrow the focus to military dismounted navigation. The research will 
also focus on U.S. Army navigation, as opposed to naval or aeronautical navigation. 
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Sometimes Soldiers run from point to point, although this is less common than walking. 
Therefore, this research mostly studies Soldiers walking rather than running. Military 
navigation uses maps, lensatic compasses, and GPS devices as the chief tools for navigation 
(U.S. Army 2013). 
The Soldier’s Manual of Common Tasks describes navigation as a complex task that 
involves many subtasks, such as identifying topographic symbols on a military map and 
measuring distances on a map (U.S. Army 2012). It also requires the individual to be able to 
orient a map and determine a magnetic azimuth using a lensatic compass, as well as to 
determine location on the ground by terrain association. Terrain association is the process by 
which an individual senses the environment (usually visually), and accurately compares the 
real world with the map. The process involves accurately identifying terrain features that are 
in the navigator’s field of view (e.g., hilltops, ridges, valleys, roads, streams, etc.) on the map 
(U.S. Army 2012). Map orientation, distance and direction finding, and terrain association 
are instrumental components of wayfinding. 
 
Currently Used Models of Human Dismounted Movement (Locomotion) 
One of the oldest models of estimating human walking speed over cross-country terrain was 
devised by William W. Naismith. On May 2, 1892, Naismith set out alone for a hike through 
the hills and mountains near Crainlarich, Scotland. After completing a 10-mile hike and 
climbing 6,300 feet in altitude, Naismith concocted his simple formula. The excursion had 
taken Naismith 6.5 hours to complete. He writes at the end of his journal entry: “This tallies 
exactly with a simple formula that may be found useful in estimating what time men in fair 
condition should allow for easy expeditions, namely, 1 hour for every 3 miles on the map, 
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with an additional hour for every 2,000 feet of ascent” (Naismith 1892). This rule of thumb 
has been published many times over, and is still used today to estimate the time required for a 
given walk cross country (Aitken 1977; Langmuir 1984; Clarke 2014). 
   Since its inception in the 19th century, there have been several efforts to improve 
Naismith’s model. Naismith originally focused on the horizontal and vertical component of 
the terrain. Others recognized the need to include individual fitness, terrain type, and a 
downhill slope correction. In 1965 a correction, shown in Figure 1, was created by Scottish 
Mountaineer Phillip Tranter. Tranter’s adjustment corrected Naismith’s rule, based on a 
hiker’s fitness level (Langmuir 1969). In 1977 Aitken refined the model to include terrain 
conditions. He noted that a man can walk at 5 kph (~3mph) on paths, tracks, and road but this 
speed is reduced to 4 kph over all other types of terrain. Later, Langmuir offered further 
adjustments. He recommended a downhill adjustment, such that speed is a variable based on 
the steepness of the terrain. Langmuir adjusted Naismith’s rule by subtracting 10 
minutes/hour for descents between 5 and 12 percent. Finally, he recommended adding 10 
min/hour when descending slopes greater than 12 degrees since climbing down steep slopes 
is very slow (Langmuir 1984).  
 
 
Figure 1: Tranter's fitness correction to Naismith’s rule. Individual fitness is measured in  
minutes by how fast a hiker covers 800 meters while ascending 300 meters. 
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 A second model of hiking was described by Waldo Tobler. Using empirical data 
provided by Eduard Imhof in 1950, Tobler formulated an equation for walking speed based 
on terrain slope. The equation yields that walking velocity, W, can be approximated by: 
 
 𝑊 = 6𝑒−3.5|𝑆+.05|               𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑆 =  
∆ elevation
∆ distance
= 𝑇𝑎𝑛 𝜃 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝜃 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 
 
Tobler used a correction factor of 0.6 to describe velocity when not walking on a 
path. Despite the equation’s simplicity and its omission of obvious variables, it remains 
commonly used in GIS travel time computations (Richards-Rissetto and Landau 2014). 
Remarkably, the walking speed along flat terrain matches Naismith’s original rule—5 
km/hour. The function shows a maximum hiking speed at approximately 6 km/ hour. This 
speed occurs at a slight downhill slope, at approximately 3 degrees. Figure 2 further 
illustrates the comparison of walking speed as a measure of slope, based on Tobler’s Hiking 
function (Tobler 1993). 
 
 
 Figure 2: Tobler’s hiking function 
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Naismith’s rule and Tobler’s hiking function are two popular methods of modeling 
the movement of humans across variable terrain on foot. The models are similar in 
conceptualization: (1) Both representations consider human movement over space (distance), 
time, and slope; (2) each model considers downhill movement slightly different than uphill 
movement. Tobler’s function is not symmetric around zero degrees slope, but rather 3 
degrees downhill. Naismith’s rule has been modified by Langmuir to include a downhill 
correction. (3) The models recognize that movement is different based on terrain type. Each 
categorizes path vs non-path movement and adjusts accordingly (recognizing the Aitken 
adjustment for Naismith’s rule). One difference in the models is the additional correction 
table created by Tranter, which allows Naismith’s rule to account for individual fitness. The 
variables considered by Naismith and Tobler act as a starting point for further development 
of human dismounted movement. 
 
Human Energy Expenditure  
Human energy expenditure can be defined as the amount of energy used over a given time. 
This is usually measured in kilocalories or Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET). A 
kilocalorie in terms of physical activity and the energy stored in foods, is the heat energy 
required to raise the temperature of 1 kilogram of water by 1 degree Celsius. A MET is 
defined as the rate of energy created per surface area of an average human while at rest. It is 
essentially a rating of activity intensity. If a task has a high MET, then it requires more 
human energy expenditure than an activity with a lower MET. If an activity has a MET of 2, 
then it requires twice as much energy as resting (Wolinsky and Driskell 2008a).  
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Human beings require Calories for a number of different reasons. Over 99 percent of 
energy used by the body is due to (www.fao.org): 
• Basal metabolism—Functions that are essential for life, such as cell function 
• Metabolic response to food—Energy for the ingestion and digestion of food. 
• Physical activity—Movement and other activities  
• Immune response to fight parasites and pathogens (Muehlenbein et al. 2010) 
• Growth—Energy needed to synthesize and support growing tissues  
• Pregnancy—Extra energy is needed for growing the fetus 
• Lactation—The energy cost of lactation 
 
This research focuses on the energy expenditure due to physical activity. 
 
Measurement of Energy Expenditure 
There are a number of ways to measure human energy expenditure. The measurement and 
estimation of human energy expenditure over a period of time is known as calorimetry. 
Calorimetry is based on the principle that energy expended in a human can be calculated if 
the amount of heat transfer from the body over a given time is known. There are four main 
methods for determining a value for energy expended: (1) Direct calorimetry (DC) measures 
the actual heat loss of an individual. (2) Indirect calorimetry (IC) measures respiratory gases 
such as oxygen consumption or carbon dioxide production to estimate energy expenditure. 
(3) Yet another method of measuring EE is using physical activity monitors3. These devices 
employ a number of different modeled variables such as body acceleration and heart-rate 
(HR) to estimate the amount of energy expended. (4) A technique known as Doubly Labeled 
                                                 
 
3 Sometimes the use of physical activity monitors and doubly labeled water can be considered forms of indirect calorimetry but most 
literature separate these techniques from indirect calorimetry.  
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Water3 (DLW) can be used to determine energy expenditure over long periods of time (4–21 
days)4 (Pettee, Tudor-Locke, and Ainsworth 2008; McMurray and Ondrak 2008). 
Direct calorimetry calculates the energy used by the body directly from measuring the 
heat given off by a human (Wolinsky and Driskell 2008b). This technique is most often 
conducted in a small sealed metabolic chamber, equipped with specialized sensors, to 
measure changes in the air temperature. Energy expended by the subject can be calculated 
very precisely based on the principles of heat transfer. However, the applications are 
somewhat restricted due to the high cost of the equipment, confinement to a chamber, and the 
complexity of the equipment.   
Indirect calorimetry is based on measuring the amount of oxidation in the body 
(Wolinsky and Driskell 2008b). It is important to understand that indirect and direct 
calorimetry do not measure the same energy. Indirect calorimetry estimates the energy 
expended based on consumed oxygen and produced carbon dioxide. Research has found, that 
the amount of energy that the subject is using, is proportional to the differences in the amount 
of O2 and CO2 inhaled and exhaled5 (Leonard 2012), which can be measured by a variety of 
bags/hoods, metabolic carts, or portable facemasks. Examples are shown in Figures 3 and 4 
(www.cosmedusa.com):   
                                                 
 
4 Doubly labeled water is considered the gold standard in energy expenditure determination but it will not be described in detail since it 
cannot be used for studies such as my research project that have a duration less than 96 hours. 
5 Occasionally, researchers include a urinary nitrogen measurement in their predictive model but most often it is excluded since it 
contributes less than 2% to total energy expenditure.  
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Figure 3: COSMED Fitmate PRO indirect calorimetry device 
 
Figure 4: COSMED Fitmate GS indirect calorimetry device 
 
There are generally two types of indirect calorimetry. One uses a closed circuit 
system and the other uses an open circuit. The closed circuit system uses an airtight cylinder 
filled with oxygen, which measures the amount of oxygen consumed over time to estimate 
expended energy. In this method, the person must breathe only through the mouthpiece 
connected to the oxygen supply. Closed circuit indirect calorimetry severely limits the 
mobility of the subject, since he must continually be connected to the oxygen supply. A 
subject may use as much as 100 liters of oxygen over an hour-long test (Levine 2005).  
Using the open circuit system, a subject’s volume of oxygen consumption (VO2), is 
measured by comparing a subject’s inhaled air composition to the exhaled air composition. 
This comparison can reveal the amount of expired O2 and CO2. This method is measuring 
room air inhalation, and therefore the subject need not be connected to an oxygen canister. 
There are several systems that can be used to compare the inhaled and exhaled air. These 
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include a computerized cart, a bag, or a portable device. Advantages of this IC system are 
that they can be lightweight and mobile, and don’t require oxygen tanks. 
Doubly Labeled Water is a non-invasive method of estimating energy expenditure 
over 4–24 days. The procedure involves drinking water with a known concentration of 
naturally occurring isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen. Differences between the isotope 
elimination rates of oxygen and hydrogen are measured periodically throughout the 
experiment by testing urine, saliva, or blood. These differences allow the investigator to 
calculate the amount of carbon dioxide and water produced by the body after ingestion. 
Known amounts of carbon dioxide and water produced are finally used to estimate energy 
expended (Ainslie, Reilly, and Westerterp 2003). 
Physical activity monitors are wearable devices that collect biological and 
physiological information about an individual. The most common wearable physical activity 
monitors used to estimate energy expenditure are accelerometers and heartrate monitors. 
Accelerometers are biosensors that measure the acceleration of the body along one, two, or 
three axes. A predictive model can be used to estimate energy expended, since acceleration is 
proportional to force applied (McMinn et al. 2013). Similarly, heart-rate monitors have been 
shown to be capable of predicting energy expenditure after adjusting for age, sex, and body 
mass (Keytel et al. 2005). The accelerometer is typically worn on a subject’s hip or arm, and 
heart rate monitors are usually worn around the chest. Several examples of typical research 
grade accelerometers and heart-rate monitors are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7 (Source: 
www.actigraphcorp.com): 
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Figure 5: Actigraph GT3X on waist. 
 
 
Figure 6: Actigraph GT3X on wrist. 
 
 
Figure 7: Heart-rate monitor on chest. 
 
Most attempts to estimate energy expenditure from accelerometers use regression 
techniques. Models of energy expenditure are developed from accelerometer count 
information (Crouter, Clowers, and Bassett 2006; Crouter et al. 2010; Tapia, 2008). There 
have been models devised using linear regression (Freedson, Melanson, and Sirard 1998; 
Swartz et al. 2000) as well as non-linear regression (Chen and Sun 1997; Crouter, Clowers, 
and Bassett 2006). The equations are developed by relating the accelerometer counts over a 
given time with energy expenditure information, collected with a closed circuit IC device. 
The most accurate equations are particular to a specific activity, such as walking, running, or 
mopping the floor (Crouter, Churilla, and Bassett Jr 2006).  
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 A novel model of energy expenditure for persons walking was developed in 2006 by 
Crouter and his research team (Crouter, Clowers, and Bassett 2006). His previous research 
tested the validity of published energy expenditure models created from accelerometers. This 
study found that a single regression equation for estimating energy expenditure from 
accelerometer counts tended to overestimate the energy expended during walking and 
running (Crouter, Churilla, and Bassett Jr. 2006).  
Crouter subsequently created a new algorithm to estimate EE. First, he determined if 
the activity was indeed walking/running, or some other type of activity. He accomplished this 
by analyzing the variation of counts every 10-second interval for one entire minute. If there 
was little variation in counts/epoch, then the entire minute was considered walking/running. 
If there was significant variation, then the minute was classified as another activity. Two 
regression equations were created: one for walking/running and another for all other 
activities. This was an improvement, because there is a significant difference between 
EE/count when walking/running compared to other activities. The new algorithm was more 
accurate than all others Crouter had tested in his previous study.  
In 2010 Crouter and his colleagues further refined this energy expenditure model to 
better classify activities based on superior temporal analysis. The refined method examines 
each 10-second epoch, in comparison to all arrangements of the neighboring five 10-second 
epochs. This is in contrast to the 2006 model, which analyzed each 10-second epoch versus 
other epochs in each minute. The method essentially created a sliding temporal range for 
each epoch, instead of a minute-by-minute assessment. Again, they used the variation of 
counts/epoch to determine if the activity constitute walking/ running, or something else. 
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Finally, if the counts/epoch are less than 8, then the subject is considered at rest during that 
period, and by definition, is given a MET=1 for that time period.  
This work has led to a state-of-the-art algorithm to estimate energy expenditure listed 
below (Crouter et al. 2010): 
 
 If the counts˙10 sec−1 are > 8 
 
(a) CV of the counts per 10 sec are ≤ 10, then energy expenditure (METS) = 2.294275 * 
(exp(0.00084679 * ActiGraph counts˙10 sec−1)) (R2 = 0.739; SEE = 0.250), 
 
(b) CV of the counts per 10 sec are > 10, then energy expenditure (METS) = 0.749395 + 
(0.716431 * (Ln(ActiGraph counts˙10 sec−1))) – (0.179874 * (Ln(ActiGraph counts˙10 
sec−1))2) + (0.033173 * (Ln(ActiGraph counts˙10 sec−1))3) (R2 = 0.840; SEE = 0.863) 
 
 If the counts˙10 sec−1 are ≤ 8, energy expenditure = 1.0 MET 
Where: 
CV = (Standard Deviation of Data) / (Mean of the Data) 
 
Heart rate monitors are also used as energy expenditure estimation devices, but 
studies have shown that accelerometers produce more accurate energy expenditure estimates. 
Research completed by Keytel and his colleagues, remarkably demonstrated a regression 
model that can predict energy expenditure from heart-rate that explains 73 percent of the 
variance (Keytel et al. 2005). This accuracy is, however, significantly lower than the above 
mentioned ~90 percent accuracy of the accelerometer (Crouter et al. 2010; Kuffel et al. 2011; 
Brandes et al. 2012). Also, using heart-rate monitors to estimate energy expenditure is 
somewhat challenging because there is variation within individuals due to emotion, nicotine, 
and digestion (Freedson and Miller 2000). One final drawback of using a heart-rate device, is 
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that heart-rate variations are based on a delayed reaction from physical activity. Thus, it 
would be somewhat difficult to study changes that occur on a high resolution temporal scale. 
 
Metabolic Cost of Walking  
Mathematical models that predict metabolic cost of walking are at the center of tools created 
to assist military planners with route selection. Current models of metabolic cost over terrain 
involve knowledge of the environment as well as individual characteristics such as sex, 
height, weight, BMI, fitness, and load carried. Generally speaking, these equations are 
devised by affixing indirect calorimeters to subjects, while they perform walking tasks over 
different types of terrain. Then regression analysis is used to fit a model that explains the 
variation in metabolic cost with a set of predictors. One of the most commonly used models 
of energy expenditure was devised by Givoni and Goldman in 1971 and refined by Pandolf 
in 1977 (Potter et al. 2013). 
 The Givoni and Goldman equation was derived by studying 26 subjects walking on 
treadmills at different speeds and grades. The research unsurprisingly found that metabolic 
rates increase with walking speed. Similarly, they proved that energy expenditure also rose 
with increasing grade in a near-linear fashion. Further, the examination found that the 
metabolic cost of walking was linearly related to the summation of the person’s body weight 
and the load (up to 30kg) with which they were burdened. The devised equation is listed 
below (Givoni and Goldman 1971). The proposed equation touted a correlation coefficient of 
.97. 
 
MW = η (W+L) • [2.3 + 0.32 • (V-2.5) 1.65 + G • (0.2 + 0.07 • (V - 2.5))]  
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Mw = metabolic cost of walking (in watts);  
η = terrain factor (terrain for this equation was only considered as 1.0 as it accounted for 
treadmill surfaces only);  
W = body mass (kilograms); 
L = load mass (kilograms);  
V = velocity or walk rate (kph); and  
G = slope or grade (%)  
 
 The Pandolf equation was a refinement of the work done by Givoni and Goldman 
(Pandolf, Givoni, and Goldman 1977). This equation is often used as a benchmark for 
validating other research relating to energy expenditure (Hall et al. 2004; Duggan and 
Haisman 1992; Kramer and Sylvester 2011). Pandolf used six subjects, who walked for 15 
minutes with backpacks. A second study was conducted with 10 subjects standing still with a 
loaded backpack to determine the energy expenditure of standing with different loads. The 
cost of different terrain factor coefficients were taken from a previous study at the same 
laboratory (Soule and Goldman 1972). A correction factor for downhill walking at a pace of 
1.12 m/sec was added by Santee (Santee et al. 2003). Pandolf’s original equation was devised 
with a correlation coefficient of .96 and the correction factor had an r > .90. Listed below is 
the finalized outcome (Pandolf, Givoni, and Goldman 1977; Santee et al. 2003): 
 
1977 Equation 
MW = 1.5 • W + 2.0 • (W + L) • (L / W)2 + ŋ • (W + L) • (1.5 • V2 + 0.35 • V • G)  
Where: 
 
Mw = metabolic cost of walking (or standing) (in watts) 
W = body mass (kilograms) 
L = load mass (kilograms) 
ŋ = terrain factor 
V = velocity or walk rate (m/s) 
G = slope or grade (%) 
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The terrain factor categories are: 1.0 = black top road or treadmill; 1.1 = dirt road; 1.2 = light 
brush; 1.5 = heavy brush; 1.8 = swampy bog; 2.1 = loose sand; 2.5 = soft snow, 15 cm depth; 
3.3 = soft snow 25 cm deep; 4.1 = soft snow, 35 cm depth (12). 
 
2003 Correction 
Mw = PE – CF   
Where PE is the 1977 Pandolf Equation and CF is the correction factor listed below.  
CF = η • [(G • (W + L) • V) / 3.5 - ((W + L) • (G + 6)2) / W) + (25V2)] 
Where: 
η = terrain factor 
G = grade (%)  
W = body wt (kg) 
L = load wt (kg) 
V = velocity (m/s) 
 
 
Spatial Analysis of Terrain 
The evolution of computer storage techniques in the 1950s led to the representation of the 
landscape in a digital map form. The advent of the personal computer, the high speed Central 
Processing Unit (CPU), and the introduction of software products for digital map analysis, 
have allowed the general public a means of conducting computations on digital geographic 
data. These advancements of computer technology have permitted the use of computational 
methods to be applied to digital terrain data that can solve geographic problems in a more 
efficient and accurate way (Li, Zhu, and Gold 2010).  
 
Digital Elevation Data 
The desire to digitally represent the topographic surface has developed into a discipline 
known as digital terrain modeling. A digital terrain model (DTM) is easily defined as a 
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representation of the terrain in digital form. The terrain can be viewed mathematically as a 
bivariate function defined over a domain in the Euclidean plane. The formation of the terrain 
surface with respect to this definition is to associate elevation values (Z) to specific 
geographic locations (X,Y) in the plane such that Z=f(X,Y). The DTM is the necessary data 
input for the computation of slope across a surface. Two common ways to represent and store 
the DTM in digital form are the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and the Triangulated 
Irregular Network (TIN). The important difference in these two data structures is the 
distribution and storage of the modeled elevation points (Clarke 1995).  
 The TIN is a vector-based data structure for storing geographic elevation data. In a 
TIN, the locations of the geographic points used for the terrain surface representation are 
scattered and form no regular pattern. They are convenient places for elevation measurement. 
These elevation points are connected into are a network of triangles to approximate the 
landscape. The triangles share edges and vertices, forming a continuous surface in which the 
corners of the triangles match the elevation values exactly if the source data are precise. The 
TIN was a commonly used data structure before increases in computer processing speed, 
advances in computer storage space, and improvements in remote sensing data collection 
techniques. Today, most digital terrain models store elevation information using a DEM. 
 The most commonly used model of the terrain is a simplified version of the DTM, the 
DEM, which is a representation of the elevation at a specific geographic location in digital 
form. The data storage structure of a DEM is a matrix with elevation values in each cell. In a 
DEM, the locations used for terrain representation of the elevation points are evenly 
distributed in the form of rectangles. It is possible for the model to form a discontinuous 
(Figure 8) or continuous (Figure 9) reproduction of the surface in this type of terrain 
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replication. The latter is the preferred representation since we generally consider the terrain 
to be a continuous surface. To form a continuous surface, sample points are modeled by a 
polynomial function to form a bilinear surface in which elevation values are determined at 
regular intervals, specifically, the four corners of a regular square (Li, Zhu, and Gold 2010).   
 
 
Figure 8: Discontinuous DEM with elevation  
values of the grid cells. 
 
Figure 9: Continuous DEM with elevation values 
at the grid nodes. 
  
 
 There are many advantages to using the DEM, specifically, the gridded data structure 
and its simplicity. Gridded representation has long been used in cartography and is how 
most terrain attributes are stored (Robinson et al. 1995). This structure allows for 
computation, statistical analysis, and interpolation of elevation values to be performed 
more easily than terrain data stored in a vector format such as in the TIN. Many computer 
languages are based on data stored in the form of matrices. Additionally, common 
algorithms exist to perform operations on this data structure. Images used in computer 
display are predominately stored in raster format, which allows the terrain data in a DEM 
to be associated easily with these images. Finally, the most commonly used source data 
for creating models of the topography are collected by remote sensing. This form of 
collection easily acquires data directly in raster format (Clarke 2010).  
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However, there are several disadvantages of the DEM data structure as well. Most 
importantly, storage of gridded data is much less efficient than the TIN model. There is 
significant redundancy in the collected points, especially in areas of smooth terrain. There is 
a loss of feature clarity due to the adherence to storing data at only the corner points of the 
grid. Terrain features are overlooked if they fall beyond the edges of the grid cell. The 
smoothing that occurs due to the gridded-data model is a major source of error when 
conducting analysis of the terrain surface (Clarke 1995). Despite the disadvantages of the 
DEM, it remains the most common method for geographical elevation data storage.  
 
Calculation of Slope 
The computation of elevation change over a distance is referred to as slope—the steepness of 
the surface traveled. Slope or grade along which a navigator travels directly affects the 
energy expenditure, as stated in the discussion of the Pandolf equation. Slope is sometimes 
described as the rise over run. In this explanation, rise is defined by the change of elevation 
in the Z plane and run is the change in distance over the X,Y plane. It is computed using the 
equation: 
   𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =
Rise
Run
   or 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =
∆𝑍
√∆𝑋2+∆𝑌2
 
 
DEMs are readily available to perform this calculation in their raster format. The 
general method of calculating slope is to compute a surface of best fit through neighborhood 
points and measure the change of elevation per unit distance (Clarke 1995). A new output 
raster can be developed with each grid represented by the resulting computation. However, in 
the case of computing slope along a linear feature, such as a trajectory, only three cells are 
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needed. This calculation is referred to as longitudinal slope. In this computation, we need 
only consider the elevation values of grid cells that are traversed by the navigator, as shown 
in Figure 10.  
 
Figure 10: Longitudinal slope calculation adapted from Map Analysis by Joseph Berry (Berry 2007). 
 
 
 
Classification of Terrain (Land Cover) 
Land cover can be defined as the material at the surface of the earth. It is what humans and 
animals see on the ground, walk through, or pass over. Land cover can be discerned visually, 
and therefore can be sensed remotely through aerial photography or satellite images (Fisher 
2005). It also affects our locomotion across the terrain. Land cover is often described as 
different classes, such as trees, water, bare ground, boulders, paths, roads, and many others. 
A list representing most common classes of land cover can be found in the Land Cover 
Classification System, produced by the Environment and Natural Resources Service of the 
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Food and Agriculture Organization. However, much of land cover and its classification is 
user-dependent based on analytical needs (Di Gregorio and Jansen 2000).  
 Land cover classification is an abstract representation of the local condition. It 
represents the process of sorting or arranging entities into groups or categories. This process 
can be accomplished in several ways: (1) visual inspection and collection of empirical field 
measurements; (2) use of remotely sensed data, which can consist of simple visual inspection 
of aerial photography or other images to classify the terrain, or by automated computational 
image processing based on statistical pattern recognition techniques applied to multispectral 
data (Jensen 2005). 
 
A Review of Spatio-Temporal Analytics 
The data used for the modeling energy and speed of navigation is spatio-temporal in nature. 
It has both a temporal and a geographic component. The combined analysis of space and time 
is a rapidly developing research effort in geography and GIScience. Location-based 
technologies, increased geo-temporal data availability, and improved computational 
opportunity has allowed the communities to store, integrate, analyze, and visualize this type 
of data in fantastic ways. Space-time research was mentioned as a major cross-cutting theme 
by the Steering Committee on New Research Directions for the National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (National Research Council (U.S.) et al. 2010). Another telling indicator 
that spatio-temporal analytics is at the forefront of scientific research is the emphasis it 
received at recent conferences and dedicated special issues in reputable journals. A space-
time research panel at the GIScience 2012 International Conference and another at the 
Association of American Geographers (AAG) in 2014 highlighted the state of space-time 
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research. The Annals of the AAG, and the International Journal of Geographical Information 
Science, have recently published special editions dedicated to space-time research. 
 The roots of studying geographical systems in space and time have been documented 
throughout the past century of geographical thought. As early as 1941 Sauer was 
emphasizing time in geographical analysis. He encouraged historical and cultural 
geographers, to build a “retrospective science” of cultural and historical processes in 
geography, which enables us to acquire an ability to look forward (Sauer 1941). However, it 
was the conceptual framework described by Torsten Hagerstrand in his presidential address 
to the Regional Science Association in 1970 that has directed present theory with respect to 
human activity and accessibility in time and space (Hagerstrand 1970).  
 This space and time theory in geography originated with Hagerstrand’s models of 
diffusion and time geography. During his address to the Regional Science Association, 
Hagerstrand conceptualized his integration of time and space to analyze socio-environmental 
mechanisms by describing potential human paths defined by constraints. He introduced the 
concept of space-time prisms to visualize potential paths (Hägerstraand 1970). Allan Pred 
further defined uses and conceptual structures to solve geographical problems in time and 
space. He defended Hagerstrand’s time geography, and provided a framework for applying 
time geography to analyze human geographical problem sets, mostly focused on planning, 
modeling, and accessibility analysis (Pred 1977). Much of his theory is used today when 
analyzing movement and trajectory data (Andrienko and Andrienko 2013). 
The integration of computation into geographical analysis, has offered increased 
quantitative and analytical opportunities to the study of time in geographical systems. The 
work of Tobler in the 1960s and 1970s, provided some of the earliest applied examples of 
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integrating time, space, and computation (Tobler 1970). The introduction of digital GIS, 
during the late 1970s and 1980s led to increased attempts to incorporate space, time, and 
attributes for geographical analysis (Langran 1992; Peuquet 1994). The progress and 
innovation of GIS provided a deeper opportunity for analytics using time geography as the 
theoretical basis.  
An early contribution to the field of accessibility and individual movement was 
published by Miller in 1991 in the International Journal of Geographical Information 
Systems (Miller 1991). Miller provides a comprehensive explanation of space-time prisms, 
defines a general procedure for creating space-time prisms in GIS, and uses the space-time 
prism as the analytical basis for researching the urban transportation network. Finally, he 
offers other potential applications of these constructs in a GIS. In essence, he operationalized 
the Hagerstrand theories for use in a GIS, and paved the way for future applied research 
using space-time.  
In the early 1990s the U.S. National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis 
(NCGIA) promoted initiatives to continue research pertaining to space and time in GIS. The 
effort brought together experts in the fields of spatial reasoning, computer science, and 
geographic analysis for a series of conferences to further methods for spatio-temporal 
modeling and reasoning. Papers and results of these sessions are summarized in Spatial and 
Temporal Reasoning in Geographic Information Systems (Egenhofer and Golledge 1998).  
 Miller’s seminal work with space-time prisms, mentioned above, led to many applied 
research efforts in accessibility and movement using GIS during the 1990s. A significant 
contributor in this domain has been Mei-Po Kwan, who has published extensively on the 
subject of the spatial constraints and opportunities of different individuals and groups, for 
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more than two decades. In 1998 she compared integral methods of calculating individual 
accessibility with a GIS-based approach using space-time prisms (Kwan 1998). In this well-
cited publication, the author found that space-time measures for computing accessibility are 
better suited to capturing interpersonal differences in individual accessibility than previously 
used integral methods. The study is also significant because it defines operational procedures 
for using space-time prisms with computational algorithms in a GIS to solve problems 
involving human movement. 
 The analytical methods of modeling geographical systems and processes continued to 
be on the forefront of GIScience research objectives into the new millennium. A broader 
conceptualization of geographical, spatio-temporal analysis is to consider a changing world 
over time. Known as geographic dynamics, the scope encompasses all time dependent 
aspects of physical and human systems on or near the surface of the earth. Generic theories 
pertaining to the subject of geographic dynamics use spatio-temporal activities, events, and 
processes to create geographic change and movement. Development of theories, data models, 
visualization, analytical techniques, and modeling can be found in Computation and 
Visualization for Understanding Dynamics in Geographic Domains (Yuan and Hornsby 
2007).  
 One of the major outcomes of the work done by the University Consortium for 
Geographic Information Science (UCGIS), described in the paragraph above, was a defined 
necessity for the GIS community to discover capabilities of visual representation that can 
explore multi-dimensional data simultaneously (Yuan and Hornsby 2007). Focusing 
specifically on spatio-temporal data, the research group emphasized creating opportunities to 
visualize space-time data. Working from a definition and research agenda proposed by 
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Thomas and Cook ( 2005), the community shaped a way forward for the GIS discipline to 
incorporate visual analytics into space-time analysis.  
 Visual analytics is defined as the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by 
interactive visual interfaces. It revolves around an analyst being able to manipulate, identify 
patterns, and obtain knowledge from large quantities of spatio-temporal data. It concerns 
itself with analytical reasoning to discern deep insights for assessment, planning, and 
decision making. It also involves data representation and transformation, to resolve 
conflicting and dynamic data, for visualization and interaction, and it enables 
multidimensional data representation and interaction in the visual form. Further, it provides 
effective information production, presentation, dissemination, and communication of 
analytical results (Thomas and Cook 2006). 
 A practical application of employing these fundamentals can be seen in recent work 
by Shaw and Yu studying virtual communication implications. Innovation and development 
of information and communication technologies (ICT) during the past decade has changed 
human activity and travel. Shaw and Yu examined ways to grow Hagerstrand’s time 
geography to include virtual activities and communications conducted via information and 
communications technologies (ICT) (Shaw and Yu 2009). The paper outlines a space-time 
GIS that is robust enough to handle complex activity and interaction data, and it provides a 
GIS platform and framework to empirically study the intricate and constantly evolving 
effects of ICTs on individual activities and relations in a hybrid physical-virtual space.  
Due to the rise of location-based services (LBS), large data sets of spatio-temporal 
data are now commonplace. LBS are loosely defined as services that deliver data and 
information that is tailored to the current or projected location of an object or person. LBS 
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incorporates GIS, wireless technologies, positioning systems, and human computer use 
(Brimicombe and Li 2009), which is precisely the type of data that is collected and analyzed 
in this investigation of navigation.  
The ubiquitous use of LBS has created a need to be able to analyze large spatio-
temporal databases, such as those derived in this study. One way to analyze and visualize this 
“big data” is to display each record individually. The analyst can then detect space-time 
patterns within the inherent data. However, the amount of data in a data set may overwhelm 
the analyst to a point where patterns are not visible (Andrienko et al. 2010).  
Three alternative approaches are commonly used to better depict space-time data and 
are used in this research. One method involves data aggregation and summarization prior to 
analysis or graphical representation. This is a common method used when dealing with data 
representing movement of things, animals, or humans. The computational extraction of 
specific data types prior to analysis or visualization is another method of working with big 
space-time data. Another approach involves projecting the data to separate it, which creates a 
visualization that actually alters features in geographic locations to fill available visualization 
space more efficiently. These three methods are described in detail by a research 
collaboration led by Gennady Andrienko (Andrienko et al. 2010). Other significant work in 
the realm of analyzing and visualizing large datasets of trajectories is summarized by 
Andrienko and Andrienko described below (Andrienko and Andrienko 2013).  
 
Visual Analytics of Trajectory Data 
A way to understand the factors that affect dismounted navigators in geographic space, is to 
collect and analyze space-time trajectories. A trajectory is defined as a path of a moving 
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entity through space. This research focuses on the movement of objects, rather than processes 
or events, but all can be represented as trajectories. The discipline of visual analytics 
provides many general methods to analyze data that are represented by a sequence of time-
referenced locations. 
The ubiquitous use of location-based services has served to jumpstart interest in 
trajectory analysis in both academia and industry. Data about where and when people/objects 
move is being collected at an amazing rate. However, visual analysis techniques and 
treatment of this data remains challenging. Andrienko and Andrienko provide a thorough 
review of methods, tools, and procedures for handling trajectory data (Andrienko and 
Andrienko 2013).  
 One of the most common forms of visualizing trajectories as they pass through time 
and space is the animated map. Animation of movement dates back to Tobler’s migration 
studies (Tobler 1970). This method of visualization uses a sequence of static maps that are 
framed as a movie, based on a desired time interval, making it possible to view continuous 
change of location, attributes, or entities. A limitation of the animated map is that it does not 
provide the user with the ability to see the entire trajectory as a single view and it is poor at 
showing large quantities of trajectory paths simultaneously. Certainly, many trajectories can 
be displayed concurrently, but limitations of human comprehension generally prevent 
knowledge acquisition. 
 A second way to visualize trajectory data is with a simple static map, which merely 
plots all the locations along the trajectory. There is some utility to visualizing data in this 
manner, as all locations can be visited in one snapshot. Unfortunately, this method totally 
disregards the temporal component of the data, and similar to animation, it struggles to 
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handle large quantities of data. All trajectories can be plotted as a visualization, but the 
knowledge presented to the user will likely be limited. Nonetheless, this technique cannot be 
said to be useless; the technique has been shown beneficial in looking for a specific location 
that is not visited by more than 20,000 trajectories, or in attempting to identify spatial 
outliers. Plotting all data will identify these areas.  
 A third method of viewing trajectory data makes use of time geography theory 
(Hägerstraand 1970). Hagerstrand’s space-time path concept provides a mechanism for 
mapping space on the X and Y axis, and plotting time on the Z axis. This three-dimensional 
representation was operationalized by Miller and later, Kwan, as a visualization technique for 
movement data (Miller 1991). Today this method seems to have the greatest traction, as it is 
seen in most mainstream GIS software packages. For example, ArcGIS has a Space-Time 
Pattern Mining toolbox available in its newest release. There are several limitations of this 
technique: its functionality to deal with many trajectories is poor and occlusion of data 
increases with trajectory quantity. However, this technique has been shown to be important 
in searching for trends in the clustering of space-time data. 
 Another common technique for handling large amounts of trajectory data is 
clustering. Data can be clustered in many ways to support a research objective. Clustering is 
a way to group or categorize large quantities of data, based on user-defined properties. 
Trajectory data can be aggregated by the shape of the trajectory, relative to time, speed, 
movement direction, and other attributes. This reduces the amount of data displayed on the 
visualization. An advantage to clustering is that it reduces the density of data and allows 
grouping of similar data. Often this technique will illuminate patterns within the data. 
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Research has shown that this data-manipulation technique can be used to reduce the number 
of plotted trajectories to make manageable visualizations when communicating results.  
 A final technique that is in common practice for immense quantities of trajectory data 
is generalization. With a large dataset of trajectories, it is necessary to find ways to simplify 
calculations, identify trends in the data, and reduce the complexity of the visualizations. 
Generalization of presence and density are a few of the many ways to generalize trajectory 
data. Generalization of presence allows discovery of locations where objects or processes 
visit. Techniques are also available to discover the density of trajectories by location, which 
are further outlined by Willems (Willems 2009, 2011).  
 This review of available methodology has provided examination of five different 
techniques that can be used to analyze and visualize space-time data. Each technique has 
been shown to have advantages and disadvantages. Spatio-temporal visual analytic 
techniques are similar to map use in cartography—techniques used by the map maker are 
defined by the purpose. Cartographers use maps to communicate information and discover 
trends in data, and the same is true for the visual analytic user. Research into dismounted 
movement, navigation, and route planning require a mixture of these spatio-temporal 
visualization methods.    
 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) as a Spatiotemporal Data Collection Device 
Visualization of trajectory data requires an LBS to track and record an individual’s 
dismounted movement. The past decades have seen a remarkable leap forward in 
technologies that enable the measurement and collection of this type of space-time data. 
Positioning Systems (PS) are a subset of LBS, providing location to a device or user. A 
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common PS device used to collect trajectory data is a Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS). These technologies use a constellation of satellites to geometrically determine a 
device’s location. These are typically thought of as a Global Positioning System (GPS) 
device, but nearly any data-collection device can be equipped with a location receiver and 
can be employed to collect spatiotemporal data.  
The GPS is one of the most important technological innovations of the 20th century. 
GPS was originally developed by the Department of Defense to assist in navigation and 
weapon targeting. This technology became fully operational in 1993 and much innovation 
has ensued in the realm of positioning and navigation since then. Additional GNSS have 
been launched by Russia, China, Japan, and Europe. Receiver pricing and development has 
evolved to a point where size and price allow for nearly ubiquitous use of positioning 
technology, and it is now changing nearly every facet of our lives. 
Advances in positioning systems have allowed GPS devices to be miniaturized to the 
point where the receivers are smaller than a dime. These systems and technologies have 
driven space-time data availability into the realm of “big-data,” in which a user can possess 
high-resolution location information about processes, persons, or events at short time 
intervals. The ability to collect information at such a high temporal interval allows for precise 
analytics and modeling of dynamic phenomena (Jiang and Yao 2006). 
GNSS uses a constellation of satellites broadcasting a radio signal at known 
transmission times to provide users with geographical location. The basics of the satellite 
based location systems revolve around four components: 
(1) Known location of at least four satellites. 
(2) Known time the radio wave transmission leaves each satellite.  
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(3) Known speed of radio wave transmission from each satellite. 
(4) Known time of radio wave arrival at receiver. 
 
These variables can be combined to solve for a user’s location. The location equation uses 
the principle that distance can be calculated based on distance=speed*time. Reviewing the 
listed variables shows that we know time (time signal arrived at receiver, time signal left the 
satellite) and the speed of the radio wave. Simultaneous measurements of three different 
satellites can narrow the positional estimate to two locations by computing the intersection of 
three derived distances. Usually, one of these locations is easily rejected as “not possible” by 
the receiver. A fourth satellite is used to eliminate receiver errors. The calculations yield an 
exact location, provided that exact values for the listed variables are known and that the radio 
signal travels directly to the receiver. Unfortunately, there are constraints and errors inherent 
in the process that limit the GNSS application, accuracy, and repeatability (Brimicombe and 
Li 2009).  
 A constraint of the system is that line of sight is required between the receiver and the 
satellites. Radio signals from the navigational satellites are generally not received by the 
receiver underground through the human body, in deep canyons, inside buildings, or 
underwater. Additionally, tree foliage, the outside of buildings, and other elements of the 
local environment near the receiver can cause the signal to bounce around before arrival. 
This is called multipath error (shown in the table below), and causes distance calculations to 
be inaccurate. These factors and other errors can significantly degrade positional accuracy 
and receiver performance (Brimicombe and Li 2009).  
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 Error affecting the accuracy of positioning technology can be summarized in an error 
budget. An error budget is simply a table listing error sources and the typical error associated 
with each miscalculation. An error budget clipped from www.trimble.com is listed below. 
The following paragraphs will generally describe each error type. 
 
Summary of GPS Error Sources (www.trimble.com) 
Typical Error in meters: 
(per satellites)  Standard GPS  
Satellite Clocks  1.5m  
Orbit Errors   2.5m  
Ionosphere   5.0m  
Troposphere   0.5m  
Receiver Noise  0.3m  
Multipath   0.6m 
  
 
Time is an important variable in distance calculation. It can be measured as the time 
difference between the time the radio wave leaves the satellite and the time it is received at 
the receiver. Error is introduced when either clock is wrong. Despite the very accurate atomic 
clocks used on satellites, error can be introduced, as seen in the table above. The time 
measured by the receiver clock is considerably less accurate. Fortunately, trigonometry can 
be used by considering the fourth (or furthest) satellite in the constellation. This is known as 
receiver clock offset and is used to eliminate the receiver clock error. 
 Positional accuracy of the satellites in space is essential to the distance equation. The 
locations of satellites at any given time are stored in the receiver. If a satellite drifts off its 
orbit it causes a receiver to use an inaccurate satellite location in its distance calculation, 
which is known as an orbit or ephemeris error. The ionosphere and the troposphere cause 
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delays in the radio waves as they travel from the satellite to the receiver. This delay affects 
the time calculation in our distance equation. Incorrect distance causes our positional 
accuracy to be degraded.  
 Receivers also have inherent error. Any object that is not at absolute zero temperature 
emits electromagnetic energy. The receiver’s components and antenna emit considerable 
electromagnetic energy. These emissions interact with the incoming radio signals, and some 
of this is at the GNSS frequencies, which will contribute a range error to the measurement. 
This is called receiver noise. 
 Many of these errors can be reduced by a technique known as differential GPS, which 
uses a known stationary receiver with an exact location. This receiver uses the same satellites 
as the user’s receiver. Comparison of the radio signal calculations used by the reference 
receiver and the user’s receiver eliminates systematic errors. These calculations are possible 
because the reference location is known exactly. Below is a revised error budget that shows 
the significance of applying differential GPS to improve receiver accuracy. Notice the 
significant improvement in error minimization in all types except receiver noise and 
multipath error.  
 
Summary of GPS Error Sources (www.trimble.com) 
Typical Error in Meters 
(per satellites)  Standard GPS  Differential GPS 
Satellite Clocks  1.5m   0m 
Orbit Errors   2.5m   0m 
Ionosphere   5.0m   0.4m 
Troposphere   0.5m   0.2m 
Receiver Noise  0.3m   0.3m 
Multipath   0.6m   0.6m 
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 A final consideration when discussing error in GNSS is the positioning of satellites in 
the sky relative to the user. A wider angle between the receiver and the satellite receivers 
used in the geometric distance calculations will yield a higher accuracy. Generally speaking, 
it is optimal to have satellites spread out across the sky. If all the radio signals come from the 
same direction, it is difficult for the geometric calculations to provide accurate location 
information to the user. This factor makes it obvious that it is important to have as many 
satellites in the sky as possible (Brimicombe and Li 2009). Terrain with steep slopes, cliffs, 
and valleys will likely limit the line of sight between some satellites in the constellation and 
receivers, forcing location calculations to be made using less than optimal satellite locations, 
and narrower satellite-receiver-satellite angles.  
 An area characterized by vegetation consisting of oak, hickory, and maple trees has 
significant limitations when collecting satellite-based location information. The foliage of 
these tree types is significant in that the canopy of branches and leaves will affect GNSS 
accuracy in several ways. (1) The trees sometimes block satellite signals from the receiver, 
limiting receiver accuracy (as described in discussing satellite positioning and wide angle 
desirability). (2) Foliage causes the radio signal to bounce around off leaves, tree limbs, and 
the ground before reaching the receiver. These multipath signals significantly affect the 
distance calculation, and reduce the locational accuracy. Additionally, the tree trunks produce 
scattering, deflection, and diffraction. The overall effect of the constraints of GNSS 
technology in hilly and wooded terrain will be inaccurate locational data. Positional 
accuracies in the range of 4–6 meters are typical in wooded environments (Rodríguez-Pérez 
et al. 2007).  
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Summary of Previous Work 
 Navigation involves two components: locomotion and wayfinding. The energy expenditure 
of navigation is mostly due to muscular contraction during locomotion and wayfinding. 
During locomotion, muscular contraction moves the navigator through his/her environment. 
During wayfinding, the navigator uses muscular contraction to assist in the sensory processes 
to look around, turn around, or look behind. A model can therefore be derived by studying 
how individual and terrain factors change EE during cross-country dismounted navigation. 
This investigation requires collection of EE estimates, by a number of possible 
measures: direct calorimetry, indirect calorimetry, Doubly Labeled Water (DLW), and 
physical activity monitors. Researchers must weight each device’s advantages and 
disadvantages to determine the most expedient collection method.  
 Energy expenditure of navigation can be modeled using individual attributes of the 
subjects and characteristics of the terrain surface. Individual characteristics such as BMI, sex, 
fitness, age, and load have been shown to directly affect the metabolic cost of walking (Potter 
et al. 2013). The characteristics of the terrain surface that most affect energy expenditure and 
speed of navigation are slope and land cover (Pandolf, Givoni, and Goldman 1977). Slope 
can be calculated using a high-resolution digital elevation model in the gridded data 
structure, using a longitudinal slope calculation. It also can be computed by finding the 
elevation difference between two sequential GNSS points. Land-cover classification can be 
created by visually inspecting aerial photography, maps, or by automated computational 
image processing. These variables can be represented in a computationally efficient gridded 
data structure for further spatiotemporal analysis and modeling.  
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 Space-time analytics of trajectories provide a method for modeling the energy 
expenditure and speed of navigation. Several approaches of investigating and visualizing 
trajectory data have been reviewed above. Techniques from time geography, accessibility, 
clustering, generalization, and visual analytics are commonly used for analyzing large 
quantities of trajectory data.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
Introduction 
This chapter will chronicle the subjects, materials, and procedures used to answer the 
research questions, outlining the implementation of methods employed during the research. It 
explains the observational study used to collect the empirical data that was required for 
analysis of each research question. The equipment used for testing is described, explaining 
the rationale for the selection of said equipment. Further, this chapter provides information 
pertaining to the software used for data organization, analysis, and visualization, and 
concludes by discussing constraints and limitations of the methods used. 
 This research collects energy expenditure and speed estimates of Soldiers while they 
navigated on-foot, over hilly, wooded terrain. The estimates provide an opportunity to model 
the contribution of both individual and terrain factors to energy expenditure and speed during 
dismounted navigation. The research is comprised of several studies that gathered 
information about how much humans move, whereby data on movement, location, and time 
were collected for varying terrain conditions that included trees, swamps, roads, trails, brush, 
hills, and cliffs. This was accomplished by affixing wearable devices to cadets at the USMA 
while they participated in a navigational test that was part of their summer military training. 
Collected data also provided a basis for assessing and improving current GIS routing tools. 
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Cases 
Approximately 1000 cadets participate in Cadet Basic Training each summer in West Point, 
NY, at USMA. They are divided into eight subgroups called companies; each company is 
comprised by roughly 125 cadets. Each company participates in land navigation testing on 
different days in July and August, which allowed the investigator to collect data from eight 
different groups on different days. It allowed maximum use of the limited number of 
accelerometers that were purchased (a more detailed description of the accelerometers is 
provided in the materials section of this chapter). The investigator obtained data on 
individual differences, such as age, sex, height, weight, and fitness score from empirical data 
collection and the USMA training management office. 
The observational study consisted of asking cadets from the academy to volunteer to 
wear accelerometers and heart-rate monitors while they were tested on their ability to 
navigate through the woods at West Point. The population of this research study can be 
defined as human beings who navigate via walking. The sampling frame was junior military 
officers between the ages of 17–25. This is representative of the segment of the military most 
directly involved with route planning for operations. The sample can be described as: 
- 200 cadets at USMA who participated in land navigation testing during Cadet Basic 
Training (CBT) in July and August, 2015. 
- Consisting of both sexes at an approximate ratio of 80.5 percent male and 19.5 
percent female which is similar to the sampling frame referenced above. 
- Cadets wore military field uniforms with a pistol belt and camelback hydration 
system. 
- Cadets who volunteered had varying heights, weights, and fitness levels. 
- Age of cadets is fell between 17 and 23. 
- Other specifics pertaining to the subjects can be found in Chapter 4: Data. 
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Materials 
The objective of this research was to measure the energy expended by the subjects and speed 
at which navigators moved. Here we describe the equipment used for data collection: the 
scale, stadiometer, GNSS devices, accelerometer, and the heart-rate monitor. 
 The scale used in the study was developed by Tanita. A high precision device that 
could quickly measure an individual’s weight was required. Speed of measurement and ease 
of use were important during the data collection. It was imperative that the researcher weigh 
the subjects and get them back to their navigation training quickly. Figure 11 shows the scale 
used. The scale product name is Tanita BC-548 Ironman and it is well reviewed by the 
medical and physical training communities.  
 
Figure 11: Scale used in research to obtain weight measurements. 
 
Height measurements were taken by a Detecto stadiometer, which was attached to a 
standard army scale. This device had been calibrated within the three months prior to the 
testing. These devices are common devices used by the military to take height and weight 
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measurements for Army physical fitness assessments. See Figure 12 for a visual 
representation of the device. 
 
 
Figure 12: Detecto Stadiometer used to measure heights of subjects. 
 
 Two different GNSS devices were used to collect location data, the Qstarz BT-
1300ST Sports Recorder (see Figure 13) and the DeLorme inReach Explorer GNSS (see 
Figure 15). The primary device used was a Qstarz BT-1300ST Sports Recorder. A picture of 
the device is shown in Figure 13. This device was placed in the subject’s shoulder pocket so 
that it would not be lost during the navigational exercise. Specifications of the device are 
shown in Figure 14. The GNSS was able to record data for 4 hours, which exceeded the 
duration of the navigational test. These devices were used for three primary reasons: (1) 
availability; they were the only devices under the direct control of the researcher and were 
provided by USMA free of charge; (2) the devices had direct interoperability with the 
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accelerometers used, which was essential for merging the location and movement data; (3) 
they were small enough to easily fit inside a shoulder pocket of the subject’s shirt.  
 
Figure 13: Qstarz BT-1300ST GNSS device. 
  
 
 
Figure 14: Qstarz Specifications. 
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 The second GNSS device, the DeLorme inReach Explorer GNSS, was used for 
redundancy, in the event that the primary GNSS receivers did not work properly. This device 
was issued to all navigating cadets whether or not they had volunteered for the research 
study. The redundancy device was provided by contractors supporting the navigational 
training exercise. While these devices were not controlled by the researcher, he was able to 
access and save the data if needed. As it turned out, there were no instances in which the 
back-up data was required. However, this description is included since it was part of the 
original study design. Specifications can be found for the DeLorme at the following web 
link: http://www.inreachdelorme.com/product-info/inreach-explorer-rugged-communication-
kit.php.  
 
 
Figure 15: DeLorme inReach Explorer. 
 
The first three research questions are predicated on energy expenditure. There are 
many factors that must be addressed when choosing a method for estimating energy 
expenditure. The differences among direct calorimetry, indirect calorimetry, and 
accelerometers or heart-rate monitors are significant. Figures 16, 17, and 18 describe some 
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advantages and disadvantages of each type of device, as summarized from the following 
studies (Levine 2005; Wolinsky and Driskell 2008a; McMurray and Ondrak 2008; Pettee, 
Tudor-Locke, and Ainsworth 2008). 
 
Direct Calorimeter 
Major 
Characteristics 
Advantages Disadvantages Typical Uses 
• Chamber based 
measurement of heat 
lost by humans or 
animals 
• Very Accurate • Not Mobile 
• Expensive to operate 
• Cannot be used for short 
time scale. It takes 30 min 
to equilibrate before and 
after heat settings 
• Difficult to maintain 
• Limited to exercises that can 
be evaluated inside a room 
or chamber 
• Lab based studies 
• Measure energy 
expenditure of sleeping, 
walking, etc. But not 
good for sports related 
tests 
• Metabolism 
experiments in animals 
and humans 
Figure 16: Characteristics, advantages, disadvantages and uses of direct calorimeters. 
 
Indirect Calorimeter 
Major 
Characteristics 
Advantages Disadvantages Typical Uses 
• Estimates heat 
production by measuring 
Oxygen consumption 
and CO2 production 
• Hoods, bags and 
facemasks 
• Oxidation can be 
measured with either an 
open circuit (most 
common) or closed 
circuit spirometers 
• Can be a portable 
device to use in field 
studies 
• Less expensive than 
direct calorimeter and 
almost as accurate 
• Good for measuring 
metabolic rate over 
short periods of time 
• Less accurate than 
Direct Calorimeters 
• Much more expensive 
than Accelerometers 
• More limiting in the 
amount of unconstrained 
physical activity that can 
be tested. 
• Exercise physiology 
experiments involving 
energy expenditure 
• Sports related studies 
involving fitness and 
metabolism 
Figure 17: Characteristics, advantages, disadvantages and uses of indirect calorimeters. 
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Accelerometers or Heart-Rate Monitors 
Major 
Characteristics 
Advantages Disadvantages Typical Uses 
• Small inexpensive 
biosensors 
• Attach to hip, wrist and 
chest 
• Very mobile  
• Technologically easy to 
understand 
• Durable 
• Quick to set up 
• Lowest cost 
• Least accurate of all 
three types 
• Physical Activity 
estimation of free living 
activities 
• Personal health 
monitoring 
• Research studies where 
funding makes Indirect -
Calorimeters impossible 
• Research studies over 
long periods of time 
• Studies where hindering 
subjects with an indirect 
calorimeter would 
negatively affect 
research design 
Figure 18: Characteristics, advantages, disadvantages and uses of accelerometers and heart rate monitors. 
 
This study primarily focused on accelerometers to measure energy expenditure due to 
their mobility, unobtrusive nature, cost, and simplicity. The most accurate energy 
expenditure estimates come from indirect or direct calorimetry, but the high cost, intricacy, 
invasiveness, and human resources required, made these devices infeasible for this study. 
Accelerometers can easily be transported to a field-collection site for use. They are easily 
affixed to subjects, and they do not restrict movement. Additionally, the cost of 
accelerometers is significantly lower than indirect calorimetry. Research-grade 
accelerometers cost less than $300 per unit, which is minimal in comparison to the ca. 
$30,000 expense of indirect calorimetry devices (Actigraph 2014a). Finally, accelerometers 
are relatively simple to calibrate, set up, and use for physical activity data collection 
(Wolinsky and Driskell 2008).  
 Accelerometers have been shown to predict energy expenditure to greater than 90 
percent accuracy while walking (Crouter et al. 2010; Kuffel et al. 2011; Brandes et al. 2012). 
They are a common method for assessing energy expenditure in field-based research (Welk 
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et al. 2004). Technological advances in micro-computing and data storage have led to an 
increased variety of research and consumer-grade accelerometers. Some of the more common 
devices on the market are Actiheart, Actical, Actigraph, Body Media Fit, Fitbit Zip, Jaw 
Bone Up, and Nike Fuel Band. Most smartphones are now equipped with an accelerometer, 
which has given rise to a new form of energy expenditure estimation device (Pande et al. 
2013). This research used research-grade Actigraph accelerometers as data-collection 
devices, which are commonly used as instruments in scientific studies to estimate energy 
expenditure (Lee at al. 2014). They also use mostly open-source algorithms to estimate 
energy expenditure, which is necessary for our scientific understanding. Finally, these 
devices are paired with a software package that allows researchers to easily download 
acceleration data and analyze results.  
The study collected individual movement data using the Actigraph GT3X (Figure 19) 
(Actigraph 2014a). Thirty devices were procured with funding provided from the U.S. Army 
Geospatial Research Laboratory.  
This sensor determines acceleration values using a triaxial Microelectro-Mechanical-
System accelerometer. The biosensor is capable of detecting static (from force of gravity) 
and dynamic accelerations (from movement) in three directions. The accelerometer detects 
change in acceleration through measuring variations in the sensor’s electric charge storage. 
The Actigraph GT3X has 256 MB of onboard memory to record and store data in the time 
scale of days, which was sufficient for our study. The GT3X can be worn around the wrist or 
waist (John and Freedson 2012), based on experimental design preferences. In our study, the 
GT3X was worn on the right hip. The data from the accelerometers is used to estimate each 
cadet’s expended energy every 10 seconds. 
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Figure 19: Actigraph GT3X Accelerometer 
 
The study used the water-resistant Polar H6 heart-rate monitor (Figure 20), which is a 
combined chest strap and heart-rate monitor used to measure the subject’s heart rate and send 
data to a compatible devise. The H6 uses wireless Bluetooth data transmission to pass the 
data to the GT3X. The strap is connected around the user's breastbone, below the chest 
muscles. . The heart-rate data was not used in the modeling effort pertaining to Research 
Questions 1–4, but it is mentioned here because the data was collected and remains part of 
the final dataset. 
 
Figure 20: Polar H6 heart rate monitor. 
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Computation Materials and Software 
The data was downloaded and analyzed on a DELL laptop computer. The observational 
study design allowed for collection of location, motion, and heart-rate data of 200 subjects 
while they navigated through hilly, wooded terrain. A computer with significant hardware 
capabilities was required to handle geospatial and statistical analytics of a dataset of this 
magnitude. Additionally, mobility to a field site for data capture and data download was 
essential. Figure 21 below describes the hardware specifications of the computation 
equipment used. 
 
Dell Precision M4800 Base 
39.6cm (15.6") HD(1366x768) Anti-Glare LED-backlit display 
Intel Core i7-4810MQ Processor (Quad Core 2.80GHz, 3.80GHz Turbo) 
32GB (4x8GB) 1600MHz DDR3L RAAM 
NVIDIA Quadro K2100M w/2GB GDDR5 (490-BBLD) 
6MB 47W, w/HD Graphics 4600) (338-BFIB) 1 
512GB Solid State Drive Full Mini Card 
2nd 2.5 inch 1TB Solid State Hybrid Drive (401-AAEV) 1 
8X DVD+/-RW Drive Tray Load 
Windows 7 Pro 64-bit English 
180W AC Adapter (450-AATJ) 1 
6-cell (65Wh) Primary Battery 
Figure 21: Computer hardware specifications 
 
 The data collected by the wearable devices is complex and requires specialized 
software for data analysis. Four main software packages were used to download, analyze, and 
visualize the information collected. Software created by the Actigraph Corporation, called 
Actilife 6, was used with the accelerometer hardware. Q-Travel software was used to 
initialize and download data from the Qstarz GNSS. Spatial analysis and visualization was 
conducted with ArcGIS 10.3 for Desktop from the Environmental Systems Research Institute 
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(ESRI) Corporation. Statistical analysis and visualization was accomplished using the R 
Project for Statistical Computing. Other general purpose operations were accomplished using 
the Microsoft Office 2013 suite. 
 Actilife 6 is a software package used to estimate human energy expenditure. The 
software platform was created by the Actigraph Corporation to accompany the Actigraph 
GT3X accelerometers and other wearable biosensors they offer. This is the only software 
package that is compatible with the Actigraph GT3X sensors for initialization of the devices, 
data download, and subsequent data analysis. The software package requires a license and 
product key for use.  
 The Actilife 6 software has several algorithms for estimating EE. There are five 
physical activity algorithms and twelve MET based algorithms that can be used to estimate 
EE within the program. Williams and Freedson have derived equations used in the software 
to directly calculate EE from the GT3X counts (ActiGraph Support 2014; Freedson et al. 
1998; Sasaki et al. 2011). Similarly, Freedson, Crouter, Hendelman and others created 
models to calculate METS from accelerometer counts which can be converted to energy 
expenditure (Actigraph 2015b; Freedson et al. 1998; Crouter et al. 2006; Crouter et al. 2010; 
Hendelman et al. 2000). 
The investigator used the Crouter Refined 2-Regression Model within the Actilife 6 
software to estimate METS consumed per ten second interval (Crouter et al. 2010; Actigraph 
Software Department 2012). The review, background, and specifics of this model were 
discussed in Chapter 2. The 2010 Crouter Refined 2-Regression Model has been validated in 
reputable research studies (Kuffel 2011). Additionally, this algorithm is built into the Actilife 
6 data analysis software program that can be used to analyze accelerometer data (Actigraph 
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Software Department 2012). Finally, it is built specifically for the two activities that occur 
during navigation: walking and rest.  
The Geospatial software used for data organization, spatial analysis, and visualization 
was ArcGIS 10.3 for Desktop. This software platform is a state-of-the-art program used by 
many professionals analyzing spatial data. The researcher chose this software because of his 
15 years of familiarity with the program, its longstanding reputation in the research 
community, and its ability to handle data originating from a GNSS device (Kennedy 2009). 
The mathematical modeling and statistical program chosen to organize, analyze, and 
visualize the energy, motion, and spatial data was R Project for Statistical Computing. R is an 
open-source statistical programing language with a wide range of libraries to support the user 
community. It was used for this project because of its wide range of capabilities, its open-
source nature, vast user community, and interoperability with ArcGIS (R Development Core 
Team 2015).  
 
Data Collection Procedures 
The primary data-collection strategy of the research was to collect movement information 
(that was later turned into energy expenditure estimates) from different people as they 
navigated over different types of terrain. A general framework for the data collection is 
shown below: 
Day 1 of the empirical data collection 
- Ask for volunteers to participate in the research study 
- Subjects sign a consent form 
- Subject demographic information collected such as name, company, sex, etc. 
- Measure subject’s height and weight without carried load 
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Day 2 of the empirical data collection 
- Affix GNSS, accelerometers and heart rate monitors to the subjects 
- Measure subjects loaded weight (usually about 25 pounds more than previous 
weight) 
- Subjects conduct navigation test.  
o 2–3 hours long 
o They were tested on their ability to find 7 control points in the woods  
o Cadets used a map and compass as navigational aids. 
o Each subject was carrying a Qstarz GNSS device. The GNSS device is not 
used by the cadets to navigate but were carried by each subject to record 
their spatiotemporal position. An additional GNSS was given to each 
cadet for redundancy but was not needed for data analysis. 
o The per-second trajectory information of each cadet was recorded by the 
GNSS device. 
o More detailed discussion of the event is described in the upcoming 
sections 
- Subjects finish navigation test 
- GNSS, accelerometers and heart rate monitors are removed from the subjects 
- Researcher downloads GNSS, heart rate and motion data from biosensors to 
computer  
 
Since the data collection was conducted as part of the Cadet Summer Training at USMA, 
the research was careful not to interfere with or significantly alter the training. Hence, data 
collection for each subject was split into two days. The first day’s data collection occurred in 
a classroom while the cadets received map-reading instructions from a lecturer and an 
overhead projector. The second day of data collection occurred in the woods where cadets 
participated in the navigational test. 
The military training area where the navigational testing took place fell within the 
following bounding box (Figure 22):  
 
Upper Left MGRS Coordinate:  18TWL7573578270 
Lower Right MGRS Coordinate:  18TWL7848976111 
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The red line in Figure 22 represents a typical path that a cadet may take during the 
navigational test. 
 
Figure 22: USMA Navigation Training Area 
 
As mentioned earlier, the investigator ran the study with eight different companies 
(groups), spanning two days for each group. Figure 23 shows the dates of data collection. 
Column 4 shows the number of volunteers for each part of the study. A difference between 
the number of Day 1 and Day 2 subjects illustrated in Column 4 reflects instances where a 
cadet initially agreed to participate but later changed his mind about using the wearable 
devices and withdrew from the testing. The fifth column shows the number of subjects used 
for data analysis. A difference between Columns 4 and 5 can represent several problems with 
the data: malfunctioning equipment that led to poor or no data; improper use of the devise; 
improper collection of data. In other cases, it represents a loss of data after the test occurred.  
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Date Company Day 1 or Day 
2 
Number of 
Volunteers 
Number of 
subjects used 
for data 
analysis. 
21 July2015 D Day 1 30 6 
22 July2015 D Day 2 27 6 
23 July2015 E Day 1 30 29 
24 July2015 E Day 2 30 29 
25 July2015 F Day 1 27 25 
26 July2015 F Day 2 26 25 
27 July2015 G Day 1 30 30 
28 July2015 G Day 2 30 30 
29 July2015 H Day 1 30 26 
30 July2015 H Day 2 28 26 
31 July2015 A Day 1 27 26 
1 Aug2015 A Day 2 26 26 
2 Aug2015 B Day 1 30 30 
3 Aug2015 B Day 2 30 30 
4 Aug2015 C Day 1 29 28 
5 Aug2015 C Day 2 28 28 
    Total: 200 
Figure 23: Data-collection schedule. 
 
On Day 1 of the study, the researcher asked the company of ~125 cadets if they would 
like to volunteer to be part of the research study. This was done while they were participating 
in classroom training. Documentation of the consent and institutional review board approval 
can be found in  
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APPENDIX A—Institutional Review Board (IRB) Documentation. Willing individuals 
were excused from the training for approximately 10 minutes while the researcher 
documented: Date, Last Name, First Name, Middle Name, Company, Platoon, Squad, 
measured each subject’s height and weight, and asked each to sign a consent form. 
 Height measurements were taken using a stadiometer; weight measurements were taken 
using a digital scale, both of which have been described above. The subject’s height was 
measured in socks, without boots. The subjects were weighed with the standard Army 
Combat Uniform cargo pants, belt, socks, and t-shirt. All objects were removed from pants 
pockets prior to the weight measurement. Figure 24 shows the typical gear worn during the 
measurements. After the measurements were taken, the subjects redressed and returned to the 
classroom training. 
 
Figure 24: Subject during height measurement. 
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During the classroom training, the subjects planned the routes they would navigate the 
next day. They were given Military Grid Reference System (MGRS) coordinates of seven 
different locations to find in the woods located approximately 400 meters apart. These 
locations are hereby referred to as control points in this document. The navigation training 
area had a total of 36 control points which were identified by an orienteering bag as shown in 
Figure 25. No subjects, however, had the same groupings of the seven points. Also on the 
bag was an electric scoring device similar to the one displayed in Figure 26. After mapping 
the locations of the points on a 1:25000 scale topographic map, the subjects planned the 
course they would take to find the control points during their navigation test the following 
day.  
 
 
Figure 25: Orienteering bag similar to those used to define control points. 
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Figure 26: Electronic scoring device 
 
On Day 2 of the observational study, the researcher arrived at the testing site at ~5am to 
prepare the wearable devices. Between 5 and 6am, the researcher organized and turned on the 
~30 sets of equipment. This allowed the Qstarz GNSS to acquire satellites before the data 
collection and it allowed for quick distribution of the equipment, which was essential so as 
not to alter the cadet training timeline in a manner that would disrupt other mandatory events. 
At approximately 6am, the researcher issued each subject an Actigraph GT3X 
accelerometer, a Qstarz GNSS device, a polar heart-rate monitor and a DeLorme GNSS 
device (for redundancy). The subjects were instructed to attach the accelerometer to their 
right hip using a belt strap. The accelerometers were worn over their undershirts and under 
their Army Combat Uniform blouses as shown in Figure 27. The polar heart-rate monitors 
were worn against the skin, across the subject’s breast bones as shown in Figure 28. The 
Qstarz GPS were worn inside the subjects right shoulder pocket. Finally the DeLorme GNSS 
were affixed to the subjects’ Army Fighting Load Carrier. 
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Figure 27: Location of accelerometer during the study. 
 
 
Figure 28: Location of heart-rate monitor during the study. 
  
The subjects (and all cadets participating in the navigational test) were also assigned a 
safety partner. This safety partner was another cadet who was instructed to follow the cadet 
while they completed the navigational test. The safety partner was instructed not to assist the 
navigator in their task completion. They were simply present to ensure the subject was not 
alone in the woods and that they were moving safely.  
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After the subjects had donned the wearable devices, they were inspected by the 
researcher for proper fit, and were then weighed again on a digital scale with the entire load. 
Subjects carried water in canteens, a camelback, ammunition, and other various items in their 
pockets while conducting the navigational test and observational study. Figure 29 is a typical 
outfit worn by the subjects.  
 
 
Figure 29: Subject with gear worn during navigation study. 
 
 
 Following inspection and weigh-in, the subjects and their safety partners were 
directed to the starting control point with a temporal spacing of 1–5 min between individual 
participating subjects. No subjects started closer than 1 min apart and there were 
approximately 30 minutes between the starting time of the first subject and the last subject.  
 All subjects began the navigation study from the starting control point. Subjects 
carried a card equipped with a radio-frequency identification (RFID) chip. Placing this card 
within 6 inches of an electronic scoring device (Figure 26) at the starting control point, 
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recorded the time the navigator had begun his test. Subjects then began navigating toward 
their first control point. Upon finding the first control point, or what they thought was the 
control point, subjects again scanned their RFID cards on the electronic scoring device that 
was attached to the orienteering bag. Then the navigator proceeded to find his remaining 
control points and return to the start point. Navigators had 150 minutes to complete the 
course. Some navigators failed to find all points in the allotted time and some navigators 
found wrong control points. Nevertheless, all subjects eventually returned to the start point, 
where the cadets removed the wearable equipment and were scored using the information on 
the RFID card. Subsequently, the researcher downloaded the logged movement and location 
data for later analysis.  
 The observational study protocol and design was approved by an institutional review 
board (IRB) conducted by the Keller Army Community Hospital (KACH) at USMA. 
Expedited review of the KACH Protocol 15-020, IRBNet#413717-1 titled “Space, Time and 
Energy in Dismounted Navigation” occurred 9 July, 2015. The IRB found there to be no 
human subjects’ protection issues. The study was assessed as Minimal Risk. The University 
of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) has entered into an Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
authorization agreement with the USMA. This agreement has allowed UCSB to rely on the 
designated IRB review from USMA and continuing oversight of its human subjects’ 
research. All documentation concerning the IRB request and approval can be found in 
Appendix A. 
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GIS Methods 
Multiple GIS analysis methods were used during the research. They were used to investigate 
the spatial data for the purpose of understanding the dynamics of navigation. The data was 
organized by creating feature classes from GNSS data. Then methods such as intersection, 
selection, and buffer were used to clean the data and remove unnecessary portions for 
analysis. GIS was used to assist in classifying the terrain over which the subjects navigated. 
Elevation models were created using ArcGIS. It was also used to extract elevation values 
from DEMs to use in initial slope calculations. Finally, the GIS was used to visualize 
trajectories and communicate results. These will all be described more fully below. 
 
Feature Class Creation 
The first data manipulation method was to transform raw, downloaded GNSS data to a 
format understandable by the GIS. The raw GNSS data was in a text format that included 
latitude and longitude. The “Make XY Event Layer” tool in the data management toolbox of 
ArcGIS was used to create point features based on coordinates from the source table.  
Also, GIS analytics were used to remove unwanted data from the dataset, which was 
a significant step. Primarily, intersection, selection, and buffer techniques were used to 
organize and clean the data. A detailed description of the steps taken to prepare the data for 
analysis is provided in Chapter 4: Data. 
 
Land Cover Classification 
This research requires an understanding of the terrain over which the subjects are navigating. 
This is imperative to answering each of the research questions. Classification was used to 
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describe the land cover of the terrain. In essence, the entire land area was categorized into 
generalized groups. Orienteering maps, foundation data, and inspection of 1-meter satellite 
imagery from 2013 were used to generalize the study test site into eight classes: on road, 
open woods, rocky terrain, light vegetation, moderate vegetation, heavy vegetation, swamp, 
and water. The orienteering maps were obtained from the USMA orienteering team; the 
value of these maps for classification purposes is in that they have been ground validated by 
members of the orienteering team. The feature datasets used included roads, wetlands, lakes, 
and forests. This data was provided by the USMA Department of Public Works and Land 
Management. The next chapter provides details pertaining to the data used during 
classification.  
 
Trajectory Analysis 
One of the most valuable methods for analyzing the movement of the subjects while they 
navigated was the visualization of the trajectories. Several methods were used to understand 
the navigational behavior of the subjects. Trajectory visualization was used to get a basic 
understanding of how people navigated over different terrain types and for a general 
comparative understanding of different navigational tendencies. Most importantly, 
visualization of the navigator’s trajectories allowed for identifying flawed data and anomalies 
in navigational performance. It allowed for identification of data that was later removed from 
the dataset before the spatio-temporal analysis.  
 The research initially used Google Earth (GE) to get a basic understanding of the data 
quality being produced by the wearable sensors. Google Earth has a simple interface to read 
and display GNSS data. During the data download process, the researcher validated data 
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presence and quality. Figure 30 illustrates the ease with which a researcher can validate data 
existence and value. Immediately after downloading the data from the wearable sensors, it 
was easily loaded into GE to validate its presence and quality. By selecting the “tools” menu 
item, a user can choose “GPS” and then “import from file.” This loads the data into the 
rudimentary GIS. Quick visual inspection validated that data was present, that it was in the 
proper geographic location, and that time stamps were accurately depicting when the subject 
actually navigated. This visualization shows Bull Pond and Lake Georgina, two prominent 
water bodies around the study site. The red line depicts the navigator’s trajectory. This 
visualization validates the presence of the data and that it is in generally the appropriate 
location. Careful examination of the time slider at the top of the window shows that the data 
was collected between ~5 and ~9 am on 22 July, 2015. This review validates that the data 
being downloaded from the device was collected during the time of the subject’s navigational 
test.  
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Figure 30: Google Earth data visualization and validation. 
 
  A second manner in which visualization was used to indirectly answer the research 
questions was to identify data to remove prior to analysis. As previously explained, the 
Qstarz GNSS devices were turned on prior to the time that navigation started and subjects did 
various things before beginning the navigational test (e.g., linger near the start point, make 
trips to the bathroom, return to their sleeping area, etc.) Removal of this data was essential to 
modeling actual navigation. Using ArcGIS Desktop, visualization of trajectories allowed for 
removal of this data and isolated only navigational movement. First, all the points before 
6:30am were selected. Then trajectories from the start point to the bathroom and back were 
identified. Figure 31 below shows tracks from a single subject. Those points are locations of 
the subject every 10 seconds. In the figure, the cyan represents locations of the subject before 
6:30am. Locations in red are locations visited by the subject after 6:30am. The magenta dot 
is the starting point. The figure shows some lingering around the start point. These are the 
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cyan dots around the start point. Then the subject visits the bathroom. These are shown by 
the cyan dots in a line to the northeast. After using the bathroom, the subject returns to the 
start point. Finally, the subject begins navigating to the southwest. This is represented by the 
series of cyan dots from the start point toward the bottom-left of the figure. This visualization 
method allows removal of the irrelevant movement before analysis. The red dots around the 
start point and leading to the bathroom show that the subjects also lingered and used the 
restroom after they finished navigating. These data were also removed. 
 
 
 
Figure 31: Selection of pre-navigation bathroom trips 
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GIS visualization was also used to compare navigational behavior between two or 
more individuals. Often during the data analysis it was necessary to compare the trajectories 
of several subjects. This was accomplished by standardizing the start time of all navigators to 
a common reference frame. This allowed comparison of all navigators in space and time, 
regardless of which day the data was collected.  
The initial step was to standardize the start time of each navigator. First, an arbitrary 
date/time in the future, such as March 29, 2016 at 6:38am, was chosen. This date was 
subtracted from the start date/time for an individual and the difference was added to each 
subsequent track dot of that navigator. The process was done for all subjects. This made it 
appear that each navigator started at March 29, 2016 at 6:38am and allowed for visual 
comparison of any two individuals in time and space. Figure 32 shows an example of this 
technique. In this image, one subject’s movement is depicted in blue and another in red. The 
navigator in red was part of the study conducted on 24 July. The navigator in blue was from 
3 August. The technique mentioned here allowed for visualizations of synchronized starting 
times. The code for the Python script used to execute this task can be found in APPENDIX B 
– Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to synchronize subject’s navigation time. 
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Figure 32: Example of synchronized subject start time 
 
  
After this preprocessing step, visualizations were created to investigate and compare 
two or more navigators to inspect navigation behavior (e.g., how a heavy navigator moved vs 
a lighter navigator). This technique was also used to visualize how fast navigators tended to 
travel as opposed to slower navigators. Many comparisons of navigators were visualized in 
this manner and it was an excellent method to get a general understanding of trends, outliers, 
and basic navigational behavior.  
This research used three basic methods of visual analytics to break down the routes 
taken by navigators: (1) The trajectories were reviewed and studied using static map analysis 
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techniques; (2) forms of generalization were applied to the data and graphics to simplify 
understanding of the enormous dataset; and (3) animation was applied to visualize movement 
and spatiotemporal trends of the dataset.  
 Static maps are visual representations of geographic areas, showing the spatial 
relationship between entities (Wade and Sommer 2006). This technique was used to analyze 
the trajectories recurrently throughout the data exploration and data analysis. It is difficult to 
describe in detail every instance where this technique was applied due to its voluminous uses. 
The technique was also used to understand the areas visited by individual navigators. It was 
used to show areas where navigators loitered. It was used to investigate the land cover 
features in the navigational area and the slopes over which subjects traveled. The technique is 
further used extensively throughout the communication of the research and results. This can 
be seen throughout the document but especially in Chapters 4 and 5.  
Generalization is the reduction or simplification of the data or visualization. It can 
involve the process of reducing the number of points or trajectories shown (Wade and 
Sommer 2006). A significant generalization process that was applied to the spatiotemporal 
dataset involved down sampling. The GNSS data was originally collected every second. This 
data was generalized to a temporal scale of 10 seconds for ease of computation as well as the 
fact that the energy expenditure estimates were made every 10 seconds.  
Another application of generalization was the land cover classification. Here the 
complexity of the land cover was reduced. It allowed for easy visualization of the trajectories 
and the land cover. Quick identification of whether a subject was on the road or in the woods 
could be seen. Similar to static maps, generalization occurred frequently throughout the 
investigation.  
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The most revealing visual analytic process applied was animation, which is the 
technique of displaying successive tracks to create the illusion of the navigator’s movement. 
Animation is especially effective in displaying change over time. It follows that animation 
would be a logical analytical method for navigational movement since it is based on the 
change of location over time.  
Animation of movement trajectories was used for many applications during the 
processes of data exploration and data analysis. A salient example is using animation to find 
similarities between navigators. Animation was used in conjunction with processing 
described above that led to Figure 32. Secondly, it was used to assist in finding anomalies in 
data as described earlier during the discussion of data cleaning. Using animation to show 
trips to the bathroom before the navigational event was highlighted during data exploration. 
Animation for visual inspections was used regularly during our analysis of the data. These 
examples are two applications that highlight the usefulness of the technique.  
 
Statistical and Modeling Methods 
A critical method used to represent EE (Research Questions 1 and 2) and speed (Research 
Question 4) as a relationship between predictor variables was mathematical modeling. In 
conjunction with this effort, statistical methods were used to organize, analyze, and 
understand the data and models developed. The significant methods are described below: 
 
Table of Statistical and Modeling Methods Used 
All accomplished using R (R Development Core Team 2015).  
METHOD 
(Research 
Question Applied) 
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD AND USE 
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General Statistics 
(All) 
Initial investigation of energy expenditure, speed, and the variables 
of slope, land cover, cumulative distance, BMI, sex, and fitness 
score was accomplished through the computation of basic statistics. 
Analysis of mean, median, max, min, variance, and standard 
deviation of each of the variables occurred. Additionally, sum 
totals of energy expenditure over an entire route were examined. 
Finally, average individual speed, slope traveled and energy 
expenditure over the total navigational trip were inspected. 
Histogram 
(All)  
All variables were analyzed using histograms, which are to 
organize and display the frequency of data values. The histogram is 
a vertical bar chart that shows the underlying data of the 
distribution. Many types of statistical analysis and modeling efforts 
assume a Gaussian distribution. Observation of a dataset’s 
histogram allows for validation of that assumption. For example, 
the distribution of EE was non-Gaussian. This understanding 
prompted transformation of that variable for further analysis and 
modeling. 
Scatterplot –
analysis 
(All) 
A scatterplot is used to show the association between two 
quantitative variables. Each of the predictor variables was graphed 
against EE and speed, primarily to validate the linearity of the 
modeling effort. It also helped to discover potential outliers in the 
data. Finally, it assisted in teasing out unexpected patterns. One 
difficulty with the scatter plots was the vast number of points. In 
many cases, identifying trends in the data was difficult because of 
noise in the data, since the dataset contains over 150,000 points. In 
some cases the data was generalized before plotting. This was an 
effective method of minimizing the noise and improving the ability 
to discern trends. This methodology is discussed further in the 
section on kernel density. 
Box-Cox 
Transformation 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
As briefly described above, a normal or Gaussian data distribution 
is an assumed element of some statistical modeling. The Box-Cox 
transformation (Box and Cox 1964) is a method used to predict 
how to transform data that is not normally distributed into a dataset 
that is Gaussian. This method was used to predict an appropriate 
transformation of the Energy Expenditure dataset. The method was 
applied in the R statistical package using the MASS package 
(Venables and Ripley 2002). 
Mathematical 
modeling 
(All) 
Mathematical modeling is a process of expressing the real world in 
mathematical terms. It attempts to use mathematics to find 
solutions to the problem and describe reality. A mathematical 
model can be considered a generalization or a simplification of a 
complex, real-world situation into a mathematical form. The 
mathematical problem can then be solved using a variety of 
statistical and mathematical techniques. This solution is then 
interpreted and translated back into real terms. Mathematical 
modeling was used in Research Questions 1, 2, and 3, to 
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understand how human navigators expend energy as they move 
about different types of terrain. Similarly, for Research Question 4, 
how quickly humans navigate across the environment is 
investigated. 
Multiple 
Regression 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
The first modeling step was to develop an understanding of 
whether the predictor variables would effectively model energy 
expenditure in a linear model. Multiple regression was used to get a 
general understanding of the relationships between EE and the 
predictor variables. Regression analysis is one of the most widely 
used techniques for analyzing multifactor data. Given the dataset of 
energy expenditure and predictor variables, coefficients were 
estimated that minimized the sum of squared errors. This was done 
by using the lm function in the basic stats package in R (R 
Development Core Team 2015). The output of this function was 
used to understand the significance of each predictor variable. 
Finally, it provided a basic understanding of the applicability of the 
model. 
Linear mixed 
effects modeling 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
Linear mixed effects modeling was used because the data is 
grouped by individual. The data is therefore correlated by group 
based in how each individual moves. Mixed effects modeling 
provides a flexible procedure to model the phenomenon despite 
this clear violation of the independence assumption associated with 
multiple regression. The data represents 200 subjects, each with 
approximately 1000 data points (more on the dataset in the next 
chapter). This likely leads to varying intercepts and varying 
regression coefficients based on the individual. The employment of 
this method gives an intercept and a series of coefficients for a 
linear model. It also describes the variance associated with the 
random effects created by the grouped data. Specifically, the lme 
function in the nlme package is used to model the data (Pinheiro et 
al. 2015). 
Residual analysis 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
Analysis of the regression and linear mixed effects modeling 
efforts is followed by analysis of the residuals. This analysis is 
required to check that the assumptions of the modeling efforts have 
not been violated. The residuals are defined as the difference 
between the actual values and the fitted values. The analysis of 
residuals also provides means in which to locate possible outliers 
for inspection. Initial residual plots created were of the scatterplot 
(description above) variety. The residuals were plotted against each 
predictor. Any trends and patterns found identify possible model 
violation. The residuals were also plotted against the fitted values 
to test for heteroscedasticity. A final residual analysis method was 
used to verify that the distribution of the residuals is Gaussian. This 
step was accomplished by plotting the histogram of the residuals.  
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QQplot 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
Another method used to validate the assumption of normality is the 
Quantile-Quantile Plot (QQPLOT). The QQplot computes the 
expected value for each data point based on the distribution. If the 
data follows the desired distribution then the points will generally 
fall on a straight line. If the points on a QQplot do not fall on the 
straight line then the assumed distribution must be questioned. For 
this research, the studentized residuals from the linear model are 
plotted against the theoretical quantiles. This will assess the 
distribution and validate our assumption of Gaussian distribution of 
residuals. To accomplish this, the qqPlot function in the car 
package of R (Fox and Weisberg 2011) was used. 
Coefficient of 
Determination 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
The Coefficient of Determination, commonly called “R-squared,” 
is a measure of the variance captured by a particular model. It gives 
an assessment of how well actual data fits a model. The range of 
values for R-squared is from 0–1. A value of 1 represents a model 
that accounts for 100% of the data variance. The value is computed 
by first dividing the sum of squares of the residuals by the total 
sum of squares. Then subtracting this value from 1. This definition 
shows that the smaller the residual values, the less would be 
subtracted from one. This would leave a relatively high R-squared. 
This method was used to assess the model fit for multiple 
regression and for the mixed effects model. In the mixed effects 
model, R-squared is classified to be either from the fixed effects of 
the model or from the random factors.  
Variance Inflation 
Factor (VIF) 
Analysis 
(RQ1,2,3) 
Variance inflation factor analysis is used to test the modeling 
assumption that predictive variables must not be correlated. 
Analysis of VIF is used to test the independent variables when 
using multiple regression and with linear mixed effects modeling. 
The VIF tests how much inflation of the R-squared is present based 
on multicollinearity. A variance inflation factor of 1 means there is 
no inflation of the model’s fit based on correlation of independent 
variables. Any VIF greater than 10 should be investigated further 
(Montgomery, Peck, and Vining 2012). This analysis was 
computed using the car package of the R statistical software (Fox 
and Weisberg 2011). 
Significance 
Testing 
(RQ 1,2,3) 
The significance of the model variables must be tested in order to 
have confidence in their usefulness. In this case, the slope of the 
trend line is tested. The hypothesis states that there is no trend 
between independent variables and the dependent variable. This is 
tested by assuming a hypothesis that the slopes of the model 
coefficients are zero. Then that is proven untrue. To prove the null 
hypothesis untrue, the T test and associated P value were chosen. 
This analysis was conducted using the R statistical analysis 
software program (R Development Core Team 2015). 
Data Smoothing 
(RQ 4) 
GPS data is inherently noisy because of accuracy problems already 
discussed. This noise comes from the random error of the 
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measurements. For Research Question 4, a data-smoothing method 
was used to compensate for noisy data. It also simplified the large 
dataset. The method of smoothing based on bin means was used to 
accomplish the generalization of data. This straightforward method 
divides the dataset range into equally spaced segments called bins. 
All values of the dataset that fall within the range of each bin are 
used to compute the mean of that bin. The resulting mean is plotted 
to represent all data that falls within the bin range.  
Curve Fitting 
(RQ4) 
Curve fitting is a means by which an analytical expression is 
chosen to model data. In fact, linear modeling and mixed effects 
modeling mentioned above are forms of curve fitting. A generic 
form of this method is mentioned here. Curve fitting was used to 
arrive at coefficient values for the model in Research Question 4. 
This was the basis for the second order polynomial equation found 
to model navigation speed. In this case, the lm function in the basic 
stats package was used to approximate the polynomial coefficients 
(R Development Core Team 2015). Then manual tuning of the 
polynomial was used to settle on a fitted model which best 
approximated the theoretical underpinnings of speed vs slope. 
  
 
Constraints and Limitations of the Methods 
As discussed, the data collection had some significant constraints. Foremost, the researcher 
had limited control of the subjects since the training manager at USMA required that the 
testing not disrupt the normal training and routine. Similarly, the available measurement 
equipment for the observational study had limitations, which in turn had bearing on the 
results. Further, foundation data and orienteering maps collected from the GIS department at 
USMA had drawbacks. All three conditions had a significant impact on the findings of the 
research. 
 
Constraints to Research Design 
The major constraints for this research were the restrictions to total autonomy of research 
design. USMA cadet training could not be altered. While the summer training management 
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office at USMA allowed for gathering of information from a large group of subjects, there 
were restrictions, which hampered flexibility of the study design. All elements of the 
navigational test were dictated by the training management office. Collection of data was 
allowed; however, altering of the sequencing, procedures, rules, and goals of the navigation 
exercise was prohibited. For example, affixing an activity monitor to a subject was allowed, 
but fitting them with an indirect calorimeter was considered too much of a mobility 
impediment.  
 Scheduling of the cadets was also dictated by the training manager, requiring that the 
researcher collect data on multiple subjects simultaneously. It was, therefore, impossible to 
observe the subjects while they navigated. In most cases, there were ~25 subjects navigating 
at any given time, which made it impossible to tell the exact activity of a navigator at a given 
time. It was impossible to tell if they were resting, looking at a map, walking, running, or 
talking with a friend. This forced several assumptions to be made during data analysis 
(discussed in the next chapter). Lack of observation made it difficult to assess the subject 
motivation; it is possible, although unlikely, that some subjects just didn’t care about their 
navigational performance6. 
 Another constraint was that subjects were not navigating alone. A second cadet was 
assigned by the training manager to travel with each subject, acting as a safety monitor. It is 
possible that the subject’s behavior was altered by this companion. Perhaps the safety 
monitor hindered the movement speed or behavior of the subject, or assisted in the 
                                                 
 
6 Since the subjects volunteered for the study, it is likely that they were motivated to score high on the 
navigational test but it is a constraint because motivation was not measured or observed. 
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navigation, despite having been instructed not to. Fundamentally, it is impossible to rule out 
interference during the data collection. 
 A major stipulation of the study was the inability to alter the load of the navigators. 
All subjects were directed to carry specific items, e.g., a camelback, canteen, ammunition, 
and other items. But the researcher was not able to request that additional items be carried. 
There was some variance in the load carried by the navigators since they were allowed to 
take items that were of their own preference. 
 The last significant constraint involved the study location. Due to many competing 
demands during summer training at West Point, the geographic terrain was mandated by the 
training manager. This gave the researcher no flexibility in designing the courses over which 
the subjects would navigate. The area chosen by the training manager was a relatively easy 
navigational experience. There were a number of roads that could be used when navigating. 
They were clearly marked on the map. There were also two significant water features in the 
middle of the training area, which could be used to easily reestablish a subject’s position 
while navigating.  
The training manager also dictated that all eight companies of navigators use the 
same area. Since ~125 cadets were navigating during every iteration, paths were worn into 
the terrain, changing the terrain over the course of the navigational exercise. Paths were 
likely to be worn through the woods because of this usage. Terrain that began as vegetated 
might be classified as open woods by the last iteration. This would not be reflected in the 
data.  
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Constraints of the Measurement Devices  
The measurement devices also came with constraints and limitations. The GNSS devices had 
limited accuracy due to systematic errors from satellite clocks, orbit errors, the Ionosphere, 
the Troposphere. Additionally, noise from the receiver and multipath error from the tree 
canopy produced multipath errors. Also, since the research was limited to lower-priced 
measurement devices, there was no ability for the devices to use the advantages of 
differential correction. A discussion of the literature reviewing GNSS error and positional 
accuracy can be found in the latter part of Chapter 2. It is likely that the GNSS produced 
locational errors near the magnitude of 4–6 meters (Rodríguez-Pérez et al. 2007). This 
amount of error affected our ability to determine which land-cover class the subjects were 
actually navigating through with absolute confidence. Figures 33, 34, and 35 visually 
describe some of the difficulties. Figure 33 shows a subset of the locations of the navigator as 
recorded by the GNSS (depicted by green dots). The dots represent the navigator’s position 
every 10 seconds. The green lines are simply drawn between the dots to depict navigator 
movement. Notice that there is a road running up and down (north and south) in the center of 
the figure. The dots generally follow the same direction as the road. It is likely that the error 
of the GNSS is shifting all positions of the navigator to the left (west) of the road. Most 
likely the navigator is traveling on the road but we can’t be sure.  
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Figure 33: Subject tracks during navigation—unsure if they are walking in the woods or on the road. 
 
 Figure 34 shows classification of the land cover. The light blue corridor represents the 
road class; the light red represents the open woods class. Assumptions were made to account 
for GNSS errors near the roads. All land within 9 meters of the road centerline was classified 
as road. This assumption was made since navigators traveling near a road are most likely 
traveling on the road. Despite this assumption, Figure 34 shows an example of classification 
difficulty; here it is impossible to know if the navigator was actually on the road or not. The 
GNSS error could be systematically shifting points or the subject could be walking in the 
woods. To the contrary, Figure 35 shows a clear example of the same navigator walking 
down the middle of the road just 20 minutes after the examples shown in Figure 33 and 
Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Subject tracks during navigation with land cover class overlay - 
unsure if they are walking in the woods or on the road 
 
 
  
 
Figure 35: Subject tracks during navigation with land cover class overlay—most likely navigating on the road. 
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 Another limitation of the study was the inability to gather an accurate DEM of the 
training area. Initially, there was an expectation to be able to extract elevation values from a 
DEM produced from aerial LIDAR. This would combat the inaccuracies produced by GNSS, 
especially in the elevation values. Unfortunately, the DEM that was received from USMA 
was filled with inaccuracies in elevation data. Often the tops of trees were part of the last 
return DEM, forcing the research to use GNSS elevation values to calculate slope values.  
 Figures 36 and 37 show the inaccuracies of the DEM. Figure 36 is a 1-meter 
resolution satellite imagery of a location in the navigation training area. The red dot on the 
left is shown in the middle of a tree canopy; the red dot on the right is 8 meters away. It is 
shown in an area where there was no tree canopy. Figure 37 shows the Digital Elevation 
Model of the same geographic area as that shown in Figure 36. In the DEM, light pixels 
represent higher elevations. The elevation from the DEM for the left dot is 291 meters above 
sea level. The elevation from the DEM for the dot on right is 272 meters. This 19-meter 
elevation difference is due to poor DEM creation. Due to these inaccuracies, GNSS 
elevations were used to calculate the slope between points. 
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Figure 36: Satellite Imagery of a tree and nearby point. 
  
 
Figure 37: DEM of same location as the previous figure. 
  
Yet another constraint of the research pertaining to the terrain was the inability to 
ground-truth the land-cover classification. Ideally, validation of the terrain classifications 
would be done by onsite inspection. Unfortunately, lack of time and manpower resources 
denied the ability to visually validate the land cover maps that were created from satellite 
imagery and orienteering maps. Some limited ground-truthing was generally executed during 
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the study dates, but most of the classification of the terrain occurred after the researcher 
visited USMA. 
A final constraint pertains to the understanding of our energy expenditure estimates. 
The Actigraph accelerometer is a measurement device that is commonly used in research 
studies. Researchers use this device because most of the behind-the-scenes algorithmic 
estimation of caloric expenditure is transparent and documented. Similarly, other movement-
based variables—such as steps and sedentary analysis—also originate from published 
research. However, all of these processes rely on a common variable produced by the 
Actigraph GT3X and are computed by the Actilife 6 software. The raw data from the 
accelerometer is converted to “Actigraph counts” by the Actilife software. Unfortunately, the 
underlying process for determining Actigraph counts from the raw data is proprietary and 
undisclosed to the research community (Actigraph Software Department 2012; “What Is the 
Difference among the Energy Expenditure Algorithms? : ActiGraph Support” 2014; John and 
Freedson 2012). This constraint diminishes our ground level understanding of the human 
movement dynamics of navigation. 
 
Summary of Methods Used 
The methods described were implemented to solve the research questions stated in Chapter 1. 
An observational study involving 200 cadets from the USMA was conducted in West Point, 
NY. The study consisted of affixing wearable biosensors and GNSS devices to the subjects 
while they navigated through hilly, wooded terrain. The subjects were required to find 7 
control points along a 3–5 km course.  
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Data from the study was downloaded and analyzed using Actigraph software and 
Qstarz software specific to the wearable devices. ArcGIS and the R statistics program were 
used for data analytics and visualization. Energy expenditure estimates were developed from 
the Crouter Refined 2-Regression Model within the Actilife 6 software. This algorithm is 
used to estimate METS per 10-second epoch (Crouter et al. 2010; Actigraph Software 
Department 2012). ArcGIS and the R statistics program were used to prepare, clean, and 
analyze the spatiotemporal dataset.  
This chapter concludes by discussing particular constraints of the observational study 
design, the measuring devices, and the data. Constraints emplaced by the training 
management office at USMA limited the flexibility with which subjects could be controlled. 
The navigational test was directed and could not be altered. Higher quality and more precise 
measuring devices are available, but limited funding inhibited purchase.  
Despite the constraints, data collection to answer the research questions was 
successful. Limitations of the research design were present but overcome. The Chapter 4 will 
describe in detail the data collected. The results and the conclusions are described in the final 
two chapters, demonstrating how these methods were adequate to successfully answer the 
posed research questions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA 
  
The data collection, refinement, organization, and preparation were a key component of this 
project, which was designed to understand the energy consumption and speed at which 
navigators move from an origin to a destination. To model these variables required 
significantly large datasets. Chapter 3, Methods, described the steps taken to collect 
empirical data to answer the research questions. This chapter describes the data collected to 
support understanding navigation and the modeling process. 
 This chapter will describe the data and interpret the information compiled during the 
summer of 2015 at USMA. The defined settings of the wearable devices used will be 
discussed as well as the output of the data download of these devices. The computational 
methods used to organize and refine the large amounts of noisy data that were collected 
during the study are chronicled, specifying decisions made about data omission, curtailment, 
and outlier removal. Finally, it summarizes each dataset used to answer the four research 
questions. The intent of this chapter is to make the data reproducible and give future 
researchers a roadmap to understanding the applied data. 
 
Data Collection Devise Settings 
The data collection of the accelerometer and movement information was 
accomplished using an Actigraph GT3X device. Two days prior to use, this device was 
initialized and charged prior to use by the Actilife 6 software program. After the 
initialization, the device was constantly on. There was no on/off button. The device was 
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programmed to start collecting data 2 minutes after initialization. This meant that there was 
always data on the device that was not associated with the observational study. This data was 
removed in subsequent steps as will be described later. The battery life and the storage 
capacity of the device allowed for approximately 25 days of data collection. Turning the 
device on early had no negative impact on the data collection. The settings for the GT3X are 
shown in Figure 38.  
SETTING VALUE 
Start Time Default 
Stop Time None 
Device Time Use Atomic Server Time 
Sample Rate 30 Hz 
LED Options None 
Wireless Options Enable Wireless, Heart Rate 
Record Option Idle Sleep Mode Enabled 
Subjects were instructed to wear on left hip and inspected before navigating 
Figure 38: Actigraph GT3X settings. 
The Qstarz GNSS device collected the location data for the study. This device was 
also initialized two days prior to the observation of subjects. However, since this device had 
an on/off button, the Qstarz was turned off until the morning of the study. This device could 
only record about 4 hours of data on the settings used; the battery could last approximately 
10 hours. Approximately 1 hour prior to collecting location data, the GNSS was turned on 
and left in an open outdoor area so that it could establish a satellite fix. The settings used for 
the Qstarz are shown in Figure 39. 
SETTING VALUE 
GPS Log Setting Hiking 
Log Criteria Every Second 
1Hz mode Default 
Data Log Memory Mode Overwrite 
Date Mode UTC Date Time 
Fixed Mode Valid 
Navigation  Latitude, Longitude, Height, Speed, Heading 
DOP PDOP,HDOP,VDOP 
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Satellite Info NSAT, SID, Elevation, Azimuth, SNR 
Record Reason RCR 
Other Distance 
Figure 39: Qstarz BT-Q1300ST settings. 
Data from the GT3X was downloaded from the device to the computer using the 
Actilife 6 software. The file was saved in a folder with an ID number and the subject’s name 
(01 Lastname). The download options are listed in Figure 40.  
SETTING VALUE 
Naming Convention  Custom by subject name 
Clinical Report No clinical report created 
Add biometric and user information- Yes 
Create AGD file: Yes 
Epoch  1 second 
# of Axis  3 
Steps Yes 
Lux  Yes 
Inclinometer  Yes 
Low Frequency Ext  Yes 
Heart Rate  Yes 
Figure 40: Actigraph GT3X download settings. 
The location data was downloaded using the Q Travel software from the Qstarz. This 
data was downloaded using the Raw Data Manager. The fields in Figure 41 were captured 
during the download: 
VALUE 
INDEX 
RCR (Record method) 
UTC DATE 
UTC TIME 
LOCAL DATE 
LOCAL TIME 
LATITUDE 
LONGITUDE 
HEIGHT 
SPEED 
HEADING 
PDOP 
HDOP 
VDOP 
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NSAT(USED/VIEW) 
SAT INFO (SID-ELE-AZI-SNR) 
DISTANCE 
*Descriptions found in APPENDIX C. 
Figure 41: Qstarz downloaded fields. 
 
Estimation of METS 
The Actilife 6 software was used to estimate the Metabolic Equivalent of Tasks (METS). 
Estimated METS for each subject was based on a 10-second interval. Estimates were 
calculated using the Crouter Refined 2-Regression Model. These estimates were computed 
using the scoring tab in the Actilife 6 software. The following options were chosen in the 
software: 
SETTING VALUE 
Energy Expenditure No 
METS Yes, Crouter Adult (2010) 
Cut Points and MVPA No 
Bouts Yes 
Sedentary Analysis Yes 
HREE No 
Exclude Non-Wear Times No 
Use Subject Log Diaries  No 
Time filter  Yes: 05:00am -09:59 of study date 
Figure 42: Actilife METS estimate settings. 
After choosing to calculate the METS, the software prompts for reintegration of the 
data since it was collected at 1-second intervals. Ten-second interval data is needed for the 
computation. After agreeing to reintegrate, the METS data was exported by clicking the 
details button and choosing export all epochs. This process provided a comma separated 
values (CSV) file named “name1sec10sec AGD Details Epochs…….” This file contained the 
fields listed in Figure 43. 
FIELDS 
DATE 
EPOCH 
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AXIS1 
AXIS2 
AXIS3 
VM 
STEPS 
HR 
LUX 
INCLINOMETER OFF 
INCLINOMETER STANDING 
INCLINOMETER SITTING 
INCLINOMETER LYING 
MET RATE 
*Descriptions found in APPENDIX C. 
Figure 43: Actilife 6 scoring output fields 
 
Data Integration Steps 
The first data integration step was combining the METS estimates with the location data. 
This phase was accomplished using an R script to join the tables. The script code can be 
found in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: R Script to join GNSS data and 
MET data. The output of this operation yields a CSV table that includes the fields listed in 
Figure 44. 
FIELDS 
DATETIME 
DATE 
EPOCH 
AXIS1 
AXIS2 
AXIS3 
VM 
STEPS 
HR 
LUX 
INCLINOMETER.OFF 
INCLINOMETER.STANDING 
INCLINOMETER.SITTING 
INCLINOMETER.LYING 
MET.RATE 
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INDEX 
RCR 
UTC.DATE 
UTC.TIME 
LOCAL.DATE 
LOCAL.TIME 
MS 
VALID 
LATITUDE 
LONGITUDE 
HEIGHT 
SPEED 
HEADING 
PDOP 
HDOP 
VDOP 
NSAT.USED.VIEW. 
SAT.INFO..SID.ELE.AZI.SNR. 
DISTANCE 
*Descriptions found in APPENDIX C. 
Figure 44: GNSS and Scoring data table fields. 
Obviously some of these fields are not used in the data analysis but the information 
was maintained in the files because there was no real impact to the computational time or 
storage requirements associated with having additional data. This also allows future 
researchers to investigate related research questions that may need data fields not used in this 
analysis.  
Step 2 for data integration was adding subject data to the data table. Information such 
as the subject’s platoon, squad, Qstarz GNSS number, comments about the observation, sex, 
age, height, weight, loaded weight, and load were in a spreadsheet that was created during 
the data collection phase. An R script was used to accomplish this data organization task. The 
script can be found in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: R Script to Add 
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Administrative Data to GNSS/METs file. The output of these operations yields a CSV table, 
lastnameDataCombined, that has added the fields in Figure 45 to those listed previously. 
FIELDS 
MONITOR 
ID 
PLATOON 
SQUAD 
GPS_NUM 
SEX 
AGE 
HEIGHT 
WEIGHT 
LOADEDWEIGHT 
LOAD 
COMMENTS 
*Descriptions found in APPENDIX C. 
Figure 45: Administrative data fields. 
Step 3 of data integration was to convert the GNSS/METS data into a format that can 
be used for analysis and visualization in ArcGIS. The file created in the previous step was 
used with a Python Script to create a feature class from the GNSS/METS file, 
lastnameDataCombined. The script creates a feature class of points that represent the location 
of the subject (see APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to create a 
feature class of points from GNSS/METs data file) 
Figure 46 shows a graphic of the created feature class. Each white point represents 
the location of the subject as he participated in the navigational event. There is a 10-second 
interval between each point. The attributes of each point are the same as those listed as data 
fields from Steps 1 and 2. The quantitative data associated with each row in the resulting 
feature class represents a measure of things that occur between the time of that point and the 
time associated with the next point. For example, Axis 1 counts from Row 1 in the feature 
class actually represents the number of Axis 1 counts between the time listed in Row 1 and 
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the Time listed in Row 2. The exception to this statement is speed and distance. Those 
attributes represent the instantaneous speed and distance recorded from the GNSS device. 
Later the average speed and the distance between points were added.  
 
 
Figure 46: Point feature class created from GNSS/METS data. 
 
Step 4 involved a spatial data preparation task accomplished with ArcGIS. The batch 
define projection tool was used to assign a datum (WGS84) to the spatial data. WGS 1984 is 
a standard datum used by GNSS devices and the U.S. Military. Coordinates were 
Geographic, i.e., raw latitude and longitude. 
In Step 5, the duration, distance, speed and slope between points are computed and 
these values are added to the attribute table. These are computed using a Python script. The 
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script can be found in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to add 
duration, speed, distance and slope between points. This adds the fields listed in Figure 47 to 
the attribute table. 
 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
RASTERVALU Elevation extracted from DEM at point 
ZDIFF Difference in elevation between points 
DISTANCE_M_DATETIME Distance between point and the next point (forward distance) in meters 
DURATION_SEC_DATETIME Duration between points in seconds 
SPEED_MPS_DATETIME Average Speed between points (forward looking) in m/s 
COURSE_DEG_DATETIME Direction of movement in degrees 
SLOPE Slope between points (forward looking) in percent 
Figure 47: Fields added by converting points to tracks. 
Step 6 involved turning the points into line segments. This is done since the data and 
analysis involves the behavior and biometrics of the subject between the points, not at the 
point. For example, the estimation of Calories expended was calculated for the 10-second 
interval between points, not as represented at a single point. The new line created in this step 
appropriately represents the data. Each line is a row in the data table. That data now coincide 
with the interval represented as a line. Calorie consumption that was representing the amount 
expended between two points is now the Calorie consumption along the line segment. The 
same can be said for the slope. This step was computed using another Python Script, and the 
script can be found in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to 
convert points to lines. The same fields are associated with line segments as with the point 
file created in Step 5 above. Figure 48 shows the change of geometry.  
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Figure 48: Line segments of subject’s trajectory after conversion from points. 
 
Step 7 entailed classifying the area over which the subjects moved. The land was 
classified into eight different land cover types as shown in Figure 49 and in the classification 
map, Figure 55. An orienteering map was used as the primary reference for this task. A 
second source of 1-meter satellite imagery was used to validate the classification effort. 
Finally, foundation data from the USMA Department of Public Works was used to verify 
road centerlines, water feature outlines, and vegetation type.  
 
Class  Description 
Roads Paved and well maintained dirt roads. 
Boulders or 
Rocky 
Terrain that is predominately rocks. This terrain has very little soil or vegetation but the 
rocks provide an uneven surface to walk over. See Figure 50. 
Water Ponds or lakes 
Light 
Vegetation 
Forested areas with very light undergrowth such as small trees, shrubs, and branches. 
Mobility is hindered in these areas compared to open woods but not as much as in moderate 
vegetation. See Figure 51. 
Moderate Forested areas with some undergrowth such as small trees, shrubs, and branches. Mobility is 
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Vegetation hindered in these areas compared to light vegetation but not as much as in heavy vegetation. 
See Figure 52. 
Dense 
Vegetation 
Forested areas with heavy undergrowth of trees, shrubs, and branches. Mobility is hindered 
in these areas compared to other classes of vegetation. See Figure 53. 
Swamp Areas of the forest which have wet soil either year-round or intermittently. Generally these 
areas also have undergrowth such as shrubs and small trees. 
Open Woods Terrain consisting of large trees with foliage but no undergrowth. The tree spacing in this 
area is at least 10 meters apart in most places. It allows subjects to walk along uneven ground 
without being hindered by shrubs and small trees. 
Figure 49: Definition of land cover classes. 
 
   Figure 50: Depiction of rocky terrain. 
 
 
Figure 51: Depiction of light vegetation. 
 
Figure 52: Depiction of moderate vegetation. 
 
 
Figure 53: Depiction of dense vegetation. 
 
 The orienteering map was obtained from the USMA Orienteering Team. The map 
was created in 1996, using satellite imagery and field surveys. The final map was validated 
by Mikell Platt and Bob Forbes. It was created at a 1:15000 scale with 5-meter contours, and 
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is only available in hard copy. The map was scanned and georeferenced using a first order 
transformation of 12 control points. The control points were derived from a 1-meter ESRI 
world imagery basemap. The root mean square error of the transformation was 1.9m. 
An assumption was made at this point regarding how to derive the roads on the 
classification map. A buffer of 9 meters from the road centerline created a polygon for the 
road class. This procedure was used to capture some of the GNSS error that occurred when 
subjects were walking on the road. It is assumed that subjects walking very near (<5meters) 
the road were most likely walking on the road. An expected GNSS error of 6–8 meters is 
expected in foliage as described in Chapters 2 and 3. Using a 9-meter buffer would help 
ensure that all subjects walking on the road were classified as such despite the GNSS error.  
Figure 54 shows a subset of the orienteering map that was used. Figure 55 shows the 
derived classification map.  
 
Figure 54: Orienteering map of navigation testing area. 
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Figure 55: Classification map of navigation testing area. 
 
Step 8 was to associate each line segment created in Step 6 with a land-cover class 
from the classification map. If the line segment crossed over one or more class boundaries, 
both class types were stored in the attribute field. The classes were stored in the feature class 
as a numerical ID. Figure 56 shows the IDs and the associated land cover types. 
1 Roads 
2 Boulders or Rocky 
3 Water 
4 Light Vegetation 
5 Moderate Vegetation 
6 Dense Vegetation 
7 Swamp 
8 Open Woods 
Figure 56: Land cover codes. 
 
 This step was computed using a Python Script and a spatial join (see APPENDIX B – 
Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to add Class ID to trajectories). This operation 
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added a field to the feature class that represents the class of the terrain over which the subject 
traveled at any given time.  
 Step 9 was to remove data in each of the files that was not related to the navigational 
task (e.g., lingering around the start point, making trips to the bathroom, returning to their 
sleeping areas) before beginning the navigational test. Removal of this data was essential to 
modeling actual navigation and was accomplished in several parts: (1) The erase tool in 
ArcGIS was used to remove all data within a 50-meter buffer of the start point. This removed 
all the unrelated movement before and after the navigational event. A few subjects navigated 
back through the start point during their test. This data was left in the dataset since it 
probably represented a part of navigational behavior. (2) Visualization techniques were used 
to look for trips to the bathroom and the bivouac area before and after the navigational 
exercise. This data was also cleaned from the dataset. (3) The feature classes were renamed 
to lastname_tracks for brevity. 
 In Step 10, average speed recorded from the GNSS was added to each line feature. 
This data was used for comparison to the GIS computed speed and for possible future 
research. The original GNSS data was captured at 1-second intervals, but it was down 
sampled to a 10-second temporal resolution. The down sampling was required for use with 
the Crouter Refined 2-Regression Model. The average GNSS reported speed for each 10-
second temporal resolution was computed using an R script (found in APPENDIX B – 
Computer Programming Titled: R Script to Compute Average GNSS Speed). Then this 
information was joined to the line feature class using a Python script (found in APPENDIX B 
– Computer Programming Titled: Python Script to join AveGPS data. 
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 In Step 11, run score and fitness scores for each subject were added as attribute fields 
by first adding new fields called “fitness_scr” and “run_scr.” Values were then added to the 
fields using the ArcGIS field calculator.  
 Fitness scores and run scores were taken from performance on the standard army 
fitness test. The subjects had all been tested by the training management office of USMA less 
than one month prior to the study. These scores were obtained from for use in this research. 
 The Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) is a standard measure designed by the U.S. 
Army to measure a Soldier’s fitness. The APFT measures the upper and lower body muscular 
endurance of the subjects and indicates a Soldier’s ability to handle his or her body weight. 
The test scoring and standards are adjusted for age and physiological differences between 
genders. It consists of push-ups, sit-ups and a 2-mile run. Each event is scored on a scale 
between 0–100, with a maximum score of 300 points. This research used overall fitness score 
and the run score to model energy expenditure. 
 In Step 12 values were added to each line feature that represented the cumulative time 
and cumulative distance. Each record represented the time and distance from the time that the 
subject left the 50-meter buffer around the start point. The values were added to each 
subject’s trajectory feature class. New fields, called cumDist and cumTime, were added via 
the batch “add field” tool. Then the values were computed using the batch-field calculator. 
The field calculation was computed using the Python parser inside the field calculation tool. 
The script can be found in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: Python Script 
used in field calculation of cumulative distance and cumulative time.  
These data-integration steps resulted in 200 line feature classes. Each feature class 
represented the trajectories that the subjects followed during the navigation test. Each line 
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segment represented summarized navigational behavior, movement information, energy 
expenditure, individual characteristics of the subject, and terrain characteristics along the 
line. Most line segments represent the spatial movement covered over a 10-second period. 
Four segments represent a temporal resolution different than 10 seconds due to GNSS 
sampling errors. Two records had no duration, one record had a 20-second duration and one 
segment had a 70-second duration. 
 Finally, all the feature classes were merged into one final file using the Merge tool in 
ArcGIS. This was completed to have one final data matrix to use to analyze the navigation 
movement and biometric data. The attribute table was cleaned by deleting some unwanted 
fields and renaming attributes for clarity. The data matrix was exported as a text file from 
ArcGIS and then converted to a CSV file by Microsoft Excel. This data file contained 
attributes as described in fields 1–54 of APPENDIX C – Description of Data Matrix Fields. 
The data matrix had the following properties: 
Number of Attributes:  54 
Number of Records:  168645 
Number of Subjects:  200 
Approximate number of 
records per subject: 
~840 *number of records per subject varied based on how 
quickly they finished the navigation test. 
Each record represents a 10 second segment of navigation 
Figure 57: Properties of Data Matrix. 
 
We have reviewed the steps and procedures used to convert the raw movement data, 
the administrative data, and GNSS trajectories into a format usable for modeling. The next 
section of this chapter will describe the cleaned data and measures taken to model energy 
expenditure and speed of navigation. The computation of additional variables needed for 
modeling will be discussed; the subject data will be described, as will the terrain data, energy 
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expenditure, and speed data. Finally, it concludes by summarizing the final data matrix used 
to answer each specific research question. 
Statistical analysis and calculation of new variables was accomplished in the R 
programing language. The first step in this process was to compute additional necessary 
variables from existing data, specifically, BMI, energy expenditure, energy expenditure per 
meter (EEnorm), and the slope of each line segment. Data was first read into R and certain 
fields were formatted to be used in the analysis. Finally, each mentioned variable was 
computed. The variables were computed using an R script (found in APPENDIX B – 
Computer Programming Titled: R Script used to compute additional variables). 
 General statistics of the resulting data set are listed below. These were derived using 
functions in the R programing language. The code for deriving these statistics can be found 
in APPENDIX B – Computer Programming Titled: R Script to compute general dataset 
statistics. 
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Summary of the Subjects 
 
Number of Subjects: 200 Total, 162 Male, 38 Female 
Age (Frequency): 17(16); 18(115); 19(47); 20(9); 21(4); 22(7); 23(2) 
Weight:   Range: 50.8–117.9 (kg) 
   Mean: 76.7 (kg) 
 
Figure 58: Subject weights. 
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Height:   Range: 1.55–1.98 (m) 
   Mean: 1.75 (m) 
 
Figure 59: Subject heights. 
 
BMI:   Range: 18.46–34.23 (kg/m2) 
   Mean: 24.81 (kg/m2) 
 
Figure 60: Subject BMI. 
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Load Carried: Range: 4.99–16.3 (kg) 
   Mean: 10.3 (kg) 
 
Figure 61: Load carried. 
 
Fitness Score:  Range: 61–300 (points) 
   Mean: 212 (points) 
 
Figure 62: Subject fitness score. 
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Run Score:   Range: 0–100 (points) 
   Mean: 75 (points) 
 
Figure 63: Subject run score. 
 
Statistics of the Terrain 
Data was constrained to -50<Slope<50 since some segments had very little movement over 
the 10-second duration, which in turn created some extreme slope values. It is unlikely 
subjects would move over slopes of greater than ±50 percent. This reduces the total number 
of line segments used in the analysis from 168645 to 147343. The following two pages 
describe the slope and the land cover of the terrain. 
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Slope:  Average Slope: 0.95%  
*This makes sense since most subjects finished where they started.  
  Average Absolute value of slope: 14% 
 
Figure 64: Slope traversed by subjects. 
 
Number of line segments in each land cover class: 
Land Cover Class # of Data Points % of Data Points 
1 On Road 35348 24.00 
2 Boulders 16380 11.00 
3 Water 110 0.01 
4 Light Vegetation 2672 1.80 
5 Moderate Vegetation 2355 1.60 
6 Heavy Vegetation 476 0.30 
7 Swamp 1989 1.30 
8 Open Woods 71763 49.00 
Combination of Classes 16250  11.00 
Figure 65: Summary of land cover passed through. 
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Statistics of Modeled Variables 
This section describes the speed values and the energy expenditure data. Speed was 
computed by using a distance divided by time computation. The range, mean, and histogram 
of the speeds are used to describe the data. First, the speed of all line segments with slopes 
between ±50 percent is described. Then the dataset was curtailed by removing segments 
where there was no accelerometer movement or the speed was less than .14m/s. This 
curtailment is required to answer Research Questions 1–3. Rationale is given in the following 
section while describing the data. 
 
Statistics of Speed 
  Range of speeds of segments: 0–4.4 m/s  
  Average speed of each segment: 0.74 m/s 
 
Figure 66: Histogram of subject speed. 
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Research Questions 1–3 are strictly concerned with modeling the energy expenditure 
of navigation while moving across terrain. The data where the subjects were simply standing 
is removed. In the dataset, this can be filtered by finding METS values =1 and when the 
speed is less than 0.14m/s.  
 
Average speed with 0.14 m/s and lower taken out:  
Range: 0.14–4.4 m/s 
Mean: 1.03 m/s 
 
 
Figure 67: Subject speed with standing removed. 
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Energy Expenditure  
The energy expended over certain terrain was modeled using the segments that are 
represented as rows in our data matrix. METS for each subject are derived by using the 
accelerometer counts and the Crouter refined 2 regression model as described in Chapter 3. 
Then the energy expenditure is computed based on the below equation (Humphrey 2006): 
 
EE(Calories)=METS*Body Weight (kg)/57. 
 
Since the subjects are carrying a modest load, the load is added to the body weight and used 
in the final equation for determining the energy expenditure: 
 
EE(Calories)=METS*(Load+Body Weight (kg))/57. 
 
Finally, the energy expenditure must be normalized over the distance of the segment 
for the statistical modeling. Calories/meter were finally derived by dividing the EE by the 
distance of the segment in meters. The general statistics of energy expenditure / meter are 
shown in Figure 68: 
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  Range:  0.02–1.8 Calories/meter 
Mean:   0.21 Calories/meter 
 
 
Figure 68: Subject energy expended per meter. 
 
 
 
Overall Track Statistics 
This section describes the overall statistics of routes taken by subjects, summarizing the 
length of time subjects navigated, the distance covered, and the terrain that was navigated 
through. Although overall statistics of the subjects was not used in the final modeling step, 
this review of the trajectories was used to validate the data, develop a general understanding 
of navigational behavior, and to find anomalies.  
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Distance of Navigation 
 Range of distance covered while navigating:    2358–7603 meters 
 Average distance covered while navigating:     5655 meters 
  
Range of male average distance covered while navigating:  2358–7603 meters 
Male average distance covered while navigating:    5682 meters 
 
Range of female average distance covered while navigating:  3517–7468 meters 
 Female average distance covered while navigating:    5538 meters 
 
Duration of Navigation 
 Range of times on the course:      88–185 min 
Average time on the course:       141 min 
  
 Range of times on the course (Male):     88–185 min 
Average time on the course (Male):      139 min 
 
 Range of times on the course (Female):     115–183 min 
Average time on the course (Female):     147 min 
  
Seven trajectories began at the start point but did not return to it, most likely due to a 
GNSS losing battery power or turning off. These seven trajectories were removed for our 
summary of the distance and duration of the routes, but were left in for the modeling effort 
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since they would have significant influence on ranges and means of the overall trajectory 
summary but would not affect our modeling variables.  
 
Summary of Data Matrix Used to Answer Research Questions 1–3 (EE) 
Research Questions 1–3 involve energy expenditure by the subjects while they navigate. The 
modeling effort curtails the original data matrix described in in Figure 57. Line segments 
with slope greater than the absolute value of 50 percent were removed to ensure that noise 
from GPS error when subjects were not moving was minimized. It is unlikely that subjects 
navigated over such steep terrain. Additionally, work was done to remove line segments 
where standing occurred. Although standing is part of navigation, it is removed from the 
energy expenditure model so as to focus on the contribution of terrain and individual’s 
physical attributes to Calorie consumption. All records without accelerometer movement 
were removed, as were records with speeds less than 0.14 m/s. It is very unlikely that 
someone walked less than 0.14 m/s along the length of a segment. This is shown by Tobler’s 
hiking function that proves 0.14 m/s is lower than expected speeds between -50 and 50 
percent slope (Tobler 1993). The finalized data matrix used to answer Research Questions 1, 
2, and 3 contained attributes as described in APPENDIX C – Description of Data Matrix 
Fields. The data matrix had the following properties: 
 
Number of Attributes:  54 
Number of Records:  100348 
Number of Subjects:  200 
Approximate number of 
records per subject: 
~500 *number of records per subject varied based on how 
quickly they finished the navigation test. 
Each record represents a 10-second segment of navigation 
Figure 69: Properties of data matrix used to answer Research Questions 1, 2, and 3. 
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Summary of Data Matrix Used to Answer Research Question 4 (Speed) 
Research Question 4 focused on the speed of navigation. This modeling task curtails the 
original data matrix described in Figure 57. For the same rationale as above, line segments 
with slope greater than ±50 percent were removed. However, data representing standing 
behavior remained in the data matrix. The finalized data matrix used to answer Research 
Question 4 contained attributes described in APPENDIX C – Description of Data Matrix 
Fields. The data matrix had the following properties: 
 
Number of Attributes:  54 
Number of Records:  130983 
Number of Subjects:  200 
Approximate number of 
records per subject: 
~650 *number of records per subject varied based on how 
quickly they finished the navigation test. 
Each record represents a 10-second segment of navigation 
Figure 70: Properties of data matrix used to answer Research Question 4. 
 
 The steps outlined in this chapter describe the processes applied to develop finalized 
datasets. The discussion described the procedures used when initializing the wearable devices 
used in the observational study; the download procedures were specified; computation 
techniques and scripts were provided to assist understanding data development, and summary 
statistics pertaining to the data variables were detailed. Further, all decisions made pertaining 
to the exclusion of data records have been recorded. This chapter concludes by outlining the 
finalized datasets, and aims to give structure to how the data was derived. Finally, it provides 
information for others interested in using the data in the future. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS 
 
The results of this research are summarized in this chapter, describing the outcomes of the 
methods outlined in Chapter 3. The chapter begins by presenting the results of Research 
Questions 1 and 2. It defines the process outputs when determining the contributing factors 
of EE when navigating as well as the contributing weights of BMI, fitness, sex, slope, land 
cover, and distance traveled. Further, it quantitatively assesses GRL’s EE algorithm and 
concludes by comparing Tobler’s hiking function and the speed at which subjects moved 
during the navigation test. This chapter provides a quantitative assessment of the process 
taken to answer each research question. 
 
Results of Research Questions 1 and 2 
Energy expenditure of navigation is affected by human physiological variables and the type 
of terrain over which a person travels. Energy expenditure modeling required collecting 
empirical EE estimates and independent variable data. Then, relationships between the 
variables and the EE data were used to develop model parameters. 
 Investigation of the energy expenditure estimates from the navigators yielded a non-
Gaussian distribution. Review of Figure 68 clearly shows a positive skew. A box-cox 
transformation was applied to the energy expenditure data to make the distribution normal. 
Lambda from the Box Cox procedure is -0.22. A plot of the results of this procedural 
assessment are shown below in Figure 71. The Box Cox method recommends transforming 
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the data with a log transform if the Lambda is -0.22. After applying this transformation, the 
distribution is more representative of a Gaussian distribution as can be seen in Figure 72.  
 
Figure 71: Box-Cox plot of energy expenditure values 
 
 
Figure 72: Transformed energy expenditure data 
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 The variable of slope was also investigated. Linear modeling requires a linear 
relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables. The relationship 
between the slope and the natural logarithm of the energy expenditure per meter is plotted in 
Figure 73, showing a non-linear relationship that approximates a quadratic polynomial with 
the vertex at -4 percent slope. This leads to squaring the slope term during model 
development in order to use it in the linear modeling effort.  
 
Figure 73: Nonlinear relationship between slope and energy expenditure. 
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 Raw land cover data was also transformed for modeling. First, 0.1 percent of the data 
points were classified as water and were omitted from the model since subjects were 
instructed not to enter the lakes or ponds and it is unlikely that subjects swam or waded 
through water. Since there were so few points classified as water, it was impossible to obtain 
any significant results from modeling. Furthermore, even if subjects had waded through 
water, it is unlikely that the EE estimates produced by the Actigraph GT3X were accurate. 
 A second transformation was made in the land-cover data that involved class 
consolidation. All vegetation and swampy areas were consolidated into one class called 
“vegetation” for the following reasons: these classes had many fewer data points than other 
classes; there seemed to be little discernable difference in EE/meter of movement between 
these classes; and visual re-inspection of each class on satellite imagery provided little 
justification that there was measurable difference between these four classes. 
 Navigators mostly traversed areas other than vegetated or swampy areas during the 
navigational exercise. Swamp, light vegetation, moderate vegetation, and heavy vegetation 
represented only 5 percent of the data. This is significantly lower than other classes in the 
model. 
 These four classes had similar caloric expenditure. Figure 74 shows light, moderate, 
heavy, and swamp had similar caloric expenditure. The figure shows these four classes are 
clustered, and because there are few observations, it shows that the data is noisy. This is 
especially true at grades greater than ±15 percent slope. In fact, it shows that light vegetation 
requires slightly higher Calorie consumption than swamp, moderate vegetation, or heavy 
vegetation, which is counter-intuitive.  
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Satellite imagery was used to reinvestigate the classification. Swamp land appeared 
mostly dry. Many of the areas initially classified as swamp had areas with worn foot paths. 
Additionally, it was difficult to see much difference between the levels of light, moderate, 
and dense vegetation in the imagery. Similar to swampy areas, there were paths worn through 
the densely vegetated areas that were likely used by the subjects and would probably lead to 
similar EE. 
Because these factors would suggest similarity in energy expenditure between light 
vegetation, moderate vegetation, heavy vegetation, and swamp they were grouped together to 
simplify the model. Figure 75 shows the energy expenditure of a consolidated vegetation 
class. It shows that moving over rocky areas require the most energy and that moving over 
vegetated areas is the next most energy intensive, while moving on the road is the easiest 
way to maneuver. 
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Figure 74: Energy Expenditure of different land cover classes. 
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Figure 75: Energy Expenditure of different types of land cover. 
 
 
The transformed variables were used in a multiple regression analysis to investigate 
how energy expenditure can be modeled by land cover, slope2, distance from the origin, 
BMI, fitness, and sex. This technique provides evidence that there was a significant 
relationship between EE and the independent variables. The linear regression results are 
listed in Figure 76.  
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Model: LN (EE) ~ Land Cover + Slope2 + Distance from Start + BMI + Sex + Fitness Score 
 
Residual standard error: 0.487 on 100222 degrees of freedom 
 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value Relative 
Importance  
Intercept -2.83 <2x10-16  
Land Cover   47% 
Boulder .505 <2x10-16  
Vegetation .437 <2x10-16  
Open Forest .347 <2x10-16  
Slope2 2.7x10-4 <2x10-16 20% 
Distance from Start -4.4x10-5 <2x10-16 14% 
Sex   5% 
Male .13 <2x10-16  
BMI 3.2x10-2 <2x10-16 14% 
Fitness Score -1.7x10-4 2.14x10-4 <1% 
    
 
Multiple R-squared: 0.25 
 
AIC: 140095 
Figure 76: Regression results with all independent variables included. 
 
 This method of analysis also provides insight into the significance of each 
independent variable. It can be used to identify variables that do not contribute to the model. 
Figure 76 shows that fitness score has a very low relative importance and requires further 
investigation.  
The research investigated the variable “fitness score” for significance in several ways. 
First, the fitness metric was examined. The modeling effort considered replacing overall 
fitness with running fitness. The model described in Figure 76 uses the subject’s APFT score 
as a measure of fitness. The APFT metric includes a sum of scores from the three events 
which make up the APFT: pushups, sit-ups and a 2-mile run (fully detailed in the data 
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chapter). It is reasonable to think that a running test may be more significant to a navigation 
model than one that included all three events. Results of replacing APFT score with a 
subject’s run score are detailed in Figure 77. No significant improvement in modeling 
characteristics are present. 
 
Model: LN (EE) ~ Land Cover + Slope2 + Distance from Start + BMI + Sex + Run Score 
 
Residual standard error: 0.487 on 100222 degrees of freedom 
 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value Relative 
Importance  
Intercept -2.83 <2x10-16  
Land Cover   47% 
Boulder .505 <2x10-16  
Vegetation .437 <2x10-16  
Open Forest .347 <2x10-16  
Slope2 2.7x10-4 <2x10-16 20% 
Distance from Start -4.4x10-5 <2x10-16 14% 
Sex   5% 
Male .13 <2x10-16  
BMI 3.2x10-2 <2x10-16 13% 
Run Score -2.6x10-4 2.13x10-4 <1% 
    
 
Multiple R-squared:0.25 
 
AIC: 140105 
Figure 77: Multiple regression results after replacing fitness score with run score. 
 
Multiple regression computation was conducted without the variable of “fitness 
score,” providing an assessment of whether or not to include the fitness variable in the 
model. The model diagnostics of the multiple regression method without the fitness variable 
are shown in Figure 78. The results after removing the fitness variables indicate that run 
score or fitness score should be excluded from continued modeling efforts. The coefficients, 
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R-squared, AIC and relative importance did not change significantly when the variables are 
omitted. Further discussion of this exclusion is provided in the conclusions. 
 
Model: LN (EE) ~ Land Cover + Slope2 + Distance from Start + BMI + Sex 
 
Residual standard error: 0.487 on 100340 degrees of freedom 
 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value Relative 
Importance  
Intercept -2.87 <2x10-16  
Land Cover   47% 
Boulder .505 <2x10-16  
Vegetation .438 <2x10-16  
Open Forest .348 <2x10-16  
Slope2 2.7x10-4 <2x10-16 20% 
Distance from Start -4.4x10-5 <2x10-16 14% 
Sex   5% 
Male .13 <2x10-16  
BMI 3.3x10-2 <2x10-16 14% 
    
 
Multiple R-squared: 0.25 
 
AIC: 140287 
Figure 78: Multiple regression results after removing fitness variable. 
 
  The Generalized Variance Inflation Factor (GVIF) is used to test model variables for 
multicollinearity. This factor quantifies how much the variance is inflated by 
multicollinearity in the model. Factors are derived for each of the independent variables. A 
factor near 1 shows nearly no correlation between that variable and any of the other 
independent variables. Figure 79 shows the GVIF of each independent variable. A GVIF 
greater than 10 is cause for concern (Kutner, Nachtsheim, and Neter 2004). All of the GVIFs 
computed for this model are near 1, thus proving nearly no correlation between independent 
variables. 
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Variable GVIF 
Land cover 1.1 
Slope2 1.0 
Distance from the start 1.1 
Sex 1.07 
BMI 1.06 
Figure 79: Generalized Variance Inflation Factors (GVIF) of each coefficient. 
  
Linear regression also requires that residuals are approximately normally distributed. 
Common methods of showing the distribution of data are histograms and box plots. Figure 
80 shows a histogram of the studentized residuals. Figure 81 shows the mean of the 
studentized residuals by subject. These plots are used to validate the linear regression 
assumption that the residuals are normally distributed around zero. 
 
 
Figure 80: Studentized residuals. 
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Figure 81: Box plot of studentized residuals grouped by subject ID. 
 
One surprising result from the multiple regression procedure was obtaining a negative 
coefficient for Distance from Start. Initial expectations were to have a positive relationship 
between energy expenditure per meter and distance from the start point. The result displayed 
in Figure 78 led to further investigation of this variable. Figure 82 shows the relationship of 
how energy expenditure changes with distance from the origin. This plot was constructed by 
first creating equal interval bins based on the distance from the start point. Bins with a width 
of 100 meters were generated along the range of the data. Then data falling within each bin 
was generalized by computing the mean of the model’s dependent variable. Further 
discussion of this variable and its relationship with energy expenditure is provided in Chapter 
6.  
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Figure 82: How energy expenditure changes with distance from start point. 
 
Care must be taken in using multiple regression to analyze our model. Attention is 
required since the data violates the assumption that all instances are independent. The data 
used in this research is grouped on the basis of individual subjects and it follows that a 
statistical method that considers these issues must be used. Linear Mixed Effects Modeling 
can handle grouped data with varying slopes and intercepts. The results of this technique are 
described below. 
Linear Mixed Effects Modeling uses computational regression techniques to account 
for the varying intercepts and slopes of the grouped data. This method was completed using 
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the nlme package in R (Pinheiro et al. 2015). The varying intercepts and slopes of a model 
based on grouped data are considered the random effects of the model. Model coefficients of 
the random effects are provided for each data grouping. The method also provides an overall 
assessment of how much the random effects contribute to the modeled variables. Finally, it 
provides fixed effects model coefficients based on the entire sample. Figure 83 shows the 
results from the statistical analysis. A total of 30 percent of the variance is explained by the 
model. The fixed effects explained 23 percent of the variance and the random effects 
explained 7 percent of the variance.  
 
Model: LN (EE) ~ Land Cover + Slope2 + Distance from Start + BMI + Sex + Random 
Effects 
Random effects: (1+ Land Cover + Slope2 + Distance from Start|ID) 
 
Residual standard error: 0.47  
 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value 
Intercept -2.85 <2x10-16 
Land Cover   
Boulder .45 <2x10-16 
Vegetation .39 <2x10-16 
Open Forest .31 <2x10-16 
Slope2 2.7x10-4 <2x10-16 
Distance from Start -5.3x10-5 <2x10-16 
Sex   
Male .11 <2x10-16 
BMI 3.5x10-2 <2x10-16 
   
 
R Squared from fixed effects: 0.23 
R Squared from fixed and random effects: 0.07 
 
AIC: 134378 
Figure 83: Linear mixed effects modeling results. 
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Similar to multiple regression, suitable Linear Mixed Effect models must have 
residuals that follow a normal distribution centered on zero. The validation of the studentized 
residual distribution is shown in Figure 84. This box plot shows that the distribution of the 
residuals follows the required distribution. Also, comparison of this plot with Figure 81 
shows that including the random effects of the grouped data improves the bunching of the 
distributions around zero. 
 
Figure 84: Box Plot of studentized residuals by group for the Linear Mixed Effects Model. 
 
Results of Research Question 3 
Question 3 assesses a currently used energy expenditure model. It uses EE estimates 
collected during experimentation to evaluate GRL’s algorithm, which is currently being used 
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by military planners to predict energy expenditure during navigation. This assessment serves 
as the first, field-based validation of this tool.  
 Each subject’s trajectory was used to determine a trip-based energy expenditure 
value. This value was computed using the GRL algorithm to predict Calories consumed on 
each subject’s route7. These values were then compared with empirically collected energy 
expenditure values from the Actigraph GT3X. The Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient (r) that measures the relationship between the predicted and actual values was 
determined. This coefficient was found to be 0.66. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the 
GRL model is 83 Calories. The mean percent error between estimated and actual value was 
14 percent. Graphical depictions of the results are shown in Figure 85. This plot shows the 
model deviation from the actual values. If the modeled result exactly matched the predicted 
result it would fall on the superimposed line. 
                                                 
 
7  The GRL algorithm uses terrain factors based on the type of land cover.  These factors did not exactly match 
the classification. Terrain factors for road, path, light vegetation, heavy vegetation, and swamp are defined by 
the GRL algorithm. This research equated path movement with open-ground movement for calculations. 
Swamp and heavy vegetation areas were omitted for the same reasons discussed earlier in this chapter.  
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Figure 85: Predicted Calorie consumption vs actual Calorie consumption  
using GRL’s model. 
 
 Results from the model created in this research are presented for comparison. 
Discussion of how the model was created can be found in the previous section. Pearson’s r 
comparing predicted vs actual is 0.86. The MAE is 66 Calories and the average percent error 
is 11 percent. A plot showing the predicted values from the newly derived model is shown in 
Figure 86. 
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Figure 86: Predicted Calorie consumption vs actual Calorie consumption  
using the derived model. 
 
Results of Research Question 4 
Question 4 queries the speed at which humans conduct dismounted navigation. 
Understanding how long it will take a person to traverse a route is of great value for setting 
realistic scheduling goals and expectations. Estimation of human navigational speed is 
needed to successfully be at a specified location at a given time. This section describes the 
speeds at which the subjects navigated, quantitatively assessing the subjects’ movement and 
developing a model to represent the speed of human navigation. The navigators’ speed is 
shown at different slopes and a curve fitting effort is shown. Then results of the modeling 
effort are described.  
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 Speeds of navigation were recorded every second for each navigator. For analytical 
purposes, data was categorized as either on- or off-road. These categories follow previous 
research in this domain completed by Tobler and Naismith (Tobler 1993; Naismith 1892). 
Initially, the data was down scaled to 10-second intervals. Speed over each interval was then 
related to the slope of the terrain traversed. The results are reported by generalizing bin 
means based on the data’s slope.  
Bins were created every 1 percent slope between ±50% and all trajectory segments 
with a slope value falling within a bin were grouped. Speeds of the grouped data were then 
averaged. Figure 87 shows the data collected while subjects navigated on roads. Figure 88 
then shows the data from off-road movement. In both figures the blue represents the bin 
mean of the subject’s speed. The red dots represent expected speeds of movement computed 
using Tobler’s hiking function.  
 
Figure 87: Speed of navigation at varying slopes—on road movement. 
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Figure 88: Speed of navigation at varying slopes—off road movement. 
 
  
The graphical depiction of the data shows a clear relationship between navigation 
speed and slope, which can be modeled to quantitatively answer Question 4. The blue dots in 
the figure show a quadratic relationship between the two variables. Curve fitting was used to 
find a function that can best approximate the relationship. The R statistical package was used 
to estimate a curve to fit the data. The results of the curve fitting are shown in Figures 89, 90, 
91, and 92.  
These results show the model succeeds at representing navigator speed. However, the 
results only partially help to answer Question 4 and improve understanding of the dynamics 
of navigation. The following sections further discuss the model characteristics, the data and 
fully develop results to answer to the question. 
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 The model can be quantitatively and visually assessed. Figure 89 shows the model 
diagnostics of our curve fitting effort for on-road movement. Modeled coefficients are listed 
in the figure. Model fit for slope values between ±30 percent were weighted heaviest since 
the majority of movement is accomplished at these grades (See Figure 64, histogram of slope 
values in Chapter 4, for specifics on the frequency of data by slope). Each coefficient 
reflected P Values near zero indicating a significant result. Figure 90 shows similar summary 
statistics for the off-road model. 
 The visual assessment of the model fit is shown in Figure 91 and 92. The curve is 
very good at approximating the data within the subset of slope range. The parabolic curve 
chosen to model on-road speed is slightly better at matching the extreme slope values than 
the one chosen for off-road speed. Both do an excellent job of matching the bin means 
between ±30 percent slopes (90th percentile of the data).  
  
Model: Speed=1.07-.004Slope-.00045Slope² - On-Road Movement 
 
Residual standard error: 0.048 
 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value 
Intercept 1.07 <2x10-16 
Slope 4x10-3 <2x10-16 
Slope2 4.5x10-4 <2x10-16 
   
 
R Squared: 0.97 
 
Figure 89: Quadratic model characteristics of on-road navigation speed. 
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Model: Speed=.765-.001Slope-.00035Slope² - Off-Road Movement 
Residual standard error: 0.04 
Model Coefficients and significance: 
Variable Coefficient P Value 
Intercept .765 <2x10-16 
Slope 1x10-3 <6x10-11 
Slope2 3.5x10-4 <2x10-16 
   
 
R Squared: 0.94 
 
Figure 90: Quadratic model characteristics of off-road navigation speed. 
 
 
Figure 91: Graphical depiction of model representing on-road navigation speed. 
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Figure 92: Graphical depiction of model representing off-road navigation speed. 
 
The model of navigation speed derived by this research was assessed by comparing 
the estimated completion times of the subject using the new model with the actual 
completion times. The mean percent error between estimated and actual value was less than 
10 percent. Graphical depictions of the results are shown in Figure 93. This plot shows the 
model deviation from the actual values. If the modeled result exactly matched the predicted 
result it would fall on the superimposed line. 
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Figure 93: Comparison of model predicted completion times and actual completion times. 
 
 Research Question 4 posed in this dissertation asks “How does arduous wayfinding 
affect human movement speed when navigating in hilly wooded terrain?” Modeling speed of 
navigation partially answers this question. From Montello’s definition of navigation, the cost 
of wayfinding during navigation can be found by subtracting navigational speed from 
locomotion speed (Montello 2005). Thus, a comparison of navigation speed against 
locomotion speed is required to fully answer this research question. Figures 94 and 95 
compare the model of navigation speed against the speed of locomotion defined by Tobler’s 
Hiking Function. The shaded region represents the difference between the two models, 
explaining the cognitive cost of wayfinding upon movement speed during navigation.  
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Figure 94: Speed of on-road navigation. 
 
 
 
Figure 95: Speed of off-road navigation. 
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Summary of Results 
This chapter has presented the results of the dissertation research. It has listed the products 
that were derived after applying the methods described in Chapter 3. First, data was collected 
throughout a series of observational studies. Then the data was organized and analyzed using 
a series of previously stated geostatistical procedures. These results help answer the four 
research questions initially posed.  
Research Questions 1 and 2 involve modeling the energy expenditure of navigation. 
They specifically ask “What are the contributing weights of BMI, fitness, sex, slope, land 
cover, and distance traveled to energy expenditure during navigation?” The results are 
presented by defining coefficients for an energy expenditure model. The chapter also 
describes measures that assess the goodness of fit of the model (Figures 78 and 83). 
The chapter also provides a quantitative assessment of GRL’s energy expenditure 
algorithm. The outcomes of this assessment are found by comparing predicted values of the 
GRL model with the measured Calorie consumption of the subjects (Figure 85).  
Finally, results are presented that answer the Question 4. Speed of navigation is 
modeled for on and off-road movement. The coefficient of determination (R-squared) for on 
and off-road models are 0.97 and 0.94, respectively. The diagnostics of the models are 
presented in Figures 89 and 90. These models are then compared to Tobler’s hiking function. 
The difference found between the models defines the cognitive cost of wayfinding. These 
results are further discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Navigation is one of the fundamental tasks of our species. Similar to eating or breathing, 
navigation occurs repeatedly throughout the course of a day. This study has focused on the 
energy required to navigate and the speed at which individuals accomplish this essential 
undertaking. 
 Navigation occurs in many different environments. Whether it be indoors, on the 
urban street network of New York City, or in the wilderness, goal-directed movement 
requires human energy and is accomplished at some speed. Modeling these dynamics is 
essential to understanding this core function of humans. 
 This research focuses on woodland, wilderness navigation, executed in natural areas 
with forests, where few people live. Navigation is used by a variety of people for different 
purposes. Primitive tribes navigate to hunt and gather; hikers use navigation to visit 
unexplored areas or get away from society; search and rescue operators use it to find lost 
individuals; the military uses it during operations.  
  
Discussion of Research Questions 1 and 2 
  Research Questions 1 and 2 investigate how human physiological characteristics and 
terrain differences affect energy expenditure during navigation. This research has proven that 
five of the six variables investigated are significant contributors of energy expenditure—land 
cover, slope, and distance traveled being the most significant contributors. BMI and sex were 
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also significant variables. Analysis of data collected during this research has concluded that 
individual fitness does not contribute to energy expenditure during land navigation. 
 Land cover was found to be the most significant contributor to energy expenditure 
during navigation. The model diagnostics show this variable contributes 47 percent toward 
the model’s power. This intuitively makes sense. If faced with a decision to bushwhack 
through dense bushes or climb a hill, most human beings would choose to climb the open 
hill.  
 The most energy-expensive ground to traverse was found to be rocky areas. It is 45 
percent more energy consuming to walk over rocks instead of navigating on a road. It is 4 
percent more intensive than traveling through vegetation and 10 percent more depleting than 
navigating through the open woods. In some respects this is an expected outcome. Bounding 
over rocks is extremely energy consuming. It requires significant movement, balance, and 
strength. However, it is somewhat surprising that energy expenditure over rocks is greater 
than energy expenditure through brush or swamps. Intuitively, some people may choose to 
walk over rocky areas instead of pushing through vegetation, especially if the vegetation is 
thick. This finding requires further discussion. 
 There are several possible explanations for the model concluding rocky areas as the 
most energy expensive. The most reasonable explanation is that movement over rocks 
requires the most muscular stimulation. Movement from rock to rock requires significant 
vertical and lateral movement and requires more movement than just horizontal movement in 
the direction of travel. This makes the rocky land cover class different from others tested. 
Also, rocky areas require more balance (i.e., muscular stimulation) than the other classes. It 
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requires a separate contribution to total energy expenditure that is not as prevalent as when 
traveling over other terrain types.  
It could be that subjects followed paths through vegetated areas. This delineation 
would not have been parsed during modeling. Only major roads were considered part of the 
road classification. Minor, intermittent paths through vegetated areas were not depicted on 
the orienteering maps used for classification. They were also difficult to find on 1-meter 
resolution satellite imagery, such that these paths were simply classified as vegetation. If it 
were the case that subjects were following paths through vegetated areas then energy 
expenditure per meter would be similar to moving through open woods. It would lower the 
model coefficient. This lowering could cause movement through vegetation to be incorrectly 
represented in the model. 
Further, it was difficult to classify vegetation of varying levels. In the end, light, 
moderate, and heavy vegetation were consolidated with swampy areas into a single class 
called vegetation. The original classification shown in Figure 55 was called into question 
during data analysis. Figure 74 shows the original data plots of the energy expenditure of 
different classes. The data shown in Figure 74 for the four vegetation classes is concerning. It 
shows that energy expenditure measurements in different vegetation classes were erratic. 
Movement through swampy areas is shown to be less energy expensive than movement 
through light vegetation. It also shows little trend for moderate and heavy vegetation. In 
some cases, movement through heavy vegetation required less Calorie consumption than 
movement through light vegetation. This is a peculiar outcome. These results required 
reinspection of the classification and ultimately, consolidation of all vegetation classes. This 
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generalization of the vegetation classification is a likely reason for the result indicating rocky 
travel to be the most energy consuming.  
 Slope was the second most powerful predictor of energy expenditure during 
navigation. Twenty percent of the model power can be attributed to slope variations when 
navigating. Moving uphill and downhill at extreme slopes requires more energy than 
navigating over gently sloped terrain. It is slightly more consuming to navigate uphill than 
downhill at corresponding slopes. Figure 73 shows the parabolic nature of the energy 
required to navigate at varying slopes. The least Calories are burned during navigation when 
moving slightly downhill. The figure shows the vertex of the upward opening parabolic curve 
is at a slope of -3 percent.  
 Subject BMI and distance from the start were equally important to the modeling 
effort. Both contributed 14 percent to the model. BMI is important to the model because it 
represents an assessment of the human physiology of the navigator. Stocky navigators 
generally burn more Calories than lanky individuals. Weight also contributes to this metric; it 
costs muscular energy to move weight. Hence, heavier individuals of the same height burn 
more Calories during locomotion.  
 The distance that a navigator has already traversed also contributes to the model. 
Interestingly, however, as a navigator moves away from the start point, his energy 
expenditure per meter decreases. This is shown in Figure 82. This is an intriguing result that 
was not anticipated; there are two possible explanations. These subjects are in their first 
navigational training event as cadets at USMA; it may be that they are learning efficient 
ways to move in the woods throughout the event.  
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A second explanation of this result involves the cognitive nature of modeling 
navigation. The most likely rationale of why energy expenditure per meter decreases 
throughout the event is interesting. It is probable that navigators make decisions that impact 
this variable. As the navigator gets further into the exercise, they choose routes that require 
less energy and take less energy-expensive risks. Initially they may choose to climb directly 
over hills rather than traversing level terrain around a hilltop or decide to fight their way over 
rocky terrain rather than taking a road. Yet as the event progresses, they intuitively make 
choices that would burn less energy per meter. They may decide to take a road although this 
may not be the most direct route. This finding has significant impacts to an overall model of 
navigational cognition, providing a valuable topic for future work. 
 The last significant variable in the model of energy expenditure during navigation is 
the individual’s sex. Males expend 11 percent more energy per meter than females. This 
variable contributes the least to the overall model of energy expenditure of navigation—only 
5 percent of the model’s power.  
 The variable of subject fitness was found to be insignificant to modeling energy 
expenditure. The model was not improved by the consideration of the subject’s Army 
Physical Fitness Score (APFT) or the subject’s APFT run score. Results described in Figures 
76, 77, and 78 show no model improvement using either of these variables. Most likely, this 
is due to the fact that the course is relatively short or that cadets represent a more fit segment 
of the overall population. Additionally, the design of the courses intentionally opted against 
creating a grueling event to test fitness. The engineering of the courses was done in a manner 
such that cadets could finish the course in 2.5 hours even walking at a slow pace. The 
straight-line distance of the routes required to finish the course is only 3 km. Most cadets 
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walked 4–7 km to complete the exercise. Thus, the fitness of the cadets was not stressed 
during the event. 
 The other likely reason that the subject’s fitness did not impact the model was that 
most cadets are in good shape. Fitness is an admissions consideration at USMA and 
applicants with poor physical fitness are not likely to be admitted. The variance in the 
subject’s overall fitness is therefore limited. High overall fitness of the cadets also works 
conjointly with the first reason stated above; the navigational test simply did not stress the 
fitness of this group of subjects. 
 Research Questions 1 and 2 were asked in order to develop a model for energy 
expenditure during navigation. This research defined model coefficients, significance, and 
relative importance for each variable: land cover, slope, distance from start, BMI, sex, and 
subject fitness. Diagnostics of the model can be found in Figure 83. The answer to the 
research questions can be summarized by applying those diagnostics to the following 
equation: 
 ln(EE)=Tc + 0.00027*G2 – 0.053*D + S + 0.0035*B - 2.85 
Where: 
Variable Description Units Notes 
EE Energy Expenditure per meter Cal/meter  
Tc Terrain Coefficient N/A 0 if Road 
.31 if open forest 
.39 if vegetation 
.45 if rocky 
G Grade in percent (rise/run)*100 % Applied -50% to 50% only 
D Distance from Start Point km Distance in km 
S Sex N/A 0 if Female 
.11 if Male 
B Body Mass Index kg/m2  
Figure 96: Explanation of model variables. 
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 This model captures 74 percent of the variance of total route energy expenditure for 
the 200 subjects tested. It predicts the actual Calories consumed during the navigational test 
with a Mean Average Error of 66 Calories. However, the power of this model is lowered 
when analyzing this equation over a segment-by-segment resolution. It accounts for only 23 
percent of the energy expenditure variance when analyzing each segment of the trajectory 
separately. The low R squared at this resolution is likely due to limitations in the realm of 
land cover classification and the limitations of the data collection devices. Classifying the 
entire 9km2 area was challenging. Additionally, the caloric consumption information derived 
from the accelerometer and the locations/elevation from the GNSS provided noisy data for 
modeling. These limitations are explored further. 
 
Effects of Poor Land Cover Classification 
The principal factor limiting the modeling effort was the inability to accurately assess 
the land cover of each individual data segment. The model diagnostics show that land cover 
is the greatest contributor to an energy expenditure model. It follows that an accurate 
assessment of the terrain type over which a subject traverses is imperative.  
Assumptions were made to help ensure the maximum number of segments were 
either correctly classified or not included in the analysis. If a segment was not completely 
contained within a single class it was excluded from the analysis. This procedure removed 
some uncertainty from the classification process. Additionally, to help account for GNSS 
errors when subjects were walking on roads, the roads were assumed to be slightly larger 
than depicted on the orienteering map and the imagery (as per Chapter 4). 
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Undoubtedly, classification errors affected the model fit even with these assumptions. 
Paths through the vegetation would provide difficulty for our model; a small group of 
clustered rocks in an otherwise open forest may not be identified correctly by our 
classification, and hence, misclassify the movement. A 4m x 4m natural spring, which may 
not have been captured in classification, would cause the ground in that area to be wet, which 
in turn, would make movement more difficult than in other areas. Fundamentally, 
classification required for a 10-second movement resolution is difficult and would probably 
require direct observation of each subject and ground-truth classification of the land cover. 
This is clearly beyond the scope of this research. Nevertheless, classification errors partially 
explain why the R squared for the model at the scale of a 10-second time resolution is low.  
 
Effects of Error in the Measurement Devices 
The energy expenditure estimates made from the Actigraph GT3X and the Crouter 
Refined 2 Regression Model also contribute to the low model fit at the segment-by-segment 
resolution. In laboratory conditions, estimation produced errors of ~25 percent (Crouter et al. 
2010). It is likely that field-based use, such as this study, had even more error when 
estimating caloric consumption per meter. There are no known studies to reference that test 
this caloric estimation technique in such a rigorous environment and over a 6-km course.  
Similarly, the location data that was used for the computation of distance traveled, 
speed, and elevation change had inherent error. GNSS devices are known to have associated 
measurement error. The reported x and y locations are likely to be off by 4–6 meters in dense 
vegetation. The elevation error is reported to be almost double that (Rodríguez-Pérez, 
Álvarez, and Sanz-Ablanedo 2007).  
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The horizontal error associated with the GNSS affects the analysis by introducing 
inaccuracy into several of the model variables. The distance between the end points of data 
segments is determined by the GNSS location readings. Further, identifying the type of land 
cover over which a subject is traveling depends on location data.  
The distance between the data points is an important measurement that affects the 
modeling analysis. It is used to compute the dependent variable, the energy expenditure per 
meter. The Actigraph accelerometer provides energy expenditure values for each segment of 
the trajectory. These values are in Calories per segment. Those measurements require 
conversion into a per meter form. The distance between segment end points is used as the 
denominator for that computation. 
The GNSS error is expected to affect distance measurement computations by 
approximately 10 percent. The mean segment length is 9 meters and the predicted error in the 
distance computation is about 0.9 meter. This estimate comes from reviewing the error 
budget of the GNSS. The receiver noise and multipath error are what primarily contributes to 
the distance errors. Although the entire GNSS horizontal error is 4–6 meters, most of this is 
systematic error, and does not contribute to distance computation error. The systematic error 
from satellite clocks, orbit errors, and the atmosphere shift each GNSS reading in the same 
manner. Thus, the distance measurement is not affected by this form of error. Even so, the 1-
meter error from the receiver noise and multipath readings would significantly affect the 
model power and lower the goodness of fit. 
The GNSS error also negatively impacts the land cover classification. Each trajectory 
segment is derived from the location data from the GNSS. Error from the Qstarz device could 
cause entire segments of data to be misclassified. While this applies to all data classification, 
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it is especially true near roads where the classification area is narrow. Misclassification of 
data segments due to location error is a likely explanation for the low goodness of fit metrics 
of the model at micro resolutions. This is a contributing factor to why it is difficult to tune 
the model at the individual data segment resolution. 
The errors associated with elevation values were an even greater problem than these 
horizontal errors. The slope of each route segment was computed directly from the GNSS 
elevation measurements. Initially, a high-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) created 
from LiDAR was proposed to extract elevation values at recorded locations. This would 
avoid using Z values from the GNSS since it is known that Z value measurement by GNSS is 
less accurate than positional measurements (Brimicombe and Li 2009). Unfortunately, the 
available DEM was found to be laden with errors and elevation anomalies. The only practical 
method for obtaining elevation measurements associated with the location data was from the 
GNSS. The slope measurements used on the 10-second temporal resolution were a large 
source of error and one of the root causes for a low coefficient of determination at the 
segment level resolution. 
Even with these limitations, this research has made significant findings. 
Generalization of the model provides optimism for our understanding of energy expenditure 
during navigation despite the low R squared observed at the segment level resolution. The 
horizontal and vertical GNSS error cause significant noise in the distance and the slope data. 
However, the substantial number of data records mitigates the noisy data when modeling 
over the entire trajectory. Generalization of the model over the entire trajectory can improve 
the model’s performance and power. The correlation coefficient of the trajectory level results 
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predicted by the EE equation compared to the measured EE is 0.86. It predicts total route 
Calorie consumption with an expected error of only 11 percent. 
The conclusions that can be derived through inspection of Research Questions 1 and 
2 are the following: (1) Land cover, slope, distance traveled, BMI, and sex are all significant 
factors in an energy expenditure model of navigation, with land cover being the most 
important consideration for determining the quantity of Calories consumed during 
navigation. (2) Limitations of the classification methods and the measurement equipment 
were major factors constraining model fit. (3) The model has trouble fitting to data at a micro 
resolution. The coefficient of determination of the energy expenditure equation is 0.23 when 
considering each individual segment as separate data. (4) However, the model is valuable for 
predicting route-based energy expenditure. 
 
Discussion of Research Question 3  
Research Question 3 investigates a U.S. Army energy expenditure model that had yet to be 
validated with empirical data while subjects were performing navigation tasks. This model 
was assessed by comparing the model estimates to actual energy expenditure measurements. 
First, the model was used to predict the total energy expenditure along each subject’s 
trajectory. Then, this route-based energy expenditure value was compared to the measured 
Calorie consumption for the entire route. This methodology found that there was a 
correlation coefficient of 0.66 between the predicted and actual energy expended. The mean 
absolute error between the value predicted by the GRL algorithm and the empirical data was 
found to be 83 Calories. This value represents an average of 14 percent difference between 
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the predicted Calorie consumption and the actual consumption during the 2.5-hour navigation 
course. 
 Several other findings were discovered while assessing this question. (1) There are 
some trends in the error. Figure 85 shows the difference between the predicted values and the 
actual energy expended. Each dot represents one of the 200 subjects. The GRL algorithm 
over predicts subjects that expended less than 500 Calories. Thirty-three subjects consumed 
less than 500 Calories. GRL’s algorithm over predicted these values in 31 of 33 instances. 
Conversely, for 34 of the 35 subjects who consumed more than 750 calories, the model 
proves to under predict. A potential area for future work is the investigation of these 
systematic differences between GRL’s algorithm and the empirical data. 
 Analytical assessment of the Irmischer EE algorithm shows the model developed in 
this research (outcome of RQ 1&2) outperforms the GRL algorithm when estimating Calorie 
consumption over a 4–8km route. The same methodology that was used to assess GRL’s 
algorithm was used to analyze the Irmischer model. The mean absolute error for the 
Irmischer model is 66 Calories. The average error is just 11percent of the actual Calorie 
consumption. This is a 3 percent improvement in Calorie estimation over the GRL model. 
Remarkably, the correlation coefficient between the predicted and empirical data is 0.86 for 
the Irmischer model. This explains 30 percent more variance than the GRL model. Figure 86 
depicts this improved relationship. Similar to the GRL algorithm, routes with low energy 
expenditure are over predicted by the model. However, the Irmischer model estimates routes 
with higher energy consumption more evenly. There is no systematic error for values greater 
than 750 Calories.  
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 There are several cautionary notes that must be appended to these conclusions. All the 
limitations pertaining to Research Questions 1 and 2 apply to Question 3. Measurement 
devices and classification introduce error into the measured and computed values. Speed and 
distance are required model variables and both have inherent error. This must be considered 
when making conclusions based on these results. The error inherent to the Actigraph GT3X 
Calorie consumption values is the most significant drawback in the assessment of the results 
for Question 3, which compares a model of energy expenditure to measured Calorie 
consumption that contains error. Reducing error in the measured Calorie consumption values 
will improve our findings and decrease uncertainty in our conclusions. Future work should 
consider using an indirect calorimeter for the empirical data collection to diminish this 
limitation. 
Some data was omitted from analysis because of differences in land cover classes 
between the empirical data and GRL’s terrain coefficients. GRL’s algorithm is based on 
Pandolf’s research. Only on-road, open woods, and vegetation were used in the assessment. 
GRL’s algorithm has no terrain factor for rocky terrain, hence, segments that were classified 
as rocky were omitted from the analysis. Swampy areas were also omitted based on the 
uncertainty of the vegetation class. Finally, open woods were classified as paths in the GRL 
algorithm, as it has no “open woods” category. This research assumed that open woods 
navigation and path navigation would have similar energy expenditure.  
 The results describing the Irmischer model should be cautiously interpreted. The error 
reporting and the correlation values were computed using the same data that created the 
model. Therefore, cross validation of the model should be conducted to validate the results. 
The model should be tested against an independent dataset. This would describe how the 
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model will generalize across the population. Unfortunately, collection of additional 
trajectories is impossible at this time. A list of future work includes testing the Irmischer 
model against new routes traversed by different subjects. 
 This assessment of GRL’s algorithm provides the first validation study of the 
algorithm that uses subjects conducting navigation training in the field as the empirical data. 
The results indicate that there is room for model improvement if not replacement. These 
conclusions are of importance since this model is currently operationalized and in use as a 
planning tool. The algorithm produced from this research (Research Question 1 and 2) betters 
the Mean Absolute Error during prediction of Calorie consumption by 17 Calories per route. 
The new model explains 30 percent more variance. These findings are promising and use of 
the new model should be considered. However, the research is not without limitations. The 
results must be cross validated before hastily replacing the currently used algorithm. Better 
energy consumption measurements should be used for final assessment. Still, this research 
has identified potential areas of improvement that can drastically advance route planning for 
search and rescue, hikers, firefighters, and the military.  
 
Discussion of Research Question 4 
 The final research question investigated the relationship between speed and slope 
during dismounted navigation. Movement speeds during navigation are a function of two 
fundamental processes: wayfinding and locomotion. The subjects used a map and a compass 
to maneuver their way across a wooded, hilly landscape from one control point to another. 
Wayfinding represents the constant cognitive processes involved with making decisions 
while navigating. It involves assessing one’s current location by relating the map to the 
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environment. Additionally, it considers time spent making routing decisions. Locomotion 
represents the physical muscular movement required for navigation. In this case it involves 
muscular contraction used to walk in the woods. Models of human locomotion while hiking 
in the woods exist but none of these models have addressed the cognitive aspect of difficult 
wayfinding. This research developed a model for human navigation that includes both 
wayfinding and locomotion. It then used previously defined locomotion equations to quantify 
the cognitive cost of navigation.  
 The navigation was first classified into on and off-road movement. Subsequently, 
movement rates of the 200 subjects were analyzed at varying slopes to create models of 
navigational speed. Separate models were created for on-road and off-road movement rates. 
 The model fitting process weighted slopes with the most data the heaviest. The 
subjects traversed terrain at level and moderate slopes more frequently than navigating 
extreme slopes. The majority of the movement occurred at slopes between ±30 percent. 
Ninety percent of the movement occurred at slopes within these bounds. Our modeling 
focused on this range. 
 Movement speed during on-road navigation was found to follow a parabolic 
relationship over the constrained ranges discussed above. Figure 91 shows the curve fitted to 
the data. Movement at a slight downhill slope (approximately 4.2 percent) was the fastest on 
roads. This is close to Tobler’s estimate of -5 percent slope. The speed traveled at this grade 
during navigation is 1.08 m/s, which is 34 percent slower than Tobler’s function that 
estimates the fastest on-road hiking speed to be 1.67 m/s.  
 The model for off-road navigation between ± 30 percent was also found to be 
parabolic. Figure 92 shows the navigation data and the resulting model, with the fastest off-
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road navigation speed being 0.77m/s at -4 percent slope. The parabolic model best fits the 
data with a vertex at -2 percent. Tobler estimates the maximum hiking speed for off-road 
movement to be 1 m/s.  
 The models of movement rates created in this research contribute to understanding 
the dynamics of navigation and the ability to predict and model the speed of navigation has 
widespread use. These models of navigation speeds can be used to help wilderness recreation 
aficionados plan how far they can travel in a day along specified routes. Archeologists can 
use these models to predict time-space computations of tribal travel. Back country search and 
rescue teams can use the equations to estimate ranges of lost persons. The military will 
undoubtedly benefit by using these models to plan missions that require overland navigation.  
 The equations created in this research have several peculiarities. Most human 
movement equations, like Tobler’s, follow an exponential curve. The model proposed in this 
research used a quadratic equation to best fit the data. The use of the parabolic function is 
only useful between ± 30 percent slope. Grades greater than ±30 percent have a steep drop-
off in speed that is not representative of human mobility. Further research and 
experimentation is needed to devise an equation that would represent movement at higher 
slopes. Inspection of the limited data available hints toward an exponential equation at higher 
slopes, but more data is needed to make any significant conclusions. 
 A second oddity in the data is apparent when comparing the subject’s navigational 
speed to predictions made by Tobler’s hiking function. It is expected that hiking speeds are 
equal to or faster than navigational speed. The hiking function primarily models locomotion 
and disregards most of the cognitive cost of wayfinding. The friction involved with cognition 
reduces movement speeds when navigating compared to hiking. Figure 87 shows the on-road 
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navigation speeds in blue. Red are the predicted speeds estimated by Tobler’s hiking 
function. This expectation is realized for areas of level ground. However, slopes less than -25 
percent show that our subjects navigate faster than the prediction made by Tobler’s hiking 
function. The same is true for slopes greater than 15 percent. This is unexpected and will be 
investigated during future research. 
The cost of cognition attributed to wayfinding can be derived from the results of this 
research as well. Tobler’s hiking function defines the speed of locomotion at differing slopes. 
The difference between Tobler’s function and the model created in this research can be 
quantified. The 34 percent difference in maximum speed can be attributed to the cognition 
involved in wayfinding. Acts such as map reading, analyzing the terrain, decision making, 
assessing one’s current position, and determining routes have costs associated with them. 
These costs are defined as the cost of cognition during navigation. 
Figures 94 and 95 show the on and off-road differences between Tobler’s hiking 
function and the model of navigation speed resulting from this research. The shaded region 
between the curves represents this difference. These figures show a significant difference 
between locomotion and navigation on gentle slopes. The cognitive cost of navigation is 
higher on level ground. Could it be that humans are more likely to engage in wayfinding 
activities at low grades? It is evident that there is less difference between hiking and the 
navigation model at higher grades. However, results must be considered inconclusive at this 
time since the navigational speeds exceed Tobler’s predicted locomotion speeds. This finding 
is inconsistent with theoretical expectations and further research is required to definitively 
resolve these conclusions. 
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Nonetheless, investigation of this research question has successfully developed a 
model of navigation speed; at least when considering slopes within the range of ±30 percent 
slope. The model developed in this research predicts navigation times with better than 90% 
accuracy when route completion estimates are compared to actual data. Although the 
limitations intrinsic in the measurement devices and classification difficulties persist for this 
study, the vastness of the number of observations mitigates the limitations. Finally, this 
exploration of navigation, locomotion, and wayfinding has developed a methodology and 
framework to define the cognitive cost of navigation. This research has set the groundwork 
and structure to study the cost of cognition in the future. 
 
Future Work 
The work presented in this dissertation has generated as many new questions as it has 
answered. There are significant areas of future work that can be of great contribution to 
understanding the fundamentals of navigation. These will be discussed below. 
Future work must address some of the limitations evident from this study. 
Improvements in the data used to model energy expenditure and speed are possible. For 
instance, better classification of the terrain, vis-à-vis on-ground observation of land cover, 
would improve the quality of the modeling effort. While the human capital required for this 
reconnaissance effort is large, the results would be worthwhile. Additionally, future 
collections of trajectory data could be gathered in future years with better GNSS devices. 
Devices with the capability to differentially correct location readings would improve the data 
quality and usefulness. Further, investment for indirect calorimeters would make a significant 
difference, eliminating almost all uncertainty inherent in the measured energy expenditure. 
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Improving the measurement devices would significantly improve the modeling effort and 
offers great potential for future work.  
This research found that humans expend less energy per meter the further they move 
from the start point. I postulate that fatigue affects the cognitive processes. It seems likely 
that navigators choose slopes and land covers that minimize energy expenditure more often 
when stressed by fatigue. This area requires further investigation but holds potential for 
improving cognitive models of navigation. 
This research made several general statements about the cognitive cost of navigation. 
It compared the navigational speeds of the subjects to the predicted speeds suggested by 
Tobler’s hiking function. This work attempted to define the cost of wayfinding by comparing 
the cost of hiking to the cost of navigation. Comparing the cost of locomotion (hiking) to the 
cost of navigation provides a methodology to assess the cost of cognition. The costs 
investigated could be speed, energy expenditure, or any human dynamic. While this 
framework holds great promise, it requires additional experimentation.  
One of the limitations of this study was the grouped nature of the navigators. It is 
possible that a subject’s energy expenditure and speed of navigation was affected by the 
safety partner who was required to accompany each subject. Future studies might consider 
comparing these results to an exercise where subjects navigate alone through the woods, 
removing any uncertainty about the subject’s speed and energy expenditure being influenced 
by partnered personnel. 
Testing subjects in a different geographical area would add to the power of this study. 
The training area used for the navigational test had several significant terrain features that 
aided the subject’s location-finding ability. For example, Figure 55 shows a prominent 
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circular road network that follows a course similar to most of the navigational courses 
assigned to the subjects. This road could be consistently used by the subjects to reassess their 
location. Additionally, the study area contained two large, discernable, water features that 
could be used to regain orientation in the event of disorientation. Finding a study area that 
was void of these major terrain features would add rigor to the navigational exercise. The 
results obtained from observing subjects in more difficult terrain would certainly add breadth 
to the conclusions. 
The use of the summer training environment at USMA has several advantages that 
should be highlighted in the context of future work. (1) The same subjects will be 
participating in another test this coming summer. It is possible to observe the same subjects 
in different conditions after a year of navigational training. Assessing the year-to-year 
differences in speed and energy expenditure would also be interesting. (2) The model of 
speed vs slope presented in this dissertation could not be generalized at slopes more extreme 
than ±30 percent. Future data collection should increase the number of observations at the 
more extreme slopes. These two areas of future work are relatively easy follow-up studies for 
the present work.  
This research on the movement dynamics of navigation can also be combined with a 
sister study involving navigation proficiency and sense of direction. This research focused on 
the movement dynamics of navigation. In a parallel study involving the same subjects, data 
has been collected on the subjects’ self-reported sense of direction and navigational 
proficiency. Combining these data holds great promise for the study of movement dynamics. 
Investigation of how speed and energy expenditure differs based on proficiency is exciting. 
Researching relationships between self-reported sense of direction and energy consumption 
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decisions is possible. Measuring the correlations between sense of direction, proficiency and 
how often people stop to look at the map or their surroundings is entirely possible with the 
dataset available here.  
Finally, there is a long list of additional research themes that can be accomplished by 
simply using the dataset created from this dissertation. Examining where people stop most 
often can lead to answering cognitive questions about decision making. Research of the 
characteristics of good and bad navigators is possible with the trajectories created here. 
Looking at navigational movement around control points can lead to identifying search 
patterns most common to human behavior. The opportunities for further analysis of the data 
amassed by this project are outstanding. They provide an excellent point of departure for 
improving our understanding of human land navigation.  
 
Summary 
The research presented here offers significant contributions to the fields of GIS and to the 
navigation modeling community. In the realm of GIS, this research has outlined methods for 
studying navigation using technology and GNSS devices. It has applied a big data solution to 
modeling navigation and studying human movement. Computer code and statistical tools 
have been developed to handle large quantities of GNSS-based tracking information, and it 
has developed methods for integrating biosensor and GNSS data for visualization and spatial 
analysis.  
More specific contributions include development of a new algorithm to predict 
energy consumption of human beings while they navigate. The contributions of land cover, 
slope, distance from origin, BMI and sex have been defined. This research has tested a 
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currently used algorithm and assessed its effectiveness. A model of navigation speed in hilly 
wooded terrain has been defined. Finally, this investigation has devised a framework for 
defining the cognitive cost of navigation.  
These contributions provide a waypoint along a continued journey to understand the 
human dynamics of navigation. This dissertation is not a conclusion to humanity’s intrigue 
with the complexity of navigation but rather a stepping stone to future discovery. Deeper 
investigation into speed and energy costs inherent to woodland navigation offers a rich topic 
of inquiry. Improving the scientific understanding of decision making in the wilderness 
remains compelling. The future work listed in this chapter provides a research agenda for a 
decade of investigation. This dissertation will undoubtedly propel scholarly acumen and 
investigation to new levels in the years to come. 
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APPENDIX B – Computer Programming 
 
Python Script to synchronize subject’s navigation time 
import arcpy 
import tkFileDialog 
import datetime 
dirname=tkFileDialog.askdirectory(initialdir="C:/Users/ian/Dropbox/West Point Data 2015",title='Please 
select a directory') 
arcpy.env.workspace=dirname 
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput=True 
allFC=arcpy.ListFeatureClasses(wild_card="*tracks") # create a list of all feature classes 
 
 
codeblock=''' 
total = -10 
def cumsum(inc): 
   global total 
   total+=inc 
   return total''' 
 
#d = datetime.datetime.strptime("2016-03-29 06:38:00","%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S") 
 
exp = ''' 
def add_date(): 
  return datetime.datetime.strptime("2016-03-29 06:38:00","%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")''' 
 
 
for files in allFC: 
  arcpy.AddField_management(files, "cumtime3", "DOUBLE", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", 
"")  
  arcpy.AddField_management(files, "futureStart", "date", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", 
"") 
  arcpy.AddField_management(files, "futureTime", "date", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", 
"") 
  arcpy.CalculateField_management(files, "cumtime3", "cumsum(!DURATION!)", "PYTHON_9.3", codeblock) 
  arcpy.CalculateField_management(files, "futureStart","add_date()", "PYTHON_9.3",exp) 
  arcpy.CalculateField_management(files, 
"futureTime","datetime.datetime.strptime(!futureStart!,'%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S %p') + 
datetime.timedelta(seconds=!cumtime3!)", "PYTHON_9.3") 
 
R Script to join GNSS data and MET data 
 
## Code to Join the GPS location data and the METs estimates from the accelerometer data. 
## Code to look through folders and join the _q file with the “lastname1sec10sec AGD Details Epochs 
2015-08-27_01-57-48”  
## This combines the lat/long with the METS. The output file is saved in the folder lastnameJoined. 
## Caution - "Only folders with the GPS data and MET data can be in the folder. Other folders in the 
parent directory will throw an error." 
 
#Select the parent folder that this code will crawl through to find all GPS files and MET scoring data 
dirList <- list.dirs(choose.dir(caption = "Select folder"),full.names=TRUE, recursive = FALSE)  
 
# Loop through each folder in the parent folder to find the GPS (_q) file and METS ("details") file 
for (i in 1:length(dirList)){ 
  
 #Crawls through the above selected folder to find your GPS Files with"_q" pattern 
 corGPSfilename <- list.files(dirList[i],pattern="*_q",ignore.case = TRUE)  
  
 #Crawl through the above selected folder to find your MET Files with "Details" pattern 
 METdatafilename <- list.files(dirList[i],pattern="Details")  
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 # Assign the directory to the file name 
 corGPSfilename=paste(dirList[i],"/",corGPSfilename,sep="") 
 METdatafilename=paste(dirList[i],"/",METdatafilename,sep="") 
  
 #extract the subject name from the file name 
 directory <- dirList[i] 
 subjectFolder <- basename(directory) 
 subjectName <- substring(subjectFolder,4) 
  
 # Makes sure that the subjectName tested is lower case. 
 subjectName <- tolower(subjectName) 
  
 #Read the files into R 
 corGPS <- read.csv(corGPSfilename,header=TRUE,sep=",") 
 METdata <- read.csv(METdatafilename,skip=1,header=TRUE,sep=",") 
  
 # Do some minor adjustments to the data tables 
  
 # Start with MET data. Get date time information into a usable and joinable format 
 a <- as.character(METdata$epoch)  
 b <- as.character(METdata$date) 
 c <- paste(b,a) 
 METdata$datetime<- format(strptime(c,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S %p" ),"%Y/%m/%d %H:%M:%S") 
   
 #Now to alter the corGPS data a little to get date time information into a usable and joinable format 
 a <- gsub(" ", "", corGPS$LOCAL.DATE, fixed = TRUE) 
 b <- gsub(" ", "", corGPS$LOCAL.TIME, fixed = TRUE) 
 corGPS$datetime <- paste(a,b) 
  
 # Change Longitude to negative to represent West of prime meridian. 
 corGPS$LONGITUDE <- corGPS$LONGITUDE*-1  
  
 # Now we join the data and write it to a table 
 combinedData <- merge(x=METdata,y=corGPS,by.x="datetime",by.y="datetime") 
 z <- combinedData [complete.cases(combinedData [,23]),] 
 joinedTableName=paste(directory,"/",subjectName,"Joined.csv",sep="") 
 write.table(format(z, digits=10),joinedTableName,sep=",",row.names=FALSE) 
}   
 
 
R Script to Add Administrative Data to GNSS/METs file 
 
## This Script takes administrative data such as Last Name, First Name, Height, and Weight from a 
spreadsheet and adds that to files that have GNSS data and METs information. 
## Caution: Spreadsheet Last Name and Last Name on the data file must be exactly the same 
## Caution: Problems arise if there are duplicate last names 
 
# Choose the parent directory that contains the GNSS/METs data files 
# and Select the GNSS/METs files that have a pattern ="joined" 
fileList <- list.files(choose.dir( caption = "Select folder"),full.names=TRUE, pattern="joined", 
recursive=TRUE, include.dirs=TRUE,ignore.case=TRUE) 
 
# Select the spreadsheet from which admin data will be extracted. 
# Must be a CSV file. Reads into R as a dataframe called subjectData 
subjectSpreadsheet <- choose.files(default = "C:\\Users\\ian\\Dropbox\\West Point Data 2015\\A 
Company\\*.*", caption = "Select spreadsheet", multi = TRUE) 
subjectData <- read.csv(subjectSpreadsheet,header=TRUE,sep=",")  
 
# convert everything admin spreadsheet dataframe to a lowercase 
subjectData <- as.data.frame(sapply(subjectData,tolower)) 
 
#loop through the list to copy data from spreadsheet to each GNSS/METs file in fileList 
for (i in 1:length(fileList)){ 
 directory <- dirname(fileList[i]) 
 subjectFolder <- basename(directory) 
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 subjectName <- substring(subjectFolder,4) 
 subjectName <- tolower(subjectName) 
  
 #Create a dataframe from each GNSS/METs file each time it loops through the fileList 
 newDataTable<- read.csv(fileList[i],header=TRUE,sep=",")  
  
 #Create a data frame called a from information from the admin spreadsheet.... 
 # if the GNSS/METs subject name equals the last name in the spreadsheet 
 a <-subjectData[subjectData$Last_Name==subjectName,] 
  
 #Assign the data in the new dataframe a to the GNSS/METs file 
 newDataTable$Monitor <- a[1,1] 
 newDataTable$Last_name <- a[1,2] 
 newDataTable$First_name <- a[1,8] 
 newDataTable$ssn <- a[1,9] 
 newDataTable$Platoon <- a[1,3] 
 newDataTable$Squad <- a[1,4] 
 newDataTable$GPS_num <-a[1,5] 
 newDataTable$sex <- a[1,10] 
 newDataTable$age <- a[1,11] 
 newDataTable$height <- a[1,13] 
 newDataTable$weight <- a[1,14] 
 newDataTable$loadedWeight <- a[1,7] 
 newDataTable$load <- a[1,15] 
 newDataTable$comments <- a[1,6] 
  
 #write the data to a csv file 
 newFileName <- paste(directory,"/",subjectName,"DataCombined.csv",sep="") 
 write.table(format(newDataTable, digits=10),newFileName,sep=",",row.names=FALSE) 
} 
 
Python Script to create a feature class of points from GNSS/METs data file 
 
## This script creates a feature class of points for each GNSS/METs file 
## Each point represents the location of the navigator with a 10 second interval between points. 
 
import arcpy 
import Tkinter, tkFileDialog 
import glob 
import os 
from fnmatch import fnmatch 
root = Tkinter.Tk() 
# Define the parent directory where you will search for the GNSS/METs files via GUI 
dirname = tkFileDialog.askdirectory(parent=root,initialdir="D:/Test_for_writing_data_chapter/B 
Company",title='Please select a directory') 
 
#Define the pattern of the filename to search  
pattern="*DataCombined*" 
allFileNames=[] 
 
#Search through the parent folder for files 
for path, subdirs, files in os.walk(dirname): 
  for name in files: 
    if fnmatch(name, pattern): 
      #Generate python list of all filenames called allFileNames 
      fileNames=os.path.join(path, name)  
      allFileNames.append(fileNames) 
# Create a feature class using the arcpy library and the makeXYEventLayer_management tool. Save as the 
subjects last name. 
i=0 
for files in allFileNames: 
  i=i+1 
  layerName="layer"+str(i) 
  arcpy.MakeXYEventLayer_management(files, "longitude", "latitude", layerName, "", "") 
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  baseName=os.path.basename(files) 
  subjectName=baseName[:-16] 
  geoDatabasePath="D:\\Test_for_writing_data_chapter\\B 
Company\\B_Company_2015LandNavSubjectTracks.gdb\\" 
  featureClassName=geoDatabasePath+subjectName 
  ARCPY.COPYFEATURES_MANAGEMENT(LAYERNAME,FEATURECLASSNAME, "", "0", "0", "0") 
 
 
Python Script to add duration, speed, distance and slope between points 
 
## Script to determine values between points of Average Speed, Distance, Duration, and Slope from 
extracted DEM. 
## Uses a feature class of points and a DEM 
## Output is a point feature class called lastname_W_Z saved in the geodatabase where the original 
point file originated. 
 
import arcpy 
import tkFileDialog 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("spatial") 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("tracking") 
# Define the geodatabase where you will search for the point files via GUI 
dirname=tkFileDialog.askdirectory(initialdir="D:/Test_for_writing_data_chapter/B 
Company/B_Company_2015LandNavSubjectTracks.gdb",title='Please select a geodatabase to search') 
arcpy.env.workspace=dirname 
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput=True 
# create a list of all feature classes 
allFC=arcpy.ListFeatureClasses()  
##Select DEM to use as the elevation base layer 
DEMfileName="C:\\Users\\ian\\GIS Research\\Tobler and Naismith Assessment IJGIS\\tobler and naismith 
assessment IJGIS.gdb\\dem_50cm_a2_WestPoint"  
for files in allFC: 
  # Process: Add Field (2) 
  arcpy.AddField_management(files, "zDiff", "DOUBLE", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", "")  
  # Process: Extract Values from DEM to Points 
  OutputFileName=files+"_W_Z" 
  arcpy.gp.ExtractValuesToPoints_sa(files, DEMfileName, OutputFileName, "INTERPOLATE", "VALUE_ONLY") 
  valueList = [] 
  #Calculate difference in elevation by subtracting Z value of current row from Z value from next row.  
  with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(OutputFileName, ["RASTERVALU"]) as cursor: 
    for row in cursor: 
      valueList.append(row[0]) 
  del cursor 
  x = 1 
  with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor(OutputFileName, ["RASTERVALU", "zDiff"]) as cursor: 
    for row in cursor: 
      try: 
        value = valueList[x] 
      except: 
        value = valueList[-1] 
      row[1] = row[0] - value 
      x += 1 
      cursor.updateRow(row) 
  del cursor 
  arcpy.TrackIntervalsToFeature_ta(OutputFileName, "datetime", "", "CURRENT_AND_NEXT_FEATURE", "", 
"01033-English_(United_States)", "AM", "PM", "METERS", "Distance_M_datetime", "SECONDS", 
"Duration_SEC_datetime", "METERS_PER_SECOND", "Speed_MPS_datetime", "DEGREES", "Course_DEG_datetime")  
  # Process: Add Field 
  arcpy.AddField_management(OutputFileName, "Slope", "FLOAT", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", 
"NON_REQUIRED", "") 
  # Process: Calculate Field - Slope 
  arcpy.CalculateField_management(OutputFileName, "Slope", "(( !zDiff!)/ !Distance_M_datetime!)*(-
100)", "PYTHON_9.3", "") 
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Python Script to convert points to lines 
 
## This script creates lines from a track points.  
## Previous attributes had been associated to points that represented behavior and data between 
points. This information is joined back to the file after the points are converted to a line. 
## Output of this code is a line feature class saved to the same geodatabase that the point feature 
class has originated. 
## Output name is lastname_W_Z_line_join 
 
import tkFileDialog 
import arcpy 
from FeatureclassConversion import outFeatureClass 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("tracking") 
 # GUI to have user choose Geodatabase to load point featureclasses  
dirname = tkFileDialog.askdirectory() 
arcpy.env.workspace=dirname 
arcpy.env.qualifiedFieldNames = False 
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 
# create a list of all feature classes. In this case, all the point files contain a _Z so we search 
the geodatabase by this wildcard. 
allFC=arcpy.ListFeatureClasses(wild_card="*_Z*")  
for files in allFC: 
  #Create a file name containing the full path 
  fullFileName=str(dirname+"\\"+files) 
  #Create a name for the output file 
  out_feature_class=dirname+"/"+files+"_line" 
  #Convert points to line 
  arcpy.TrackIntervalsToLine_ta(files, out_feature_class, time_field='datetime', time_field_format = 
"MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss",distance_field_units = "METERS", 
                 distance_field_name = "DISTANCE",duration_field_units = "SECONDS",duration_field_name 
= "DURATION",speed_field_units = "METERS_PER_SECOND" 
                 ,speed_field_name = "SPEED",course_field_units = "DEGREES",course_field_name = 
"HEADING") 
  # The above function strips attributes previously associated to the points. 
  # Rejoin the Attributes to the line file  
  arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management (out_feature_class, "track_intervals")   
  arcpy.AddJoin_management("track_intervals", "Start_Time", files, "datetime")   
  # define the name of the output file and save 
  out_feature_class=out_feature_class+"_join" 
  # Copy the layer to a new permanent feature class 
  arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("track_intervals", out_feature_class) 
 
 
Python Script to add Class ID to trajectories 
 
## This script uses a spatial join to assign a land cover class to each line segment in a subjects 
trajectory 
## Output file is called lastname_W_Z_line_join_class 
import tkFileDialog 
import arcpy 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("tracking") 
#GUI to have user choose Geodatabase where trajectories are stored. 
dirname = tkFileDialog.askdirectory(title='Please select a geodatabase where trajectories are stored')  
arcpy.env.workspace=dirname 
arcpy.env.qualifiedFieldNames = False 
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 
#Select all trajectory line files. In our case they have the word "join" in the filename  
allFC=arcpy.ListFeatureClasses(wild_card="*join*")  
 
  
# Create the spatial join to get the class ID in each record of the attribute table  
for files in allFC: 
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  fullFileName=str(dirname+"\\"+files) 
  #Define the full path of the classification layer  
  join_features="C:/Users/ian/Dropbox/West Point Data 2015/Classification Layers/classes_final.shp" 
  #Define the output feature class name 
  output_feature_class=fullFileName+"_class"  
  #The below code is required to add multiple values to the attribute table if the line crosses a 
class boundary. 
  #If this code is not used, the spatial join function will only one of the class IDs to the attribute 
table.   
  fieldmappings = arcpy.FieldMappings() 
  fieldmappings.addTable(fullFileName) 
  fieldmappings.addTable(join_features) 
  class_ID_index=fieldmappings.findFieldMapIndex("class_ID") 
  fieldmap=fieldmappings.getFieldMap(class_ID_index) 
  field=fieldmap.outputField 
  field.type="Text" 
  field.length=10 
  fieldmap.outputField=field 
  fieldmap.mergeRule="Join" 
  fieldmap.joinDelimiter=","   
  fieldmappings.replaceFieldMap(class_ID_index, fieldmap) 
  arcpy.SpatialJoin_analysis(fullFileName, join_features, output_feature_class, 
field_mapping=fieldmappings) 
 
R Script to Compute Average GNSS Speed 
 
##Script to add average speed to GNSS data.  
##It uses forward 10 speeds for the average since the accelerometer data also represents quantities 
that occur over that interval.  
##The codescrolls through folders and find _q files since this was how the GNSS data was saved. 
##Output is a csv file called lastnameAveGPS.csv 
##This file will later be joined to the feature classes. 
 
library(zoo) 
#Select the folder that this code will crawl through to find all GNSS data 
dirList <- list.dirs(choose.dir(caption = "Select folder"),full.names=TRUE, recursive = FALSE) 
 
for (i in 1:length(dirList)){ 
 #Crawls through the above selected folder to find your GPS Files with"_q" pattern 
 corGPSfilename <- list.files(dirList[i],pattern="*_q",ignore.case = TRUE)  
 corGPSfilename=paste(dirList[i],"/",corGPSfilename,sep="") 
 directory <- dirList[i] 
 subjectFolder <- basename(directory) 
 subjectName <- substring(subjectFolder,4) 
 # Makes sure that the subjectName tested is lower case. 
 subjectName <- tolower(subjectName) 
 corGPS <- read.csv(corGPSfilename,header=TRUE,sep=",") 
 #Now to alter the corGPS data a little so we can join later based on time. 
 a <- gsub(" ", "", corGPS$LOCAL.DATE, fixed = TRUE) 
 b <- gsub(" ", "", corGPS$LOCAL.TIME, fixed = TRUE) 
 corGPS$navTime <- paste(a,b) 
 corGPS$LONGITUDE <- corGPS$LONGITUDE*-1 
 corGPS$SPEED=as.character(corGPS$SPEED) 
 #Units are saved as part of the text string. Remove the km/hr from the speed. 
 corGPS$Speed_GPS<-substring(corGPS$SPEED,1,nchar(corGPS$SPEED)-7) 
 #Convert it to a number 
 corGPS$Speed_GPS<-as.numeric(corGPS$Speed_GPS) 
 # Convert from Km/hr to m/s 
 corGPS$Speed_GPS<-corGPS$Speed_GPS*0.277778 
 corGPS$ave10=rollmean(corGPS$Speed_GPS,10,na.pad=TRUE,align="left") 
 #Also compute GNSS distance over the 10 seconds for potential later use. 
 corGPS$DISTANCE=as.character(corGPS$DISTANCE) 
 corGPS$DISTANCE<-substring(corGPS$DISTANCE,1,nchar(corGPS$DISTANCE)-2) 
 corGPS$DISTANCE<-as.numeric(corGPS$DISTANCE) 
 corGPS$DISTANCE10=rollmean(corGPS$DISTANCE,10,na.pad=TRUE,align="left")*10  
 #Save table as a CSV 
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 joinedTableName=paste(directory,"/",subjectName,"AveGPS.csv",sep="") 
 write.table(format(corGPS, digits=10),joinedTableName,sep=",",row.names=FALSE) 
} 
 
Python Script to join AveGPS data 
 
#Script to join AveGPS speed to feature class. 
#Feature class name is lastname_tracks. 
import tkFileDialog 
import os 
import arcpy 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("tracking") 
arcpy.env.qualifiedFieldNames = False 
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 
#Convert CSV to Table 
#Ensure all your Ave GPS files are in a folder that contains all the Ave GPS csv files and only the 
Ave GPS csv files 
#Ensure all the names of the Ave GPS files are lastnameAveGPS 
tabledirname = tkFileDialog.askdirectory(initialdir=r'D:\28OCTprocessing\H Company\AveGPS') #GUI to 
have user choose folder 
geoname=tkFileDialog.askdirectory(initialdir=r'D:\28OCTprocessing\H_Company_2015LandNavSubjectTracks.g
db') 
allFiles=os.listdir(tabledirname) 
# To create the table called nameAveGPS. Must use this step because the join does not work with a CSV. 
for files in allFiles: 
  tablename=tabledirname+"/"+files 
  #to remove the .csv from the file name 
  name=files[:-4] 
  arcpy.TableToTable_conversion(tablename,geoname,name) 
# To join the AveGPS file to the tracks File   
for files in allFiles: 
  name=files[:-4] 
  #to remove the aveGPS from the file name we use the name[:-6] 
  infeatures=geoname+"/"+name[:-6]+"_tracks" 
  joinTable=geoname+"/"+name 
  arcpy.JoinField_management(infeatures,"Start_Time",joinTable,"navTime") 
 
Python Script used in field calculation of cumulative distance and cumulative time 
 
Calculate Cumulative Distance 
 
Pre-Logic Script Code: 
 
totalDistance = 0 
def accumulateDistance(inDist): 
  global totalDistance 
  totalDistance += inDist 
  return totalDistance 
 
Field Calculation box: cumDist= 
 
accumulateDistance(!DISTANCE!) 
 
 
Calculate Cumulative Time 
 
Pre-Logic Script Code: 
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totalTime = 0 
def accumulateDistance(inTime): 
  global totalTime 
  totalDistance += inTime 
  return totalTime 
 
Field Calculation box: cumTime= 
 
accumulateTime(!DURATION!) 
 
 
R Script used to compute additional variables 
** Note – Additional Libraries shown here for use in later scripting efforts 
 
library(foreign) 
library (ggplot2) 
library (rpart) 
library (lme4) 
library(MASS) 
library(relaimpo) 
library (car) 
require(lattice) 
require(nlme) 
require(MuMIn) 
 
data <- read.csv(file="C:\\Users\\ian\\Dropbox\\West Point Data 
2015\\All_tracks_merged_20Nov_CSV.csv", na.strings = "NA", header = TRUE, sep = ",", fill = TRUE) 
 
data$Platoon=as.numeric(data$Platoon) 
data$Squad=as.numeric(data$Squad) 
data$age=as.numeric(data$age) 
data$hr=as.numeric(data$hr) 
data$loadedWeight=as.numeric(data$loadedWeight) 
data$load=as.numeric(data$load) 
data$fitness_sc=as.numeric(data$fitness_sc) 
data$run_scr=as.numeric(data$run_scr) 
data$class_ID <- as.factor(data$class_ID)#Make Class_ID into a factor so that it can be treated as a 
catagorical variable 
data$sex=as.factor(data$sex) 
data$Start_Time=as.POSIXct(data$Start_Time, format = "%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
data$End_Time=as.POSIXct(data$End_Time, format = "%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
 
 
# Caclulate and enter BMI into the dataframe.  
data$BMI <- 703*(data$weight/((data$height)^2)) 
 
#calculate a new column called EE for Expended Energy. 
data$EE<- (data$MET_rate*(data$loadedWeight/2.20462)*(data$DURATION/60)/57) 
 
#calculate a new column called EEnorm for Expended Energy. This is just EE/Distance or Calories/meter. 
data$EEnorm<-data$EE/data$DISTANCE 
ifelse (data$sex=="m",data$EEhr<-(data$DURATION/60)*((-55.0969 + 0.6309*data$hr + 
0.1988*0.453592*data$loadedWeig + 0.2017*data$age)/4.184),data$EEhr<-(data$DURATION/60)*((-20.4022 + 
0.4472*data$hr + 0.1263*0.453592*data$loadedWeig + 0.074*data$age)/4.184)) 
data$EEhrnorm= data$EEhr/data$DISTANCE 
 
#Compute the slope of each segment using the GPS elevation values 
data$Z_GPS=as.character(data$Z_GPS) 
data$Z_GPS=gsub(" M","",data$Z_GPS) 
data$Z_GPS=as.numeric(data$Z_GPS) 
 
for (i in 1:length(data$Z_GPS)){ 
 y=i+1 
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 ifelse((data$Start_Time[y]-data$Start_Time[i]==10), data$zGPSdiff[i]<-data$Z_GPS[y]-
data$Z_GPS[i],data$zGPSdiff[i]<-NA) 
} 
data$Slope_ZGPS=(data$zGPSdiff/data$DISTANCE)*100 
 
R Script to compute general dataset statistics and results 
** Note – Additional Libraries shown here for use in later scripting efforts 
library(foreign) 
library (ggplot2) 
library (rpart) 
library (lme4) 
library(MASS) 
library(relaimpo) 
library (car) 
require(lattice) 
require(nlme) 
require(MuMIn) 
library(plyr)  
 
data <- read.csv(file="C:\\Users\\ian\\Dropbox\\West Point Data 
2015\\All_tracks_merged_20Nov_CSV.csv", na.strings = "NA", header = TRUE, sep = ",", fill = TRUE) 
 
data$Platoon=as.numeric(data$Platoon) 
data$Squad=as.numeric(data$Squad) 
data$age=as.numeric(data$age) 
data$hr=as.numeric(data$hr) 
data$loadedWeight=as.numeric(data$loadedWeight) 
data$load=as.numeric(data$load) 
data$fitness_sc=as.numeric(data$fitness_sc) 
data$run_scr=as.numeric(data$run_scr) 
data$class_ID <- as.factor(data$class_ID)#Make Class_ID into a factor so that it can be treated as a 
catagorical variable 
data$sex=as.factor(data$sex) 
data$Start_Time=as.POSIXct(data$Start_Time, format = "%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
data$End_Time=as.POSIXct(data$End_Time, format = "%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
data<- transform(data, ID = as.numeric(interaction(Last_name, First_name, drop=TRUE))) 
 
 
# Caclulate and enter BMI into the dataframe.  
data$BMI <- 703*(data$weight/((data$height)^2)) 
 
#calculate a new column called EE for Expended Energy. 
data$EE<- (data$MET_rate*(data$loadedWeight/2.20462)*(data$DURATION/60)/57) 
 
#calculate a new column called EEnorm for Expended Energy. This is just EE/Distance or Calories/meter. 
data$EEnorm<-data$EE/data$DISTANCE 
 
#Compute the slope of each segment using the GPS elevation values 
data$Z_GPS=as.character(data$Z_GPS) 
data$Z_GPS=gsub(" M","",data$Z_GPS) 
data$Z_GPS=as.numeric(data$Z_GPS) 
for (i in 1:length(data$Z_GPS)){ 
 y=i+1 
 ifelse((data$Start_Time[y]-data$Start_Time[i]==10), data$zGPSdiff[i]<-data$Z_GPS[y]-
data$Z_GPS[i],data$zGPSdiff[i]<-NA) 
} 
data$Slope_ZGPS=(data$zGPSdiff/data$DISTANCE)*100 
 
#Statistics of the subjects 
subjects=ddply(data, .(ID), head, n = 1)  
 
#To find the frequency of different ages: 
table (subjects$age) 
 
#For General statistics of Subjects 
summary(subjects) 
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#Histograms for subject data 
hist(subjects$weight,20, xlab="Subject Weight (lbs)",main="Histogram of Subject Weights", 
xlim=c(100,270)) 
hist(subjects$height,20, xlab="Subject Height (inches)",main="Histogram of Subject Heights", 
xlim=c(60,80)) 
hist(subjects$BMI,20, xlab="Subject BMI (kg/m2)",main="Histogram of Subject BMI", xlim=c(15,35)) 
hist(subjects$load,20, xlab="Load Carried (lbs)",main="Histogram of Load Carried by Subjects", 
xlim=c(10,37)) 
hist(subjects$fitness_scr,20, xlab="Total Points",main="Histogram of Subject Fitness Score", 
xlim=c(60,300)) 
hist(subjects$run_scr,20, xlab="Total Points",main="Histogram of Subject Run Score", xlim=c(0,100)) 
 
#General Statistics of Terrain 
slopeSub=subset(data, data$Slope_ZGPS>-50&data$Slope_ZGPS<50) 
slopeSub$ABSslope=abs(slopeSub$Slope_ZGPS) 
mean(slopeSub$Slope_ZGPS,na.rm=TRUE) 
mean(slopeSub$ABSslope) 
hist(slopeSub$Slope_ZGPS,20, xlab="Slope (%)",main="Histogram of Slope") 
table(slopeSub$class_ID) 
 
#General Statistics of the study variables 
mean(slopeSub$SPEED) 
summary(slopeSub$SPEED) 
hist(slopeSub$SPEED,20, xlab="Speed (m/s)",main="Histogram of Subject Speed") 
 
METSlopeSub<- subset(slopeSub, slopeSub$MET_rate>1 & slopeSub$SPEED>.5) 
summary(METSlopeSub$SPEED) 
mean(METSlopeSub$SPEED) 
hist(METSlopeSub$SPEED,20, xlab="Speed (m/s)",main="Histogram of Subject Speed - Standing Removed", 
xlim=c(.5,4)) 
 
mean(METSlopeSub$EEnorm) 
hist(METSlopeSub$EEnorm,20, xlab="Calories consumed per meter",main="Histogram of Subject Energy 
Expenditure") 
summary(METSlopeSub$EEnorm) 
 
 
# Code for Chapter 5 Results 
 
# Make sure we have the correct data 
slopeSub=subset(data, data$Slope_ZGPS>-50&data$Slope_ZGPS<50) 
 
#Remove areas that cross over land cover classes. 
slopeSub=subset(slopeSub,slopeSub$class_ID=="1"|slopeSub$class_ID=="2"|slopeSub$class_ID=="3"|slopeSub
$class_ID=="4"|slopeSub$class_ID=="5"|slopeSub$class_ID=="6"|slopeSub$class_ID=="7"|slopeSub$class_ID=
="8") 
 
#Remove areas where standing is occuring 
METSlopeSub<- subset(slopeSub, slopeSub$MET_rate>1 & slopeSub$SPEED>.14) 
 
#Research Questions 1 and 2 Go back to original data because  
 
# Use the below to determine the best transform for EENorm which does not have a normal distribution 
out <- boxcox(lm(METSlopeSub$EEnorm~1)) 
range(out$x[out$y > max(out$y)-qchisq(0.95,1)/2]) 
 
 
#Take Ln of EEnorm to get a normal distribution 
 
METSlopeSub$LogEEnorm=log(METSlopeSub$EEnorm) 
hist(METSlopeSub$LogEEnorm,30,xlab="LN(Calories/meter)",main="Histogram of LN(Energy 
Expenditure/meter)") 
 
 
#Now must investigate EE vs slope.  It is not linear so we must transform. 
 
############################ 
#Must average the bins to generalize the noisy data 
############################ 
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######################### 
#Filtering Technique 
######################### 
 
## Creat bins at different Slopes 
lBins <- seq(-50.5,49.5,1) 
rBins <- seq(-49.5,50.5,1) 
midBins <- seq(-50,50,1) 
 
binStats <- data.frame(ID=numeric(0),leftBinValue=numeric(0), 
                       rightBinValue=numeric(0), 
                       binMidPoint=numeric(0), 
                       aveLogEEnorm=numeric(0))#creates a new data frame to save the statistics of 
each bin 
 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSub,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
  
} 
binStatsAll=binStats 
 
######################## 
#Now to plot results 
######################## 
 
 
#Plot the Log of EE vs Slope  
p=ggplot(binStatsAll,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm), col="red") 
p=p+ggtitle("How Energy Expenditure Changes With Slope") +labs(x="Slope (%)",y="LN(Calories/Meter)") 
p 
 
 
############################## 
#Now analyze all classes to see if we can generalize the classes 
############################## 
METSlopeSubC1=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==1) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC1,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC1=binStats 
 
#################################################################### 
 
METSlopeSubC2=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==2) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
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  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC2,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC2=binStats 
 
##################################################################### 
 
METSlopeSubC4=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==4) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC4,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC4=binStats 
 
################################################################ 
METSlopeSubC5=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==5) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC5,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC5=binStats 
 
################################################################# 
 
METSlopeSubC6=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==6) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC6,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC6=binStats 
 
################################################################## 
 
METSlopeSubC7=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==7) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
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for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC7,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC7=binStats 
 
################################################################ 
 
METSlopeSubC8=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==8) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC8,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC8=binStats 
 
################################################################## 
METSlopeSubC47=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID==4|METSlopeSub$class_ID==5|METSlopeSub$class_ID
==6|METSlopeSub$class_ID==7) 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSubC47,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsC47=binStats 
 
####################################################################### 
combo=data.frame(binStatsAll,binStatsC1,binStatsC2,binStatsC4,binStatsC5,binStatsC6,binStatsC7,binStat
sC8,binStatsC47) 
 
#Plot all the classes 
 
p=ggplot(combo,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.1), col="black")# On road 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.2), col="dark grey")# Boulders 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.3), col="light green")# Light Vegetation 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.4), col="green")# Moderate Vegetation 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.5), col="dark green")# Heavy Vegetation 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.6), col="blue")# Swamp 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.7), col="brown")# Open Woods 
p=p+ggtitle("How Energy Expenditure Changes With Slope and Class") +labs(x="Slope 
(%)",y="LN(Calories/Meter)") 
p 
 
# Plot the vegetation and the swamp together with other classes 
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p=ggplot(combo,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.1), col="black")# On road 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.2), col="dark grey")# Boulders 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.8), col="green")# Vegetation 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm.7), col="brown")# Open Woods 
p=p+ggtitle("How Energy Expenditure Changes With Slope and Class") +labs(x="Slope 
(%)",y="LN(Calories/Meter)") 
p 
 
########################### 
#Multiple regression 
########################## 
 
#Remove water and consolidate the vegetation 
METSlopeSub=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$class_ID!="3") 
METSlopeSub$class_ID2=METSlopeSub$class_ID 
METSlopeSub$class_ID2[METSlopeSub$class_ID=="5"]<-"4" 
METSlopeSub$class_ID2[METSlopeSub$class_ID=="6"]<-"4" 
METSlopeSub$class_ID2[METSlopeSub$class_ID=="7"]<-"4" 
 
M1=lm(METSlopeSub$LogEEnorm~METSlopeSub$SlopeSq+METSlopeSub$class_ID2 + METSlopeSub$cumDist_1 + 
METSlopeSub$sex+METSlopeSub$BMI+METSlopeSub$fitness_scr) 
summary (M1) 
calc.relimp(M1, type = c("lmg"),rela = TRUE) 
AIC(M1) 
vif(M1) 
 
M2=lm(METSlopeSub$LogEEnorm~METSlopeSub$SlopeSq+METSlopeSub$class_ID2 + METSlopeSub$cumDist_1 + 
METSlopeSub$sex+METSlopeSub$BMI+METSlopeSub$run_scr) 
summary (M2) 
calc.relimp(M2, type = c("lmg"),rela = TRUE) 
AIC(M2) 
vif(M2) 
 
M3=lm(METSlopeSub$LogEEnorm~METSlopeSub$SlopeSq+METSlopeSub$class_ID2 + METSlopeSub$cumDist_1 + 
METSlopeSub$sex+METSlopeSub$BMI) 
summary (M3) 
calc.relimp(M3, type = c("lmg"),rela = TRUE) 
AIC(M3) 
sresid <- studres(M3) 
hist(sresid, 30, main="Distribution of Studentized Residuals",xlab = "Studentized Residuals") 
bwplot(ID~resid(M3),data=METSlopeSub, xlab="Studentized Residuals",main="Box plot of Studentized 
Residuals by subject ID") 
vif(M3) 
 
##################################### 
#Mixed Effects Modeling Effort 
##################################### 
 
M1.lme=lme(LogEEnorm~SlopeSq+class_ID2+cumDist_1+BMI+sex, data = 
METSlopeSub,random=~1+SlopeSq+class_ID2+cumDist_1|ID) 
bwplot(ID~resid(M1.lme),METSlopeSub,xlab="Studentized Residuals",main="Box plot of Studentized 
Residuals by subject ID") 
summary(M1.lme) 
r.squaredGLMM(M1.lme) 
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################################################################### 
#Assessment of cumulative distance in the model. 
################################################################### 
 
a=METSlopeSub # all  
#a=subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$Slope_ZGPS>-5&METSlopeSub$Slope_ZGPS<0) # We could also look at just 
one specific class 
lBins <- seq(50,6950,100) 
rBins <- seq(150,7050,100) 
midBins <- seq(100,7000,100) 
 
binStats <- data.frame(ID=numeric(0),leftBinValue=numeric(0), 
                       rightBinValue=numeric(0), 
                       binMidPoint=numeric(0), 
                       aveLogEEnorm=numeric(0))#creates a new data frame to save the statistics of 
each bin 
 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
  #currentBin <- subset(METSlopeSub,METSlopeSub$cumDist_1>(lBins[i]) & 
METSlopeSub$cumDist_1<(rBins[i]))#subsets all rows that fall within a given bin 
  currentBin <- subset(a,a$cumDist_1>(lBins[i]) & a$cumDist_1<(rBins[i]))#subsets all rows that fall 
within a given bin 
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- lBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3] <- rBins[i] 
  binStats[i,4] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,5]= mean(currentBin$LogEEnorm, na.rm = TRUE) 
   
} 
binStatsDist=binStats 
 
#Plot the Log of EE vs Cumulative Distance 
p=ggplot(binStatsDist,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveLogEEnorm), col="red") 
p=p+ggtitle("How Energy Expenditure Changes With Distance") +labs(x="Distance from Start 
(meters)",y="LN(Calories/Meter)") 
p 
 
################################################################################## 
#To Answer Research Question 3 
################################################################################## 
 
###################### 
#Compute EE from Pandoff 
###################### 
 
# 1977 Equation 
# MW = 1.5 • W + 2.0 • (W + L) • (L / W)2 + ŋ • (W + L) • (1.5 • V2 + 0.35 • V • G)  
# Where: 
#   Mw = metabolic cost of walking (or standing) (in watts) - 1 kCal (A food Calorie is actually 1000 
calories, small c, or 1 kCal) = 4.18 kJ 
# 1 watt=1 joule/sec 
# 1 joule = 0.00023900573614 food calories 
 
# W = body mass (kilograms) 
# L = load mass (kilograms) 
# ŋ = terrain factor 
# V = velocity or walk rate (m/s) 
# G = slope or grade (%) 
# The terrain factor categories are: 1.0 = black top road or treadmill; 1.1 = dirt road; 1.2 = light 
brush; 1.5 = heavy brush; 1.8 = swampy bog; 2.1 = loose sand; 2.5 = soft snow, 15 cm depth; 3.3 = soft 
snow 25 cm deep; 4.1 = soft snow, 35 cm depth (12). 
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#  
# 2003 Correction 
# Mw = PE – CF  Where PE is the 1977 Pandolf Equation and CF is the correction factor listed below.  
# CF = η • [(G • (W + L) • V) / 3.5 - ((W + L) • (G + 6)^2) / W) + (25V2)] 
# Where: 
#   t = terrain factor 
# G = grade (%)  
# W = body wt (kg) 
# L = load wt (kg) 
# V = velocity (m/s) 
rq3df=METSlopeSub 
rq3df$comments=NULL #remove these columns b/c they don't have much to add and have NA values 
rq3df$ssn=NULL 
rq3df$fitness_sc=NULL 
rq3df$fitness_scr=NULL 
rq3df$run_scr=NULL 
sum(is.na(rq3df))#verify no NA values 
 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==1]<-1.0 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==2]<-NA#Rocky 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==3]<-NA #Water 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==4]<-1.2#light 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==5]<-NA#moderate 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==6]<-NA#heavy 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==7]<-NA#swamp 
rq3df$tfL[rq3df$class_ID==8]<-1.1 
 
W=rq3df$weight*0.453592 #in KG 
L=rq3df$load*0.453592 # in KG 
V=rq3df$SPEED # in m/s 
G=rq3df$Slope_ZGPS # in % 
t=rq3df$tfL 
 
rq3df$PE= 1.5*W + 2.0*(W+L)*(L/W)^2 + t*(W+L)*(1.5*V^2 + 0.35*V*G)  
rq3df$CF = t*((G*(W+L)*V)/3.5)-(((W+L)*((G+6)^2))/W)+(25*(V^2)) 
rq3df$MW=(rq3df$PE-rq3df$CF)*rq3df$DURATION*0.00023900573614 #Calories / segment 
 
########################################################## 
#Compute EE from Irmischer Coefficents 
######################################################### 
 
B0=-2.85 
B1=.00027 
B3=-.000053 
B4=.11 
B5=.035 
 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==1]<-0#onroad 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==2]<-.45#Rocky 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==3]<-NA #Water 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==4]<-.39#light 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==5]<-.39#moderate 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==6]<-.39#heavy 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==7]<-.39#swamp 
rq3df$tfii[rq3df$class_ID==8]<-.31#open offroad 
 
rq3df$sexCode[rq3df$sex=="m"]<-1 
rq3df$sexCode[rq3df$sex=="f"]<-0 
 
 
rq3df$LNEEii<-B0+B1*rq3df$SlopeSq+rq3df$tfii+B3*rq3df$cumDist_1+B4*rq3df$sexCode+B5*rq3df$BMI 
   
rq3df$EEii=rq3df$DISTANCE*exp(rq3df$LNEEii) 
rq3df=rq3df1 
#rq3df=subset(rq3df,rq3df$sexCode==1)# Put in to look at different subsets of the data 
 
########################################################### 
#Compute summaries of EE 
########################################################### 
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colSums(is.na(rq3df)) 
rq3results<-data.frame(ID=numeric(0), 
                       EE_GT3X=numeric(0), 
                        EE_LAREDO=numeric(0), 
                       EE_ii=numeric(0)) 
                         
for (i in 1:200){ 
  a=subset(rq3df,rq3df$ID==i) # focus on just one subject at a time. 
  a=a[complete.cases(a),]# Remove all rows with NA. These are rows where Pandolf and classification do 
not match. 
  ID=mean(a$ID) 
  b=sum(a$EE,na.rm = TRUE) 
  c=sum(a$MW, na.rm = TRUE) 
  d=sum(a$EEii) 
  e=(sum(is.na(a$EE))) 
  f=(sum(is.na(a$MW))) 
  g=(sum(is.na(a$EEii))) 
  h=length(a$EE) 
  j=length(subset(data$EE,data$ID==i)) 
  k=(sum(a$DISTANCE)) 
  aa=subset(data,data$ID==i) 
  l=max(aa$cumDist_1) 
  cat (ID, b,c,d,e,f,g,h,j,k,l,"\n") 
  rq3results[i,1]=ID 
  rq3results[i,2]=b 
  rq3results[i,3]=c 
  rq3results[i,4]=d 
} 
 
#rq3results=subset(rq3results,rq3results$ID>0)#Put in if you want to analyzed subsets of the results 
cor(rq3results$EE_GT3X,rq3results$EE_LAREDO) 
cor(rq3results$EE_GT3X,rq3results$EE_ii) 
 
 
# Calcualte MAE and percent error for LAREDO Algorithm 
 
rq3results$ErrorL=(rq3results$EE_GT3X-rq3results$EE_LAREDO) 
rq3results$absErrorL=abs(rq3results$EE_GT3X-rq3results$EE_LAREDO) 
rq3results$percentErrorL=(rq3results$absErrorL/rq3results$EE_GT3X)*100 
paeL=mean(rq3results$percentErrorL) 
maeL=mean(rq3results$absErrorL) 
paeL 
maeL 
 
# Calculate MAE and percent error for II Model 
rq3results$Errorii=(rq3results$EE_GT3X-rq3results$EE_ii) 
rq3results$absErrorii=abs(rq3results$EE_GT3X-rq3results$EE_ii) 
rq3results$percentErrorii=(rq3results$absErrorii/rq3results$EE_GT3X)*100 
paeii=mean(rq3results$percentErrorii) 
maeii=mean(rq3results$absErrorii) 
paeii 
maeii 
 
 
############################################ 
#Plot the estimated vs the actual values 
############################################ 
 
 
p=qplot(EE_GT3X,EE_LAREDO,data=rq3results) 
p=p+geom_abline() 
p=p+ggtitle("Predicted vs Actual Calorie Consumption During Navigation") +labs(y="Predicted calorie 
consumption by LAREDO algorithm",x="Calories consumed (as measured by Actigraph GT3X)") 
p=p+xlim(250,1250)+ylim(250,1250) 
p 
 
p=qplot(EE_GT3X,EE_ii,data=rq3results) 
p=p+geom_abline() 
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p=p+ggtitle("Predicted vs Actual Calorie Consumption During Navigation") +labs(y="Predicted calorie 
consumption by new model",x="Calories consumed (as measured by Actigraph GT3X)") 
p=p+xlim(250,1250)+ylim(250,1250) 
p 
 
 
 
 
##################################### 
#Research Question 4 Results 
##################################### 
 
#Create on road and offroad dataframes 
slopeSub=subset(data, data$Slope_ZGPS>-50&data$Slope_ZGPS<50) 
slopeSubC1=subset(slopeSub,slopeSub$class_ID==1) 
slopeSubC2_8=subset(slopeSub,!grepl("1", slopeSub$class_ID)) 
 
## Creat bins at different Slopes 
lBins <- seq(-50.5,49.5,1) 
rBins <- seq(-49.5,50.5,1) 
midBins <- seq(-50,50,1) 
 
###################################### 
#Compute bin averages 
###################################### 
 
#################### 
#On Road 
#################### 
 
binStats <- data.frame(ID=numeric(0), 
                       binMidPoint=numeric(0), 
                       aveSpeed=numeric(0), 
                       binSize=numeric(0)) 
 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
   
  # Change the below line to match what subset you want. 
  currentBin <- subset(slopeSubC1,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all rows 
that fall within a given bin 
   
  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3]= mean(currentBin$SPEED) 
  binStats[i,4]=nrow(currentBin)  
} 
binStats$Tobler=.277778*6*exp(-3.5*abs(binStats$binMidPoint*.01+.05)) 
binStats$ToblerOffroad=.277778*.6*6*exp(-3.5*abs(binStats$binMidPoint*.01+.05))#multiply above by .6 
as described in Tobler 
binStatsC1=binStats 
 
############################### 
# Must do it all again to create another data frame with data from Classes 2-8 
############################### 
 
binStats <- data.frame(ID=numeric(0), 
                       binMidPoint=numeric(0), 
                       aveSpeed=numeric(0), 
                       binSize=numeric(0)) 
 
## For loop to subset data based on bins 
for(i in 1:length(lBins)){ 
   
   
  # Change the below line to match what subset you want. 
  currentBin <- subset(slopeSubC2_8,Slope_ZGPS>(lBins[i]-3) & Slope_ZGPS <(rBins[i]+3))#subsets all 
rows that fall within a given bin 
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  binStats[i,1] <- i 
  binStats[i,2] <- midBins[i] 
  binStats[i,3]= mean(currentBin$SPEED) 
  binStats[i,4]=nrow(currentBin)  
} 
binStatsC2_8=binStats 
 
combo=data.frame(binStatsC1,binStatsC2_8)# Combine all data into one dataframe 
 
p=ggplot(combo,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=Tobler), col="red") 
p= p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveSpeed), col="blue") 
p=p+ggtitle("Speed of navigation - On road") + labs(x="Slope (%)",y="Speed m/s") 
p 
 
p=ggplot(combo,aes(x)) 
p =p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=ToblerOffroad), col="red") 
p= p+geom_point(aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveSpeed.1), col="blue") 
p=p+ggtitle("Speed of navigation - Off road") + labs(x="Slope (%)",y="Speed m/s") 
p 
 
################################################### 
#Curve fitting Effort 
################################################### 
 
x=binStatsC1$binMidPoint 
y=binStatsC1$aveSpeed 
xx <- seq(-50,50, length=101) 
 
# Fit On road curve 
fit1=lm(y-1.07~x + I(x^2))#I fix the apex to be 1.07 which is very similiar to my max value 
fit1$coefficients[1]=1.07 
fit1$coefficients[2]=-.004 
fit1$coefficients[3]=-.00045 
plot (x,y,pch=19, col="blue", main="On road navigation speeds at varying slopes",ylab="Navigator Speed 
(m/s)", xlab="Slope (%)") 
lines(xx, predict(fit1, data.frame(x=xx)), col="green",lwd=3.5) 
summary (fit1) 
 
############################# 
#Offroad 
############################# 
 
u=binStatsC2_8$binMidPoint 
v=binStatsC2_8$aveSpeed 
z=binStatsC2_8$count 
 
plot (u,v,pch=19, col="blue", main="Off road navigation speeds at varying slopes",ylab="Navigator 
Speed (m/s)", xlab="Slope (%)") 
 
fit2=lm(v-.76~u + I(u^2),weights = z) 
#force coefficents to 0.765000    -0.00100    -0.00035  
fit2$coefficients[1]=.765 
fit2$coefficients[2]=-.001 
fit2$coefficients[3]=-.00035 
lines(xx, predict(fit2, data.frame(x=xx)), col="green", lwd=3.5) 
summary (fit2) 
 
quantile(slopeSub$Slope_ZGPS, probs = c(0.05, 0.95)) 
 
########################################################### 
#Plot Tobler vs II On road 
########################################################### 
 
combo2=subset(combo,combo$binMidPoint>=-40&combo$binMidPoint<=40) 
f=ggplot(data.frame(x=c(-40,40)), aes(x)) 
f=f+stat_function(fun=function(x)-.00045*x^2-.004*x+ 1.07,colour="green", size =1.5)  
f=f+stat_function(fun=function(x)(.277778*6*exp(-3.5*abs(x*.01+.05))),colour="red", size=1.5) 
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f= f+geom_point(data=combo2,mapping=aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveSpeed), col="blue") 
f=f+ggtitle("Speed of navigation - On road") + labs(x="Slope (%)",y="Speed m/s") 
f 
 
 
########################################################### 
#Plot  Tobler vs II off road 
########################################################### 
 
f=ggplot(data.frame(x=c(-40,40)), aes(x)) 
f=f+stat_function(fun=function(x)-.00035*x^2-.001*x+.765,colour="green",size=1.5)  
f=f+stat_function(fun=function(x).6*(.277778*6*exp(-3.5*abs(x*.01+.05))),colour="red",size=1.5) 
f= f+geom_point(data=combo2,mapping=aes(x=binMidPoint,y=aveSpeed.1), col="blue") 
f=f+ggtitle("Speed of navigation - Off road") + labs(x="Slope (%)",y="Speed m/s") 
f 
 
###################################################### 
#Test significance that veg vs boulder vs onroad vs open woods are different 
###################################################### 
 
#combine all veg and swamp and call it Class 4. 
METSlopeSubCveg=METSlopeSubC47 
METSlopeSubCveg$class_ID=4 
#combine all the classes  
METSlopeSub1=rbind(METSlopeSubC1,METSlopeSubC2,METSlopeSubCveg,METSlopeSubC8) 
boxplot(METSlopeSub1$LogEEnorm~METSlopeSub1$class_ID) 
veg.aov=aov(METSlopeSub1$LogEEnorm~METSlopeSub1$class_ID) 
summary(veg.aov) 
TukeyHSD(veg.aov) 
 
####################################################### 
#Comparative values of different types of hike vs navigating 
####################################################### 
 
# 7 km hike at zero slope with on road Tobler vs Mine - Time difference 
#Tobler Onroad=6*EXP(-3.5*ABS(Slope/100+0.05)) - Slope in Percent 
#Tobler equation at 0 slope = 6exp(-3.5*(.05))=5.0367km/hr 
Tobler=7/5.0367*60 #How many min 
Irmischer=7000/1.07/60 #How many min 
Tobler 
Irmischer 
print(Irmischer/Tobler) 
# 7 km hike at zero slope with off road Tobler vs Mine - Time difference 
#Tobler Offroad=(3/5)*6*EXP(-3.5*ABS(Slope/100+0.05)) - Slope in Percent 
ToblerOff=7/(5.0367*(3/5))*60 
IrmischerOff=(7000/.765)/60 
ToblerOff 
IrmischerOff 
print(IrmischerOff/ToblerOff) 
 
# 7 km hike at -5% slope with on road Tobler vs Mine - Time difference 
ToblerOn=7/(6*exp(-3.5*abs(-5/100+0.05)))*60 
IrmischerOn=7000*(1.07-(0.004*(-5))-(0.00045*(-5^2)))/60 
ToblerOn 
IrmischerOn 
print(IrmischerOn/ToblerOn) 
## 7 km hike at -5% slope with off road Tobler vs Mine - Time difference 
ToblerOff=(5/3)*7/(6*exp(-3.5*abs(-5/100+0.05)))*60 
IrmischerOn=7000*(.765-(0.001*(-5))-(0.00035*(-5^2)))/60 
ToblerOff 
IrmischerOff 
print(IrmischerOff/ToblerOff) 
 
 
######################################################## 
##Determine total time of navigation vs predicted by Tobler and Irmischer 
######################################################## 
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slopeSub30=subset(data, data$Slope_ZGPS>-30&data$Slope_ZGPS<30) 
slopeSub30C1=subset(slopeSub30,slopeSub30$class_ID==1) 
slopeSub30C2_8=subset(slopeSub30,!grepl("1", slopeSub30$class_ID)) 
slopeSub30C1$toblerSpeed=(6*exp(-3.5*abs((slopeSub30C1$Slope_ZGPS/100)+0.05))) 
slopeSub30C1$toblerTime=(3.6*slopeSub30C1$DISTANCE)/(6*exp(-
3.5*abs((slopeSub30C1$Slope_ZGPS/100)+0.05))) 
 
slopeSub30C2_8$toblerSpeed=(3/5)*(6*exp(-3.5*abs((slopeSub30C2_8$Slope_ZGPS/100)+0.05))) 
slopeSub30C2_8$toblerTime=(3.6*slopeSub30C2_8$DISTANCE)/((3/5)*(6*exp(-
3.5*abs((slopeSub30C2_8$Slope_ZGPS/100)+0.05)))) 
 
 
slopeSub30C1$ianSpeed=1.07-.004*slopeSub30C1$Slope_ZGPS-
.00045*(slopeSub30C1$Slope_ZGPS*slopeSub30C1$Slope_ZGPS) 
slopeSub30C1$ianTime=slopeSub30C1$DISTANCE/slopeSub30C1$ianSpeed 
 
slopeSub30C2_8$ianSpeed=.765-.001*slopeSub30C2_8$Slope_ZGPS-
.00035*(slopeSub30C2_8$Slope_ZGPS*slopeSub30C2_8$Slope_ZGPS) 
slopeSub30C2_8$ianTime=slopeSub30C2_8$DISTANCE/slopeSub30C2_8$ianSpeed 
 
routeTime=aggregate(DURATION~ ID, slopeSub30C1, sum) 
routeTime$toblerC1=aggregate(toblerTime~ ID, slopeSub30C1, sum) 
routeTime$actualC1=aggregate(DURATION~ ID, slopeSub30C1, sum) 
routeTime$toblerC2_8=aggregate(toblerTime~ ID, slopeSub30C2_8, sum) 
routeTime$actualC2_8=aggregate(DURATION~ ID, slopeSub30C2_8, sum) 
 
routeTime$ianC1=aggregate(ianTime~ ID, slopeSub30C1, sum) 
routeTime$ianC2_8=aggregate(ianTime~ ID, slopeSub30C2_8, sum) 
 
routeTime$actual=routeTime$actualC1$DURATION+routeTime$actualC2_8$DURATION 
routeTime$tobler=routeTime$toblerC1$toblerTime+routeTime$toblerC2_8$toblerTime 
routeTime$ian=routeTime$ianC1$ianTime+routeTime$ianC2_8$ianTime 
routeTime$diffTI=routeTime$tobler-routeTime$ian 
routeTime$diffAI=routeTime$actual-routeTime$ian 
routeTime$diffAT=routeTime$actual-routeTime$tobler 
 
summary(routeTime$diffAI) 
summary(routeTime$diffAT) 
summary(routeTime$diffTI) 
 
hist(routeTime$diffAI) 
hist(routeTime$diffAT) 
hist(routeTime$diffTI) 
 
maeIan=mae(routeTime$actual,routeTime$ian)#mean absolute error 
maeTobler=mae(routeTime$actual,routeTime$tobler) 
rsmeIan=rmse(routeTime$actual,routeTime$ian) 
rsmeTobler=rmse(routeTime$actual,routeTime$tobler) 
 
mapeI = mean(abs((routeTime$actual - routeTime$ian)/routeTime$actual))#Mean absolute percentage error 
 
mapeT = mean(abs((routeTime$actual - routeTime$tobler)/routeTime$actual)) 
cor(routeTime$actual, routeTime$ian) 
 
 
maeIan 
maeTobler 
rsmeIan 
rsmeTobler 
 
mapeI  
 
mapeT  
 
routeTime$ianMin=routeTime$ian/60 
routeTime$actualMin=routeTime$actual/60 
routeTime$toblerMin=routeTime$tobler/60 
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############################################ 
#Plot the estimated vs the actual values 
############################################ 
 
p=qplot(actualMin,ianMin,data=routeTime) 
p=p+geom_abline() 
p=p+ggtitle("Predicted vs Actual Completion Times") +labs(y="Predicted Completion Times Using 
Irmischer Algorithm",x="Actual Completion Times  (Minutes)") 
p=p+xlim(40,140)+ylim(40,140) 
p 
 
p=qplot(actualMin,toblerMin,data=routeTime) 
p=p+geom_abline() 
p=p+ggtitle("Predicted vs Actual Completion Times") +labs(y="Predicted Completion Times Using Tobler 
Algorithm",x="Actual Completion Times  (Minutes)") 
p=p+xlim(40,140)+ylim(40,140) 
p 
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APPENDIX C – Description of Data Matrix Fields  
 
OBJECTID A unique identifier of each data record. 
DISTANCE The distance a subject covered over the duration of 
the segment. Usually this is over 10 seconds. Units 
are meters. 
DURATION The duration of the segment. Usually this is over 10 
seconds. Units are seconds. 
SPEED This is a speed calculated in ArcGIS by taking the 
Distance/Duration when using the track interval to 
feature. Units are meters/second.  
HEADING  Heading person is looking. This is determined by 
the ArcGIS desktop tool “track intervals to feature”. 
START_TIME DateTime when the subject was at the beginning of 
the 10 second segment. 
END_TIME DateTime when the subject was at the beginning of 
the segment. Usually 10 seconds after the 
START_TIME. 
CLASS_ID Class of terrain through which the segment passes 
AXIS1 Number of counts from the accelerometer on the 
vertical axis.  Determined from proprietary formula 
by the Actilife software based on raw accelerometer 
data.  
AXIS2 Number of counts from the accelerometer on the 
horizontal axis.  Determined from proprietary 
formula by the Actilife software based on raw 
accelerometer data. 
AXIS3 Number of counts from the accelerometer on the 
perpendicular (out from the body) axis.  Determined 
from proprietary formula by the Actilife software 
based on raw accelerometer data. 
VM Vector Magnitude of the number of counts from the 
3 axis of the accelerometer. 
STEPS Estimate of the number of steps taken by a subject. 
Calculation by the Actilife6 using only the axis 1 
counts and no individual data. 
HR Heart-rate in Beats/Min from a polar HR monitor 
working in conjunction with the Actigraph GT3X. 
INCLINOMETER_OFF Determines how many seconds the device 
inclinometer was turned off during a segment. The 
devices were on over 99% of the time. 
INCLINOMETER_STANDING Determines how many seconds a person was 
standing. The number represents how many sec of 
the 10 second epoch a person was standing. 
INCLINOMETER_SITTING Determines how many seconds a person was sitting. 
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The number represents how many sec of the 10 
second epoch a person was sitting. 
INCLINOMETER_LYING Determines how many seconds a person was 
standing. The number represents how many sec of 
the 10 second epoch a person was sitting. 
MET_RATE Metabolic Rate as determined by the Actilife 
software. 
LATITUDE WGS 84 Latitude of the Subject at the beginning of 
the segment 
LONGITUDE WGS 84 Longitude of the Subject at the beginning 
of the segment 
Z_GPS Elevation in Meters from the Qstarz GNSS at the 
beginning of the segment. 
MONITOR Actigraph GT3X monitor number worn by the 
subject. 
PLATOON Subject’s platoon during USMA Cadet Basic 
Training. 
SQUAD  Subject’s squad during USMA Cadet Basic 
Training. 
GPS_NUM Number of the backup GNSS worn by the subject  
SEX Sex of the subject 
AGE The GPS number of the beacon they carried. Not 
the Qstarz GPS number that I used for my data 
collection. 
HEIGHT Height of the subject  
WEIGHT Weight of the subject wearing cargo pants, socks 
and a brown tshirt. 
LOADEDWEIGHT Weight of the subject with all gear worn during 
navigation event. Weight measured just before they 
started the navigation event. 
LOAD Loaded Weight - Weight  
COMMENTS Any comments made about the observation. 
ZDIFF Computed difference in elevation from the end of 
the segment to the beginning of the segment.  
Positive is uphill movement. Elevation values 
extracted from the LiDAR DEM. 
RASTERVALU Elevation values extracted from the LiDAR DEM.  
Represents the elevation at the beginning of each 
segment. 
SLOPE Computed % slope from ZDIFF.  
100*ZDIFF/DISTANCE 
FITNESS_SCR Fitness Score of the cadet from their Army Physical 
Fitness Test.  Range is 0-300. 
RUN_SCR Run Score of the cadet from the 2 mile run portion 
of the Army Physical Fitness Test.  Range is 0-100. 
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CUMDIST_1 Distance the subject has walked in meters since the 
start to the end of the segment. 
CUMTIME Duration in seconds the subject has walked in 
meters since the start to the end of the segment. 
COMPANY The company the subject was in during USMA 
cadet basic training. 
VALID Status of the Qstarz GNSS reading 
PDOP (Positional Dilution Of Precision) ; Position 
accuracy; 3Dcoordinates 
HDOP  (Horizontal Dilution Of Precision); horizontal 
accuracy; 2Dcoordinates 
VDOP  (Vertical Dilution Of Precision); vertical accuracy; 
height 
NSAT_USED_VIEW_ Number of Satellite (in Used, in View) 
SAT_INFO__SID_ELE_AZI_SNR_ Information about the satellites used 
NAVTIME Same as start time 
SPEED_GPS_1 Instantaneous GNSS Speed at the beginning of the 
segment 
AVE10_1 Average Speed as computed by GNSS over the 
segment.  Not used for dissertation. 
ID Numeric ID of the subject.  Used to remove names 
from the dataset 
BMI Body Mass Index as computed using Height and 
Weight 
EE Energy Expended (Calories) per segment.  
Computed using METS and loaded weight.   
EENORM Energy Expended (Calories) per meter.  Computed 
using EE and Distance of the segment. 
 
